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Abstract 
Computer Assisted Simultaneous Analysis (C.A.S.E.) aims to aide a practitioner in an optometric exam to 
promptly obtain an organized insight of a patient's binocular behavior simultaneously to the progression 
of an optometric binocular exam. The program is constructed to serve as a record pad upon which the 
results of optometric tests are recorded as they normally would in an ordinary exam. As test results are 
recorded, the program initiates a series of algorithms which transforms gross findings into net findings 
according to formulas recommended in the optometric literature and compare the results to OEP 
accepted norms. The program then organizes the findings in chains (automatic checking and chaining) 
which are displayed as the exam progresses. Further, the program classifies and diagnoses the chained 
clusters according to pre-established syndromes delineated by the OEP functional analysis system (Bl-
B2-C system). The degree of functional degeneration in each syndrome and the degree of embededness 
of visual behavior habits is also provided. Furthermore, different lens options are analyzed for best visual 
performance according to actual AC/ A ratios. OEP-established lens reccommendations ("mandates") are 
applied, and the best lens for treatment or prevention of accommodative and vergence dysfunctions are 
then made available in a button-driven electronic prescription pad which allows the examiner to 
immediately prescribe the selected option. The program differs from a simple analysis program in that it 
aims not to be an ancillary tool to be resorted to after the exam is concluded and the patient has left, but 
it consists of the record itself upon which an optometric exam is recorded, automatically providing 
otherwise time-consuming analysis as the patient still sits on the exam chair. The object is to render 
analysis results and recommendations as the practitioner finishes the exam, providing reference 
feedback when it is needed the most (as the exam progresses) and eventually achieve a paperless 
optometric record keeping system that can perform analytical and diagnostic tasks at no additional cost 
in time to the practitioner. Review and selection of lens alternatives for distance and near are made and 
recorded by the examiner by means of a button driven display. As an exam record system, C.A.S.E. does 
not a represent a complete system in that it presently limits itself to preliminary visual skills and 
phorometric findings. At its present stage, however, the program seeks to demonstrate that a complete 
record system with sophisticated diagnostic capabilities can be constructed. Two computer disks with 
the program accompany this work. 
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Abstract: 
Computer Assisted Simultaneous Analysis (C.A.S.E.) aims to aide a practitioner in 
an optometric exam to promptly obtain an organized insight of a patient's binocular 
behavior simultaneously to the progression of an optometric binocular exam. The 
program is constructed to serve as a record pad upon which the results of optometric tests 
are recorded as they normally would in an ordinary exam. As test results are recorded, 
the program initiates a series of algorithms which transforms gross findings into net 
findings according to formulas recommended in the optometric literature and compare 
the results to OEP accepted norms. The program then organizes the findings in chains 
(automatic checking and chaining) which are displayed as the exam progresses. Further, 
the program classifies and diagnoses the chained clusters according to pre-established 
syndromes delineated by the OEP functional analysis system (Bl-B2-C system). The degree 
of functional degeneration in each syndrome and the degree of embededness of visual 
behavior habits is also provided. Furthermore, different lens options are analyzed for best 
visual performance according to actual AC/ A ratios. OEP-established lens 
reccommendations ("mandates") are applied, and the best lens for treatment or 
prevention of accommodative and vergence dysfunctions are then made available in a 
button-driven electronic prescription pad which allows the examiner to immediately 
prescribe the selected option. 
The program differs from a simple analysis program in that it aims not to be an 
ancillary tool to be resorted to after the exam is concluded and the patient has left, but it 
consists of the record itself upon which an optometric exam is recorded, automatically 
providing otherwise time-consuming analysis as the patient still sits on the exam chair. 
The object is to render analysis results and recommendations as the practitioner finishes 
the exam, providing reference feedback when it is needed the most (as the exam 
progresses) and eventually achieve a paperless optometric record keeping system that can 
perform analytical and diagnostic tasks at no additional cost in time to the practitioner. 
Review and selection of lens alternatives for distance and near are made and 
recorded by the examiner by means of a button driven display. 
As an exam record system, C.A.S.E. does not a represent a complete system in that it 
presently limits itself to preliminary visual skills and phorometric findings. At its present 
stage, however, the program seeks to demonstrate that a complete record system with 
sophisticated diagnostic capabilities can be constructed. 
Two computer disks with the program accompany this work. 
Introduction 
The usefulness of optometric analysis automation is emphasized by the expansion 
of scope that occurred in the profession. Optometrists have always been concerned witr 
the detection of ocular disease and appropriate referral of patients in need of ocular 
disease management. However, optometry as a profession was in the past essentially 
concerned with vision care-- that is to say, clear and comfortable binocular vision 
capacitating the patient to the optimum performance of his or her visual tasks. Birnbaum 
(1) has pointed out that throughout recent decades, optometry evolved to the application 
of lenses, prisms and vision therapy in the management of strabismus and amblyopia, 
sport vision, rehabilitation of trauma and stroke patients, and treatment of vision 
conditions that interfere with information gathering and learning. Recently, the scope of 
the profession has once again expanded to encompass primary and secondary 
management of ocular diseases. 
While the scope of the profession has expanded, the technological means by which 
functional vision disorders can be detected and diagnosed changed little since the pre-
expansion era. Our profession could not compact its existing capabilities to a degree of 
efficiency that would allow a true expansion of scope, that is, without significant neglect 
of its previous heritage. Under these circumstances, professionals in the field have been 
concerned with the risk that this expansion of scope may actually amount to a mere 
refocus rather than a true expansion, at the expense of optometry's heritage of quality 
functional vision care. In In a recent article in the Journal of the American Optometric 
Association, Dr. Martin Birnbaum comments: 
"It is a source of serious concern ( ... ) that as the scope of optometric knowledge and practice has 
expanded, so many colleagues have neglected to provide functional and behavioral vision care at a 
level consistent with today's standards. As a consequence, large numbers of patients struggle with 
untreated vision disorders that cause discomfort, school failure, and inefficiency at the workplace.' 
( ... ) II It is sad but true that many of our colleagues do not fully understand current concepts of 
optometric case analysis, the relationships between vision and learning, or the impact of vision 
disorders on school, vocation, and sports performance. These concepts are not given emphasis in 
some of the schools and colleges of optometry and, as a consequence, many practitioners organize 
care on the basis of a model of vision that is essentially limited to eye health and refraction. II (2) 
It is up to the profession to examine practical options in addressing the problem presented 
above. To ask teaching institutions to dedicate more time to the understanding and 
management of functional vision dysfunctions in their already overcrowded curricula 
seems to be by itself irrealistic; to ask practitioners to "bite the bullet" and dedicate 
themselves to continuing education on binocular conditions or to fit quality binocular 
vision care in the HMO/managed care dominated reality of their practices may be by itself 
insufficient in responding to this problem. 
In order to address an expansion of scope where both education time and chair 
time remain the same, it seems appropriate to assess alternatives towards optimization 
or better utilization of existing resources. In that direction it may be useful to recognize 
that a strong feature of problem is the manifestation of an information overload crisis. In 
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other words, a key feature presented in the problems experienced in the profession today 
is that more information needs to be processed by optometric practitioners in less time. 
Computer science is one of the fields dedicated to address problems of precisely 
that nature in that it promotes automated manipulation of information and organizes it 
to more efficient levels. The technology is currently available and largely untapped to 
promote a technological leap that seems necessary to aptly respond to the problems 
experienced by the profession today. C.A.S.E. provides an example of how this can be 
achieved specifically regarding binocular dysfunctions. By automatically organizing the 
data in functional syndromes, applying functional mandates and projecting the effects of 
lens options upon vergence and accommodation performance, C.A.S.E. instantly provides 
data that would otherwise cost much time and effort for most students and practitioners. 
In doing so, it offers the following advantages: 
(1) it claims the application of high quality analysis technology back to the reality of the 
exam chair. 
(2) by making it practical and fast, it allows a student or practitioner to mobilize more 
time to the actual understanding of the principles behind the analysis methods, rather 
than the tedious and time-consuming task of figuring nets and organizing findings into 
functional syndromes. In this way, it frees educational time, motivates learning and 
emphasizes true clinical insight. 
(3) it allows more patients to be analyzed and readily displays results. The increased 
frequency and repeatability of previously time-consuming analysis in the exam room 
again favors the understanding of visual dysfunctions in that they are more easily and 
more frequently illustrated by actual patients and their visual struggle. 
Methods 
C.A.S.E. is an automated algorithmic data-base addressing functional analysis of 
binocular patients and allowing prompt and extensive examination of lens options to 
promote visual efficiency. The program follows the methods and directives for diagnosis 
and treatment of binocular vergence/ accommodation dysfunctions delineated by the 
Optometric Extention Program (OEP). This analysis system is based on an understanding 
of binocularity that includes the theory of stress-induced effector system mismatch 
evoked by differences in innervation characteristics between the accommodative and 
vergence components of human vision. An explanation of this theory along with a 
description of how it applies to the different findings in a binocular exam is provided in 
Appendix B. 
The data-base 
C.A.S.E is a data-base utilizing File-Maker Pro 3.0 ™ as a shell program. C.A.S.E 
contains 1126 fields and 5,232,640 bytes of information. The fields comprise 5 main 
categories: 
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1) Data-entry fields; 
2) Container fields; 
3) Calculation fields; 
4) Algorithm fields; 
5) Display fields. 
Data-entry fields are fields upon which data is directly entered with exam 
information. These are user-modifiable fields. Data entered in these fields is processed by 
calculation fields that transform findings into net results for example, or words into 
numbers to be utilized by other calculation fields or by algorithm fields. Some calculation 
fields are also algorithm fields performing different calculations according to different 
circumstances. Algorithm fields are fields that contain the intelligence of the program and 
guide calculations or perform diagnostic tasks. They contain a specific answer for each 
different circumstance presented by the data entry and calculation fields. Algorithm fields 
compare results and make programmed decisions. They process information received 
from the calculation fields. Algorithm fields include calculation features based on "if-
then" statements. They are generally arranged in clusters of fields called "algorithmic 
trees" covering all possible combinations of diagnosis. These fields work by selecting 
information according to the "if-then" statements programmed in them and relaying that 
information to the appropriate algorithm field in the next layer of the tree, which in turn 
does the same until the diagnostic end-point is reached and relayed to display fields. 
Display fields are end-point fields that display information on the lay-outs. Container 
fields are a combination of algorithm field and display field that display graphic objects in 
the layouts of the program. 
Appendix A contains the fields and calculations utilized to demonstrate how this 
type of program is assembled. 
User interface 
Different lay-outs for data entry are browsed by means of a button driven 
navigation system. Patient data is entered in pre-designed slots much in the way it would 
in an optometric record form. 
Patient information is entered in different layouts containing navigation buttons 
with icons that permit easy transit through the various lay-outs of the program. 
After entering general patient information and entrance tests, the 
phorometric section follows in the 21 point exam format, starting with static retinoscopy 
(OEP#4). The phorometric section is covered by two lay-outs, one displaying the process 
of manifest (subjective) refraction at distance (figure 1) and the other containing the 
binocular findings and near accommodatio11 findings (figure 2) . Both of these lay-
outs are divided into two parts: the lower half of the screen is the site where the findings 
are recorded; the upper part is the site where the simultaneous assessment is 
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displayed and the prescribing tool buttons are located. The binocular findings lay-out 
(figure 4) includes the site where control lenses for distance binocular tests are selected; 
induced phorias, vertical and horizontal ranges at distance are then entered (lower left 
portion). Near tests are also recorded in the same lay-out, with relative accommodation 
ranges and cross cylinder findings performed first to assess the best near control lens for 
the near phorias and vergence ranges (lower central portion). Once these tests are 
recorded the examiner selects from a menu the control lenses desired for the near 
vergence testing or enter any other lens combination as the near control lens, and then 
records the near vergence findings (lower right portion). 
Although presently displaying functional analysis of a case according to OEP 
guidelines, C.A.S.E has been designed to present graphical analysis, normative analysis 
and comfort criteria in the same simultaneous fashion. The left-hand side of the 
phorometric lay-out is reserved for the display of graphical analysis algorithms, presently 
being developed. Right below the graph location, in the near findings lay-out (figure 4) is 
the diagnostic chain location. The chain is completed at the same time of the entry of test 
results. In this same site, the diagnosis of the functional syndrome (C, B1 or B2) with its 
corresponding degrees of degeneration and embededness, along with general diagnostic 
notes is given. On the superior right hand portion of the lay-out, the prescription pad tool 
appears. The prescription pad is the site where one or more prescriptions are designed by 
the examiner and recorded. More information about this tool will be provided below 
(under "Lens Recommendation Algorithms"). 
It is up to the examiner to decide whether or not specific tests will be performed, 
however, for accurate functional analysis to be performed by the program, the following 
information is essential: Retinoscopy (OEP#4), dynamic retinoscopy (OEP #5), manifest 
refraction at distance (OEP#7a), horizontal ranges at near (OEP#9, 10 and 11), positive and 
negative relative accommodation ranges at near (OEP#20 and 21), and horizontal near 
vergence ranges (OEP#16a, b and c, OEP#17a, b and c). It is desirable, but not obligatory to 
enter the absolute range of accommodation at near (OEP # 19), but if this test is not 
performed the program considers the blur point of the positive accommodation for the 
determination of the patient's syndrome type, degree of degeneration and embededness. 
It is also desirable to record monocular or binocular cross-cylinder (OEP #14a or 14b ). If a 
binocular cross-cylinder is not performed, C.A.S.E. applies information from the dynamic 
retinoscopy findings in order to differentiate first, second and third degenerations or to 
assess a C type. 
OEP lens recommendations put especial emphasis on dynamic retinoscopy and 
distance vergence brake point findings in order to assess prognostic plus lens acceptance. It 
is important to perform these tests. Horizontal near vergence tests are also indispensable 
to differentiate a B1 from B2 syndrome which also affects lens mandates. 
Any distance for the near tests may be elected by the practitioner, provided that is kept 
consistent throughout all near tests. 
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The lay-out containing the binocular findings (figure 4) contains a button (on the 
right of the diagnostic chain site) that will lead to the accommodative convergence to 
accommodation stimulus ratio (AC/ A) determination lay-out. This lay-out, presently in 
development, will permit the examiner to survey different AC/ A alternatives according 
to different findings and utilize this AC/ A in the prognostic analysis of lens options. 
Presently, C.A.S.E. utilizes a standard AC/ A of 4:1 as recommended by OEP. 
Checking and Chaining Calculations and Algorithms 
Checking and chaining involves three stages: (1) determination of net values of 
binocular findings by calculation fields, (2) diagnosis of found values by comparison with 
expected values by algorithm fields, and (3) display of findings according to a diagnostic 
chain by display fields. All these stages are performed simultaneously by the program: 
Maximum plus to 20/20 at Distance (OEP#7) 
Maximum plus to 20/20 at distance (OEP#7) is checked high if hyperopia is greater 
than +0.25 diopters, neutral in spheres between +0.25 and 0.0 diopters and low if spheres 
are lower than zero diopters. 
Static retinoscopy (OEP#4) 
The static retinoscopy finding (OEP#4) is placed in the chain in comparison with 
#7. This finding is displayed as neutral (on the same level as #7 display) if it is within 0.25 
diopters from #7. It is placed below# 7 if more minus than the margin allowed for 
neutrality , or above if more plus than the margin allowed for neutrality. 
Dynamic retinoscopy (OEP#S) 
The dynamic retinoscopy finding (OEP#5) is converted to a net finding by 
subtracting from it an assumed lag of accommodation in case exophoria is found in the 
monocular cross cylinder phoria (#5 gross- #15a exophoria/B). The net finding is then 
compared with the static retinoscopy (OEP#4) and checked high if more plus, low if less 
plus, or equal, in which case it is displayed on the chaining line. The algorithm for the 
diagnosis of # 5 net also allows a slop of .25. for exos and .13 for esos and orthos in its 
comparison to #4 (static retinoscopy). In other words, if the #5net is within .25D (for exos) 
or .13 (for esos) of #4, it is checked neutral rather than high or low. This slop factor seems 
appropriate due to: 
1) Possible inexactitudes of #5 result, likely to be .125 diopters at least. 
2) Slop on the Riesley prisms utilized to reach the lag (when the posture is exo). 
According to this, a difference of 1 prism diopter corresponds to a maximum 
"slop" factor of 1/8 or 0.125 (as the lag formula is 15Aexo/6 X #19 low factor). This 
adds up to a slop of 0.25 for exos, where .25 "slop" factor would then be adequate. 
For esos the "slop" factor was reduced to 0.13. as the lag is in this case absent. 
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Absolute range of accommodation (0EP#19) 
Absolute range of accommodation (OEP#19) is also converted to a net. The# 19 
finding tests how much a patient can further accommodate from a given working 
distance without the help of convergence, that is, accommodate while keeping the 
vergence plane at a constant working distance. In this test, the patient overcomes added 
minus lenses and keeps the image clear. Any minus lenses added to the subjective when 
viewing a near target represents for the patient an added effort to accommodate. 
However, when a target is placed at near distance, the patient already starts by 
accommodating the dioptric amount corresponding to that distance. Therefore the net 
amplitude is going to be equal to any minus added in the phoropter plus the initial 
working distance accommodation. In testing for absolute range of accommodation at 40 
em (OEP#19), a target with a paragraph of 0.62 em type is placed at 33 em, rather than 40 
em, to eliminate variability introduced by of an arbitrary 0.50 diopter depth of focus. 
However, if based on the patient's specific working distance needs the practitioner elects 
to perform the near tests at a different distance,, C.A.S.E. calculates the new distance at 
which the #19 should be taken to proportionally eliminate the depth of focus effect and 
keep the results in correspondence with the other near tests. When C.A.S.E calculates the 
net for the #19finding, two possibilities are likely: 
1) The patient is non-presbyopic: If the patient can clear the target through the subjective 
lens, minus sphere is added until the patient reports that the target presents the first 
sustained blur that introduces difficulty in reading the text (this is not a blur-out finding). 
For this non-presbyopic patient, the net is the amount of minus added to the subjective 
refraction (#7) plus 2.50 diopters (this amount represents the inverse of the test distance --
33 em generally-- plus an arbitrary .50 diopter lag factor: 1/ .33=-3.00, +.50= -2.50, which is 
added to the patient's total effort of accommodation). 
2) The patient is presbyopic: If the patient is unable to read the paragraph, plus sphere is 
added binocularly in 0.25 diopter steps until the patient reads the target with difficulty. In 
this case, the additional plus above the #7 is subtracted from 2.50 (if the test distance is 33 
em) to obtain the net amplitude (#19net). 
Diagnosis of OEP#19 (absolute amplitude of accommodation) 
There are several problems concerning the diagnosis of #19 and its impact in the 
algorithms that calculate syndrome degenerations. First, when one attempts a qualitative 
classification of an accommodation amplitude finding, that classification becomes 
necessarily very age-sensitive. In other words, an amplitude of accommodation of six 
diopters may be high for a 30 year old adult, but it is low for a seven year old child and 
may indicate an insufficiency in accommodation. To address this problem the Hofstetter 
formula has been utilized to designate the amplitude of accommodation as high, neutral 
or low, instead of the flat expected value of 5 diopters recommended by OEP. The 
minimum expectable amplitude, according to Hofstetter is 15./0-.25X Age. Two other 
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formulas are also given: the "average expectable" (18.5-.30 X Age) and the "maximum 
expectable" (25.0-.4 X Age). When the age of the patient has not been entered, the OEP 
expected is the reference point for comparison. When the age is present, the Hofstetter 
formula is used instead. 
Another problem is that few practitioners actually perform #19. The end point of 
#19 is somewhat obscure. It has been defined as a "definite sustained blur" (3) causing 
difficulty or discomfort in reading the .62 point target paragraph, but it is possible that it 
may be many times performed until absolute blur-out, yielding an unduly high result. 
Because of these factors, C.A.S.E. assigns a wider range around the reference points 
utilized (Hofstetter formula or OEP expected) within which #19 is accepted as neutral or 
within expected values. In his normative research of the variability of #19, Dr. Harold 
Haines (Pacific University) found a mean of 6.75, with a probable error (PE) of 1.25, which 
would place the lower acceptable value at 5.50, high for OEP standards. Based on that, 
when the OEP expected is the reference point, C.A.S.E. accepts values from 5.00 to 5.75 as 
neutral (OEP expected plus half of Dr. Haines PE.)(4). When the Hofstetter formula is 
utilized, C.A.S.E. accepts as neutral a value within half of that PE from the reference 
point provided by the Hofstetter formula. Taking into consideration the age of the patient 
in interpreting the significance of finding #19 is commonly practice in functional analysis 
(5). However, if the examiner prefers to adhere to the 5.00 standard regardless of age, the 
program will do so if the age is not entered at the patient information layout (Fig.1). 
Values above or below that range of neutrality are checked above or below the 
diagnostic chain line as appropriate. 
Monocular cross cylinder finding (0EP#14a) and Binocular cross cylinder finding 
(OEP#14b) 
The cross-cylinder tests assess the patient's ability to relax accommodation (6). Both 
findings are converted to nets. The reason for this net calculation is that in binocular 
conditions an exophoric patient will naturally have a modified accommodation posture 
due to the effort to converge. The net values represent the amount of accommodation 
free of convergence at near (7) and therefore the amount of convergence accommodation 
is deducted. The monocular cross cylinder finding (OEP#14a) is the only one that is 
displayed in the chain. The binocular cross cylinder finding is converted to a net in a 
similar way as the monocular finding (this process is described below) and displayed by 
the entered finding in the lower portion of the binocular exam layout in order to advise 
the examiner of the status of accommodation once the exophoria has been taken into 
consideration. The monocular finding is converted to a net by deducting a lag. That lag is 
found by dividing the exophoria through the lens found in the monocular cross cylinder 
procedure (OEP#15a) by 6. However, if the absolute amplitude of accommodation 
(OEP#19, or in its absence, Donder's near point blur converted to diopters, or recovery 
value of positive binocular convergence (OEP#20 recovery) is less than 5 diopters, that lag 
is lowered by the proportion of that value and the expected value of 5. If the control lens 
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for near is #7a (best visual acuity at far), the #14a net is then compared with the 
maximum plus to 20/20 acuity (OEP#7) to determine if it is high, neutral or low. If not, in 
case, for example, of presbyopia, the# 14a net is compared with the lens elected as the 
appropriate near control (5). In that determination, the diagnostic for #14a has been 
allowed a "slop" factor of 0.25D for patients that are exophoric through 14a lenses, and 
0.13 for patients that are either orthophoric or esophoric. In other words, if the 14a net is 
within .025 D lower or higher than #7, then it is considered to be neutral and displayed 
as neutral and equal to 15a (over the line, together with 15a). This slop seems appropriate 
due to: 
1) Possible inexactitudes of 14 result, likely to be .125 diopters at least. 
2) Slop on the Riesley prisms utilized to reach the lag (when the posture is exo). 
According to this, a difference of 1 prism diopter corresponds to a maximum "slop" factor 
of 1/6 or 0.17 (as the lag formula is 15Aexo/6 X 19 low factor). 
This add up to a slop of 0.29 for exos, where .25 "slop" factor would then be adequate. For 
esos the "slop" factor was reduced to 0.13. as the lag is in this case absent. If the difference 
between #14net and #7 is less than the slop factor, #14a and #15b are checked as equal and 
displayed over the diagnostic chain line. The monocular cross cylinder phoria (OEP#lSa) 
is then checked low if #14a is high, high if #14a net is low compared to the maximum 
plus to 20/20 finding (OEP#7). 
Binocular positive accommodation (OEP#20) and binocular negative relative 
accommodation (0EP#21) 
The absolute values of binocular positive accommodation (OEP#20) and binocular 
negative relative accommodation (OEP#21) transformed in nets and compared to each 
other. The net ranges are calculated relative to the control lens elected for the near 
vergence tests .. 
Base out blur at distance (OEP #9) 
Base out blur at distance (OEP #9) is compared to a range of expected values. It is 
considered neutral if its values are equal or between 7 to 10 prism diopters and placed 
over the chain line, above if greater than 10, or below if less than 7 prism diopters. 
Base out break at distance (OEP#lOa) and base-in break at near (OEP#lla) 
Base out brake at distance (OEP #lOa) is considered low if less than 19 prism 
diopters, whereas base-in brake at distance (OEP#lla) is considered low if less than 9 
prism diopters. However, these findings are compared to each other before being 
displayed in the diagnostic chain. That is done by a succession of algorithms that apply the 
chaining rules for these values: 
1) If one is high and the other is low, the appropriate finding is checked above and below 
the chain respectively. 
2) Vergence range values that are at or above expected values may still be classified as low 
due to low recoveries. In that case, the finding with less than 50% recovery to break ratio 
is placed below the chain line. If both findings are low due to low recoveries, the findi~ 
with the lowest ratio is displayed under the diagnostic line. The finding will be displayed 
as "lOb" or "llb" to signal that the lowest finding was elected by virtue of a low recovery 
ratio rather than low breaks ("lOa" or lla"). 
3) If both break values are absolutely low, the ratio of each break value relative to its 
expected (19 prism diopters for base-out and 9 prism diopters for base-in) is taken and the 
smaller ratio determines which of the findings will be checked below the diagnostic chain 
line. In the rare case that these ratios are equal, then the ratios with the recoveries are 
then compared and the lowest ratio defines which finding will be checked under the 
diagnostic line. In the latter case, the display will also be "lOb" or "llb"to signal that 
recoveries have been considered. 
4) If both break values are high and their recoveries are also high, a succession of 
algorithms calculates the ratios of the brake findings with their expected brake values 
(specified above); in the rare case that both ratios are equal, recovery ratios with their 
expecteds are directly compared. The lower value calculated in this fashion is displayed 
below the diagnostic line but between parenthesis, indicating that the value is actually 
high, only being lower compared to its counterpart. This is done because although only 
low findings are actually diagnostically significant in functional analysis, knowing which 
is the lower finding may be useful to an examiner. This procedure also permits the 
diagnostic algorithms to yield the most probable diagnosis in case other findings indicate 
the presence of an accommodative syndrome. Thus the appropriate lens 
recommendations are still appropriately displayed. (8) 
Base-out blur point at near and the base-in blur point at near (OEP#16a and #17a) 
The base-out blur point at near and the base-in blur point at near (OEP#l6a and 
#17a) are compared to each other and placed appropriately above, below or on the 
chaining line in case they are equal. 
If the control lenses utilized for taking near vergences are different than the 
maximum plus to 20/20 vision (OEP#7), the blur results are projected, via the selected 
AC/ A (default at 4:1 if no AC/ A is selected or in case of presbyopia). In these cases, the 
result is a hypothetical value representing 16A and 17 A through maximum plus for 
20/20 acuity at far. These values are then compared with each other and checked as high 
or low in the chain display. 
Base out break at near (OEP#16b) and base-in break at near (OEP#17b) 
The near vergence ranges (base out break at near: OEP#16b; and base-in break at 
near: OEP#17b) are checked high or low in a similar manner as the distance vergences: 
Base out brake at near (OEP #16b) is considered low if less than 21 prism diopters, 
whereas base-in brake at near (OEP#17b) is considered low if less than 22 prism diopters. 
However, these findings are compared to each other before being displayed in the 
diagnostic chain. Again, that is done by a succession of algorithms that apply the chaining 
rules for these values: 
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1) If one is high and the other is low, the appropriate finding is checked above and below 
the chain respectively. 
2) Vergence range values that are at or above expected values may still be classified as low 
due to low recoveries. In that case, the finding with less than two thirds recovery to break 
ratio is placed below the chain line. If both findings are low due to low recoveries, the 
finding with the lowest ratio is displayed under the diagnostic line. The finding will be 
displayed as "16c" or "17c" to signal that the lowest finding was elected by virtue of a low 
recovery ratio rather than low breaks ("16b" or 17b"). 
3) If both break values are absolutely low, the ratio of each break value relative to its 
expected (21 prism diopters for base-out and 22 prism diopters for base-in) is taken and the 
smaller ratio determines which of the findings will be checked below the diagnostic chain 
line. In the rare case that these ratios are equal, then the ratios with the recoveries are 
then compared and the lowest ratio defines which finding will be checked under the 
diagnostic line. In the latter case, the display will also be "16c" or "17c" to signal that 
recoveries have been considered. 
4) If both break values are high and their recoveries are also high, a succession of 
algorithms calculates the ratios of the brake findings with their expected brake values 
(specified above); in the rare case that both ratios are equal, recovery ratios with their 
expecteds are directly compared. The lower value calculated in this fashion is displayed 
below the diagnostic line but between parenthesis, indicating that the value is actually 
high, only being lower compared to its counterpart. This is done because although only 
low findings are actually diagnostically significant in functional analysis, knowing which 
is the lower finding may be useful to an examiner. This procedure also permits the 
diagnostic algorithms to yield the most probable diagnosis in case other findings indicate 
the presence of an accommodative syndrome. Thus the appropriate lens 
recommendations are still appropriately displayed. 
Induced phoria at near through the selected near control lens (OEP#13b) 
The induced phoria at near through the selected near control lens (OEP#13b) is 
checked high if equal to 8 prism diopters of exophoria or greater, low if less than 5 prism 
diopters of exophoria. This finding is checked as neutral (or expected) if in between the 
values of 5 and 7 prism diopters (placed right on the diagnostic chain line). 
Diagnostic Algorithms 
Once the nets are calculated and the chaining algorithms are executed, the 
diagnostic chain is displayed on the screen. That chaining display takes place 
simultaneously to the entry of findings in a regular exam. At the same time, C.A.S.E. 
initiates the diagnostic algorithms, determining diagostic types Bl, B2 and C by a method 
of exclusion of less common and flexible chain configurations to more common and 
more flexible chain configurations. C types are diagnosed first. Then B7 degenerations, B6 
and successively down to Bl degenerations. The diagnostic is stated above the chain 
display. C.A.S.E. displays messages explaining some of its diagnostics. 
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C.A.S.E also supplies degrees of embededness by initiating another chain of 
algorithms. A case is classified as embedded when embedded findings predominate or 
non-embedded if the opposite is true. The criteria of embeddedness is applied assessing 
findings #4, #9, #10, #11, #14b, #16b or #17b, #19 according toOEP guidelines (9). If there 
is no definite predominance, C.A.S.E displays a ratio of embedded findings to non-
embedded findings. The embeddedness diagnosis is displayed above the diagnostic chain 
along with the typing and degeneration diagnosis. 
Lens analysis 
Case allows different options of lenses to be visually analyzed according to their 
effect on vergence blur points and relative accommodation end-points. That analysis is 
displayed on a separate lay-out that is promptly reached by means of a navigation button, 
like all other layouts in the program. 
The lens analysis layout (figure 5) displays simultaneously multiple menus, each 
with multiple lens options. When the practitioner presses the lens option title a pop up 
menu displays the lens options that can be analysed. Thes options include the lenses 
being proposed in the Rx pad, which are modifiable to any combination. In this way, any 
lenses can be analysed regarding vergence and accommodation ranges. Below each lens 
option C.A.S.E. displays the add that lens represents relative to either the near control 
lens, the distance control lens, or the value displayed in the prescribing pad in the same 
layout (the user elects which value C.A.S.E. will utilize). In the same column, C.A.S.E 
displays the projection of these adds upon the near vergence blur values and 
accommodation end-points according to the AC/ A ratio od 4:1 (by default) or any elected 
AC/ A (from the AC/ A layout). In this way the examiner has a full analysis of multiple 
lens options, and, utilizing the lens prescription pad, that combination extends to 
virtually any combination of lens that maintains the same amount of anisometropia 
found in the subjective refraction findings. The examiner can promptly visualize the 
effect of the following lens upon vergence and accommodation ranges: 
Habitual distance; 
Habitual at near; 
Maximum plus to 20/20 acuity; 
Binocular best subjective acuity; 
Monocular cross-cylinder; 
Binocular cross cylinder; 
Relative negative accommodation recovery; 
Mid-point between positive and negative relative accommodation; 
Mid-point dioptric equivalent between near vergence range blur points; 
Maximum accepted spherical plus add by OEP acceptance rules (MSDA). 
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Below every lens analyzed, C.A.S.E displays a visual rendition of the new 
equilibrium achieved (#16 to #17 and #21 to #20 relationships) and compares that new 
equilibrium with the equilibrium projected as the patient's habitual status. C.A.S.E then 
applies OEP rules for acceptance of rejection of the new sets of equilibrium achieved. 
Below each equilibrium configuration, C.A.S.E. provides the acceptance/rejection 
diagnosis of the option examined. 
Lens Recommendation Algorithms 
A prescription pad is located at the upper right corner of the exam data recording 
display or the lens analysis display. The lens displayed is by default the distance control 
lens utilized for the distance vergence tests and induced phoria. However, the examiner 
may choose as starting point for distance prescription the distance habitual lens, the #7 or 
# 7a (max. plus to 20/20 and subjective refraction to best binocular acuity). 
C.A.S.E apply OEP rules to arrive at a maximum accepted dioptric adds (MSDA) for 
near and distance. Lens recommendations are made based on the application of OEP 
mandates appropriate to each syndrome and degree of degeneration. According to these 
mandates, ranges of minimum and maximum plus for distance and for near are 
determined. These ranges are then translated in terms of adds to the prescription initially 
displayed in the prescription pad. By pressing the buttons the examiner modifies the 
initial lens prescription according to OEP recommendations. A marker on the button will 
show that the button has been activated and how much was added to the distance 
prescription starting point. For example, if the OEP mandate for near is full plus, the 
higher amount of plus prescribable will be that which will bring the distance prescription 
to the MSDA. As the distance prescription is changed in the distance prescription buttons, 
the near adds prescribable according to OEP mandates for near are updated accordingly 
relative to the new distance prescription. The near add desired is selected in the same 
fashion prescription, simply by pressing the near add button. The prescription pad 
displays the total near add selected. The total dioptric power at near is then routed to the 
analysis display, and if the "Displayed RX" is one of the options selected, the lens is 
immediately analyzed regarding its effects on the near vergence and relative 
accommodation ranges, providing the examiner with immediate feedback of the effects of 
the prescription selected at near. In this way the lens recommended in the functional 
analysis are readily prescribable and the examiner is immediately advised of its projected 
effects on the vergence-accommodation equilibrium. 
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Accuracy verification 
total of 20 cases previously analyzed manually were entered on the program. All of 
those cases were chained correctly and reviewed by a professor with 30 years of experience 
in functional case analysis. 
20 students in the third professional year at Pacific University College of Optometry 
were given the opportunity to enter cases studied in their third year analysis class who 
obtained the analysis print-outs for in-class case presentations. Their utilization of the 
program as well as the analysis rendered by the program were monitored by the author. 
Data entry time averaged 12 minutes, permitting quick analysis of the cases studied. Data 
entry by optometry students was useful to assess the ease of data entry, correct sections of 
the lay-out that were not clear to users, detect calculation inconsistencies in the data-base 
and create messages that are displayed to clarify some of the results. 
Discussion 
In the area of functional vision analysis, C.A.S.E. successfully exemplifyed how the 
optometric record could work for the optometric practitioner and serve at the same time 
as an educational tool. The author is presently expanding its capability to cover comfort 
criteria, prism prescription and graphical analysis. C.A.S.E. has demonstrated that a 
computerized patient record with simultaneous diagnostic capabilities can be developed. 
However, optometric analysis is far from being the only area where algorithmic 
capabilities of today's data-base technology can be of crucial importance in saving time 
and resources as well as promoting understanding and prompt insight in vision and 
ocular health care. To be a true solution for the information management needs in the 
profession, a complete record system needs to be developed regarding all areas of its scope, 
with the capability of manipulating information via algorithms and displaying the 
information in different modes (specific disease work-ups offered as the exam progresses, 
chronological SOAP format, etc.). Computer technology permits that information to be 
displayed in an consistent, organized and readily retrievable format facilitating rapid 
review and prompt understanding of a patient's record and history. The requirements 
and consequences of such effort in optimizing resources in the profession is beyond the 
scope of this paper. It seems appropriate, however, to mention some of the tasks to be 
contended with in order to make data-base technology work for the profession in its full 
advantage: to be efficient, data-bases require standardization and ease of data entry. 
Taking as an example the symptom of "visual blur" and it's notation to feed an 
automated differential diagnosis algorithm, "visual blur", needs to be further specified in 
standard nomenclature, such as "blur" versus "dimming", "gradual" versus "sudden" 
onset, "permanent" versus "intermittent", "bilateral" versus "unilateral", "painful" 
versus "non-painful" as well as circumstances of onset, exacerbation and alleviation. 
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Once standardized can easily enter such specifications by means of a button driven system 
that maximizes automated data-entry and limits manually entered information to a 
minimum, allowing easy selection of standard describing features easily locatable and 
understandable by multiple practitioners. The specified symptom can then combine with 
other simil~rly notated signs and symptoms to activate algorithms dedicated to assess the 
probability of a pool of conditions likely in each case. That feature is useful to aid an 
examiner not only in his or her diagnostic decisions once the exam is completed but also 
in providing continuing aid in the work-up and differentiation of a suspected diagnosis 
as the exam progresses. 
This method offers clear advantages. Based on the pool of probabilities, the 
program can recommend options for work-up, navigate a record while data is recorded 
and compare results in multiple records without paper shuffle; it can provide consistent, 
organized and prompt retrieval of information, recommend measures for follow-up, 
contraindicate procedures or treatment options and thus reduce risks. Standardization of 
notations of findings and of how these findings are finally organized and displayed in an 
automated optometric record can dramatically increase the efficiency by which 
information regarding each patient can be readily absorbed the examiner and applied to 
the management of each case. This is especially true in settings where teams of 
practitioners need to work together: multi-mode clinics, managed care networks, 
hospitals and educational institutions. Further, data-base programs can relate a 
population of records to specific findings permitting more frequent and easy analysis of 
differences and similarities in that specific population. In that capacity, fully 
computerizing an optometric record may also represent a powerful tool in investigative 
research for the profession. 
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Figure 1: patient information layout 
Figure 2: preliminary exam and entrance skills lay-outs 
Figure 3: distance refraction layout 
Figure 4: binocular exam layout 
Figure 5: Lens analysis layout 
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Appendix A 
Data-Base Configuration of C.A.S.E. 
© 1997Gill Costae Sa 
Field Name 
#10#11bkCompExp.Ratios 
#10#11 RecCompExp.Ratios 
#1 OA.Display.Low 
#10ADx.BO.Bk 
#108Dx.BO.Rec 
#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO 
#1 Obk.diag.LL 
#1 Obk .diagnostic 
#1 OExp. Ratios 
#1 ORec .Bk ratio 
#1 ORec.diag.HI.LO 
#1 ORec.diag.LL 
#1 ORec .diagnostic 
#1 ORec.Display.Low 
#1 ORec.Exp.Ratios 
#1 1 A.Display.Low 
#11 bk.diag.H I.LO 
#11 bk.diag.LL 
#1 1 bk.diagnostic 
#11 Dx.BI.Bk 
#11 Dx.BI.Rec 
#11 Exp.Ratios 
#11 Rec.Bk ratio 
#11 Rec.diag.LL 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) . 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Form'ula I Entry Option 
= lf{#1 OExp.Ratios < #11 Exp.Ratios, " 1 OA expected ratio ", 
. lf(#1 OExp.Ratios > #11 Exp.Ratios, " 11 A expected ratio", BOBirecLL)) 
= lf(#1 ORec.Exp.Ratios > #1 1 Rec.Exp.Ratios," 11 B expected ratio ", 
lf{#1 ORec . Exp.Ratios < #11 Rec.Exp. Ratios, " 108 expected ratio ", 
"All low and equal")) 
= lf(#1 Obk.diagnostic = "L", " 1 OA", "") 
= lf{#1 OADx.BO.Bk < 19, "L", "H") 
= lf(BOLBIL =" 1 OA ", "LL", If( BOLBIL=" 1 OA expected ratio", "LL", 
"but not LL")) 
= lf(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #1 Obk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #1 ORec.Bk ratio = "Low #1 0 Rec/Bk'' and 
#10bk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "H"and #1 Obk.diag.LL * "LL", "H", 
lf (#1 Obk.diag.LL = "LL", "LL","BUBBA")))) 
= #10ADx.BO.Bk/19 
= lf(#1 OBDx. 80. Rec/#1 OADx.BO.Bk < .50, "Low #1 0 Rec/Bk", 
lf(#1 OBDx.BO.Rec/#1 OADx.BO.Bk > 1, "#1 0 Rec/Bk V.High", '"')) 
= lf(#1 OBDx.BO.Rec < 1 O,"L", If( #1 0#11 RecCompExp.Ratios ="all low 
and equal" , "L", lf{#10Rec.Bk ratio= "Low #10 Rec/Bk", "L", "H"))) 
= lf(BOLBIL =" 108 ", "LL", 
lf(BOLBIL =" 1 OB expected ratio", "LL", 
lf(BOLBIL = "{108)", "(LL)", 
lf(BOB irecLL =" 108 " and BOLBIL *" 1 OB ", "but not LL", 
lf(BOBirecLL = " 1 08 expected rat io" and BOLBIL *" 1 OB expected 
rat io ","but not LL", 
lf{#1 ORec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and BOLBIL *" 1 OB ", "but not LL", 
lf{#1 ORec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and NEARBOLBIL *" 108 expected ratio", 
"but not LL", ""))))))) 
= lf(#1 ORec.diag.LL = "LL", "LL", 
lf(#1 ORec.diag.LL = "(Ll)", "(LL)", 
lf(#1 ORec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #1 ORec.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#1 ORec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #1 ORec.diag.LL '# "LL" and 
#1 ORec.diag. LL * "(LL)", "H","BUBBA")))) 
= lf(#1 ORec.diagnostic = "L", " 1 OB ", "") 
= #1 OBDx. 80. Rec/1 0 
= lf(#1 1 bk.diagnostic = "L", " 11 A", "") 
= lf(#1 1 Dx.BI.Bk < 9, "L","H") 
= lf(BOLBIL = " 11 A ", "LL", lf(BOLBIL = " 11 A expected ratio ", "LL", 
"but not LL")) 
= lf{#11 bk.diag.H I.LO = "L" and #11 bk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#11 bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #11 Rec.Bk ratio= "Low #1 1 Rec/Bk" and 
#11 bk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#11 bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #11 bk.diag.LL * "LL", "H", 
lf (#1 1 bk.diag.LL = "LL", "LL", "BUBBA")))) 
= #11 Dx.BI.Bk/9 
= lf(#11 Dx.BI.Rec/#11 Dx.BI.Bk < .50, "Low #1 1 Rec/Bk", 
11{#11 Dx.BI.Rec/#11 Dx.B I.Bk > 1, "#11 Rec/Bk ratio V. High","")) 
= lf(BOLBIL =" 11 B ", "LL", 
lf(BOLBIL =" 11 B expected ratio", "LL", 
lf(BOLBIL = "(11 B)", "(LL)", 
lf(BOBirecLL =" 11 B" and BOLBIL *" 11 B ","but not LL", 
clinic main board -1-
Field Name Field Type 
#11 Rec .diagn.HI .LO Calculation (Text) 
#11 Rec .diagnostic Calculation (Text) 
#11 Rec.Display.Low Calculation (Text) 
#11 Rec. Exp. Ratios Calculation (Number) 
#12Duct.lnfra Number 
#12Duct.lnfra.Rec Number 
#12Duct.Supra Number 
#1 2Duct.Supra.Rec Number 
#12Vert.Ph Number 
#12Vert. Ph. Direction Text 
#12Vert.Ph.Rec Number 
#13a.Average Calculation (Number) 
#13a.optional Calculation (Number) 
#13a.rec.optional Calculation (Number) 
#13a.rec.sign Calculation (Number) 
#13a.sign Calculation (Number) 
#1 3aHab.Ph.Nr Number 
#13aHab.Ph.Nr.Direction Text 
#13aHab.Ph.Nr.Rec Number 
#138. 13A. DeltaStim Calculation (Number) 
#138.14A.DeltaStim Calculation (Number) 
#13b.14b.DeltaStim Calculation (Number) 
#13b.Average Calculation (Number) 
#13b.Display.High Calculation (Text) 
#13b.Display.Low Calculation (Text) 
#13b.Display.Neutral Calculation (Text) 
#13b.optional Calculation (Number) 
#13b.rec.optional Calculation (Number) 
#13b. rec.sign Calculation (Number) 
#13b .sign Calculation (Number) 
May 7, 1997 
Formula I Entry Option 
lf(BOBirecLL =" 11 B expected ratio" and BOLBIL '#" 118 expected 
ratio ","but not LL", 
lf(#1 1 Rec.diagn.HI.LO = "L" and BOLBIL :t." 11 B expected ratio ","but 
not LL", . 
lf(#11 Rec.diagn.HI.LO = "L" and BOLBIL '#" 11 B ","but not LL", ""))))))) 
= lf(#11 Dx.BI.Rec < 5, "L", lf(#1 0#11 RecCompExp.Ratios ="all low 
and equal", "L", lf(#11 Rec.Bk ratio= "Low#11 Rec/Bk", "L", "H"))) 
= lf(#11 Rec.diag.LL = "LL", "LL", 
lf(#11 Rec.diag.LL = "(LL)", "(LL)", 
11(#1 Obk.diag.LL '# "LL" and #11 bk.diag.LL :t. "LL" and BOLBIL ="All 
High", "All High", 
lf(#1 Obk.diag.LL :t. "LL" and #11 bk.diag.LL '# "LL" and BOLBIL =" All low 
and equal"," All low and equal", 
lf(#11 Rec.diagn .HI.LO = "L" and #11 Rec.diag.LL '# "ll", "l", 
lf(#11 Rec.diagn.HI.LO = "H" and #1 1 Rec.diag.LL '# "LL" and 
#11 Rec.diag.LL '# "(LL)", "H", 
"BUBBA")))))) 
= lf(#11 Rec.diagnostic = "L", " 118 ", "") 
= #11 Dx.B I. Rec/5 
= ((#13a.optional' Phoria.Weight.8k.Factor) + (#13a.rec.optlonal* 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight . De nom 
= lf(#13aHab.Ph .Nr '# "", #13a.sign , #13a.rec.sign) 
= lf(#13aHab.Ph.Nr.Rec '# "" , #13a.rec .sign, #13a.sign) 
= lf(#13aHab.Ph.Nr.Direction = "Exo", #13aHab.Ph.Nr.Rec • -1, 
#13aHab.Ph .Nr.Rec) 
= lf(#13aHab.Ph.Nr.Direction = "Exo", #13aHab. Ph.Nr * -1, 
#13aHab.Ph.Nr) 
Auto-enter: "." 
= CONTROL.Nr.eq.Sph- Hab.Nr.eq.sph.elect.eye 
= CONTROL.NEAR - #14A.elect.eye 
= #14B.elect.eye- CONTROL. NEAR 
= ((#13b.optional • Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + (#13b.rec.optional • 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight.Denom 
= lf(#13bDiagnostic = "H"," 138 ", "") 
= lf(#1 3bDiagnostic = "LL" or #13bDiagnostic ="L", "1 38", '"') 
= lf(#13bDiagnostic = "Exp"," 138 ", '"') 
= lf(#13blnd.Ph .Nr * "", #13b.sign, #13b.rec.sign) 
= lf(#13blnd.Ph.Nr.Rec '# "", #13b.rec.sign, #1 3b.sign) 
= lf(#13blnd. Ph .Nr.Direction = "Exo", #13bl nd. Ph .Nr.Rec * -1, 
#13b ln d. Ph .Nr.Rec) 
= lf(#13b lnd.Ph.Nr.Direction = "Exo", #13b lnd. Ph.Nr • -1 , 
#13blnd.Ph.Nr) 
clinic main board -2-
Field Name 
#13bDiagnostic 
#13blnd.Ph.Nr 
#13blnd. Ph. Nr. Direction 
#13blnd.Ph.Nr.Rec 
#14A.16.comp.17 
#14A.21.comp.20 
#14A.add 
#14A.display.acc.rej 
#14A.display.acpt.rejct 
#14A.elect.eye 
#14A.equ.Acc.diag 
#14A.equ.diag 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag 
#14A.OD 
#14a.OD.Frac 
#14A.OD.VA 
#14A.OS 
#14a.OS. Frac 
#14A.OS.VA 
#14ADistance 
#14Aiag 
#14Anet.add.to.DxCtrl 
#14Anet.Comp.#7 
#14Anet.diagnostic 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(#13blnd.Ph.Nr.Direction = "eso" or #13blnd.Ph .Nr.Direction = 
"ortho", "LL", lf(#1 3blnd.Ph.Nr.Direct ion = "exo" and #13blnd.Ph.Nr < 
3, "LL", lf(#13b lnd.Ph.Nr.Direct ion = "exo" and #13blnd.Ph.Nr ~ 5 and 
#13blnd.Ph.Nr < 8, "Exp", lf(#13blnd.Ph.Nr.Direction = "exo" and 
#13blnd.Ph.Nr ~ 8, "H", "L")))) 
Auto-enter: "." 
= lf(#16Athru.14Anet +#16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru.14Anet, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.14Anet +# 16.comp.17.~1op.factor:::: #17Athru.14Anet 
and #16Athru.l4Anet -#16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17 Athru.14Anet, 
"N", "H")) 
Calculation (Text) = 11(#21 thru.14Anet < (#20thru.14Anet * -1 ), "L", lf{#21 thru.14Anet 
+.125 ~ (#20thru.14Anet • -1) and #21thru.14Anet -.1 25 ~ 
(#20thru.14Anet • -1), "N", "H")) 
Calculation (Number) = #14Anet.elect.eye- CONTROL.NEAR 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", #14A.OS,#14A.OD) 
= lf(#14A.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and #14A.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(#l4A.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
= lf(#14A.eq u.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag = "Accepted" and 
#14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected", ·"Acc.Rejected" , 
lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc. Rejected", lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" and 
#14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Borderline" , "Borderline", lf(#14A.equ.Verg.diag 
="Rejected" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", 
lf(#14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #14A.equ .Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Rejected", lf(#1 4A.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(#14A.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or #14A.16.comp.17 ="H", 
"Accepted", lf(#14A.16.comp.17 ;t. hab16.comp.17 and 
#14A.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
= lf(#15A.Direction="Eso"or #15A.Direction="Ortho"or 
#15A.Direction=".", 0, lf(#15A.Average ~ 15, 
(Round(((Abs(#15A.Average)/6) • small#19factor) • 4,0)) I 4, 
(Round(((1516) • small#19factor) • 4,0)) I 4)) 
= #14Anet.elect.eye - CONTROL.Dx 
= #14Anet.elect.eye - #7.Sph.e lect.eye 
= lf(#14Anet.Comp.#7 +#14Anet.slopfactor < 0, "L", 
lf(#14Anet.Comp.#7 + #14Anet.slopfactor ~ 0 and #14Anet.Comp.#7-
#14Anet.slopfactor ~ 0, "N","H")) 
clin ic main board - 3-
Field Name 
#14Anet.display. high 
#14Anet.display.low 
#14Anet.display. Neut 
#14Anet.elect.eye 
#14Anet.OD 
#14Anet.OS 
#14Anet.slopfactor 
#148.14A.DeltaStim 
#148.16.comp.17 
#148.21 .comp.20 
#148.add 
#14B .display.acc.rej 
#14B.display.acpt.rejct 
#14B.elect.eye 
#14B.equ.Acc.diag 
#148 .equ.diag 
#14B .equ .Verg.diag 
#148.00 
#148.0D.Frac 
#14B.OD.VA 
#14B.OS 
#148.0S. Frac 
#14B.OS.VA 
#148Distance 
#14Biag 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "H"," 14A ","") 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "L", " 14A ", "") 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "N", " 14A ", '"') 
= lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS", #14Anet.OS,#14Anet.OD) 
= #14A.OD-#14Aiag 
= #14A.OS-#14Aiag 
= lf(#15A.Direction = "Eso"or #15A.Direction = "Ortho"or #15A.Direction 
= ".", .13, .25) 
= #148.elect.eye - #1 4A.elect.eye 
= lf(#16Athru.14Bnet + #16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17Athru.14Bnet, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.14Bnet + #1 6.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17 Athru.1 48net 
and #16Athru.14Bnet - #16.comp.17.slop.factor::; #17 Athru.14Bnet, 
IINII, IIHII)) 
= 11(#21 thru.14Bnet +.125 < (#20thru.14Bnet * -1 ), "L", 
lf(#21thru.14Bnet +.125 ~ (#20thru .1 4Bnet * -1) and #21thru.14Bnet 
-.125 ::; (#20thru.14Bnet * -1), "N", "H")) 
= #14Bnet.elect.eye- CONTROL.NEAR 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", #14B.OS,#14B.OD) 
= lf (#14B.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted" , 
lf(x.C.case "# "C" and #14B.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(#14B.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", 
"Rejected"))) 
= lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(#14B.equ. Verg.diag = "Accepted" and 
#14B.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected". "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #148.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Ace. Borderline", lf(#14B.equ. Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted" , "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and 
#14B.equ .Acc.diag = "Borderl ine", "Borderline", lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag 
="Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", 
lf(#14B.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Rejected", lf(#14B.equ.Verg.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14B.equ .Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(#14B.1 6.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or #14B.16.comp.17 ="H", 
"Accepted", lf(#148.16.comp.17 "# hab16.comp.17 and 
#14B.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
Auto-ente r: "." 
Auto-ente r: "." 
= lf(#15B.Direction = "Eso" or #15B.Direction = "Ortho"or 
#15B.Direction = ".",0, 
11(#15B::; 15, (Round(((Abs(#15b.Average)/9) * small#19factor) * 4,0)) I 
4, (Round(((15/9) * small#19factor) • 4,0))/4)) 
cl in ic main board -4-
Field Name 
#14Bnet.add.to.DxCtrl 
#14Bnet.elect.eye 
#14Bnet.OD 
#14Bnet.OS 
#15A 
#15A.Average 
#15A.Direction 
#15A.display.high 
#15A.display.low 
#15A.display.neut 
#15A.Optional 
#15A.Rec 
#15A.rec.Optional 
#15A.rec.sign 
#15A.sign 
#158 
#15b.Average 
#15B.Direction 
#15b.optional 
#158.Rec 
#15b.rec.optional 
#15b. rec.sign 
#15b.sign 
#16#17bkCompExp.Ratios 
#16#17RecCompExp. Ratios 
#16.comp.17.slop.factor 
#16A. BO.Biur 
#16Athru#7 
#16Athru#7A 
#16Athru#7 An 
#16Athru.14Anet 
#16Athru.14Bnet 
#16Athru.Habitual 
#16Athru.Midpt.20.21 
#16Athru.Option 1 
#16Athru.Option 2 
#16Athru.Option 3 
#16Athru.Option 4 
#16Athru.Option 5 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= #14Bnet.elect.eye - CONTROL.Dx 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", #14Anet.OS,#14Bnet.OD) 
= #14B.OD-#14Biag 
= #14B.OS-#14Biag 
= ((#15A.Optional * Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + (#15A.rec.Optional * 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight. Den om 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "L", " 15A ","") 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "H", " 15A ","") 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic = "N"," 15A ","") 
= lf(#15A * "", #15A.sign, #15A.rec.sign) 
= lf(#15A.Rec * "", #15A.rec.sign, #15A.sign) 
= lf(#15A.Direction = "Exo", #15A.Rec * -1, #15A.Rec) 
= lf(#15A.Direction = "Exo", #15A * -1. #15A) 
= ( (#15b.optional • Phoria.Weight.Bk. Factor)+ (#15b.rec.optional * 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight. Den om 
= 11(#158 # '"', #15b.sign, #15b.rec.sign) 
= lf(#15B.Rec * "", #15b.rec.sign, #15b.sign) 
= lf(#158.Direction = "Exo", #15B.Rec * -1. #15B.Rec) 
= lf(#15B.Direction ="Exo", #158 * -1 ,#158) 
= lf(#16Exp.Ratios < #17Exp.Ratios," 168 expected ratio", 
lf(#16Exp.Ratios > #17Exp.Ratios." 178 expected ratio", 
8081.NEAR.recLL)) 
= lf(#16Rec. Exp. Ratios > #17Rec.Exp.Ratios. " 17C expected ratio", 
lf(#16Rec. Exp.Ratios < #17Rec. Exp.Ratios, " 16C expected ratio", 
lf(#16Rec.Exp.Ratios = #17Rec.Exp.Ratios ~ 1," All low and equal", 
""))) 
= lf(ACA.Controi.Factor ~ 8, .25 * ACA.Controi.Factor, .125 * 
ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.81ur- (#7.add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.81ur- (#7A.add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A. 80.81ur- (#7 An.add.to. NrCtrl* ACA.Control. Factor) 
= #16A.80.Biur- (#14A.add * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.Biur- (#148.add * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.81ur- (Habituai.Nr.add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.Biur- (Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.B0.81ur- (Equ.base1.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.81ur- (Equ.base2.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.B0.81ur- (Equ.base3.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.81ur- (Equ.base4.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #16A.80.Biur- (Equ.base5.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
clinic main board -5-
Field Name 
#168.80.8k 
#168.Display.Low 
#16bk.diag.HI.LO 
#16bk.diag.LL 
#16bk.diagnostic 
#16C.80.Rec 
#16Exp.Ratios 
#16Rec.Bk ratio 
#16Rec.diag.HI.LO 
#16Rec.diag.LL 
#16Rec.diagnostic 
#16Rec.Display.Low 
#16Rec. Exp. Ratios 
#17A.BI.Biur 
#17A.Sign 
#17 Athru#7 
#17Athru#7A 
#17 Athru#7 An 
#17 Athru.14Anet 
#17 Athru.14Bnet 
#17Athru .Habitual 
#17 Athru.M idpt.20.21 
#17 Athru.Option 1 
#17 Athru.Option 2 
#17Athru.Option 3 
#17Athru.Option 4 
#17Athru.Option 5 
#17B.BI.Bk 
#17B.Display.Low 
#17bk.diag.HI.LO 
#17bk.diag.LL 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Number 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#16bk.diagnostic = "L", " 168", "") 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#168.80.8k< 21, "L", "H") 
Calculation (Text) =If( NEARBOLBIL =" 168 ", "LL", 
lf(NEAR80L81L = " 168 expected ratio", "LL", "but not LL")) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #16bk.diag.LL o~= "LL", "L", 
lf(#16bk.diag.HI .LO = "H" and #16Rec.8k ratio= "Low #16 Rec/Bk" and 
#16bk.diag.LL ot= "LL", "L", 
Number 
lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #16bk.diag.LL ot= "LL", "H", 
lf(#16bk.diag.LL = "LL", "LL","BU8BA'')))) 
Calculation (Number) = #16B.BO.Bk/21 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#16C.BO.Rec/#16B.B0.8k < .66, "Low #16 Rec/Bk", 
lf(#16C.80.Rec/#168.80.Bk ~ 1, "#16 Rec/8k V.High", "")) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#16C.BO.Rec < 15, "L", lf(#16#17RecCompExp.Ratios:;;;" all low 
and equal", "L", lf(#16Rec.8k ratio= "Low #16 Rec/8k", "L", "H"))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(NEAR80LBIL =" 16C ", "LL", 
lf(NEARBOLBIL =" 16C expected ratio", "LL", 
lf(NEARBOLBIL = "(16C)", "(LL)". 
lf(BOBI.NEAR.recLL =" 16C" and NEARBOL81L ot=" 16C ", "but not LL", 
lf(BOBI.NEAR.recLL =" 16C expected ratio "and N EARBOLBIL ~" 
16C expected rat io ", "but not LL", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and NEAR80LBIL ~" 16C ", "but not LL", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and NEAR80LBIL ot=" 16C expected ratio", 
"but not LL", "")) ))))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#16Rec.diag.LL = "LL", "LL", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.LL = "(LL)", "(LL)", 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #16Rec.diag.LL ~ "LL", "L", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #16Rec.diag.LL ot= "LL" and 
#1.6Rec.diag.LL ~ "(LL)", "H", "8U8BA")))) 
= lf(#16Rec.diagnostic = "L", " 16C ", "") 
= #16C.80.Rec/15 
= #17A.BI.81ur * - 1 
= #17A.BI.81ur+ (#7.add.to.NrCtrl • ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.BI.Biur + (#7A.add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #l7A.BI.Biur + (#7An.add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.BI.B iur + (#14A.add * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.81.Biur + (#14B.add * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.BI.Biur + (Habituai.Nr.add.to.NrCtrl • ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.81.Biur + (Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.BI.Biur + (Equ.base1.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.81.Biur + (Equ.base2.Add.to.NrCtrl • ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.81.Biur + (Equ.base3.Add.to.NrCtr1 * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17A.BI.8 1ur + (Equ.base4.Add.to.NrCtrl • ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= #17 A. BI.Biur + (Equ.baseS.Add.to.NrCtrl * ACA.Controi.Factor) 
= lf(#17bk.diagnostic = "L", " 178", "") 
= lf(#178 .BI.Bk < 22, "L", "H") 
= lf(NEARBOLBIL"'" 178 ", "LL", 
lf(NEAR80LBIL =" 178 expected ratio", "LL", "but not LL")) 
clin ic main board -6-
Field Name 
#17bk.diagnostic 
#17C.BI.Rec 
#17Exp. Ratios 
#17Rec.Bk ratio 
#17Rec.diag.HI.LO 
#17Rec.diag.LL 
#17Rec.diagnostic 
#17Rec.Display.Low 
#17Rec.Exp.Ratios 
#18Duct.l nfr 
#18Duct.lnfr.rec 
#18Duct.Sup 
#18Duct.Sup. Rec 
#18Vert.Ph 
#18Vert.Ph.Direction 
#18Vert.Ph.Rec 
#19Acc.Amp. OU 
#19Acc.Amp.OD 
#1 9Acc.Amp.OS 
#1 9dist 
#1 9net 
#19net.diagnostic 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= 11(#17bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #17bk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
11(#17bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.Bk ratio= "Low#17 Rec/Bk" and 
#17bk.diag.LL * "LL", "L", 
lf(#17bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17bk.diag.LL * "LL", "H", 
lf(#17bk.diag.LL = "LL", "LL", "BUBBA")))) 
= #17B.BI.Bkl22 
= 11(#17C.BI.Rec/#17B.BI.Bk <. 75, "Low #17 Rec/Bk", 
lf(#17C.BI.Rec/#17B.BI.Bk > 1, "#17 Rec/Bk ratio V. High","")) 
= 11(#1 7C.BI.Rec < 18, "L", lf(#16#17RecCompExp.Ratios ="all low 
and equal", "L", 11(#1 7Rec.Bk rat io= "Low#17 Rec/Bk", "L", "H"))) 
= lf(NEARBOLBIL =" 17C ", "LL", 
lf(NEARBOLBIL =" 17C expected ratio ", "LL", 
lf(NEARBOLBIL = "(17C)", "(LL)", 
lf(BOBI.NEAR.recLL = " 17C" and NEARBOLBIL *" 17C ", "but not LL" , 
lf(BOBI.NEAR.recLL = " 17C expected ratio" and NEARBOLBIL *" 17C 
expected ratio ", "but not LL", 
11(#17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and NEARBOLBIL * " 17C ", "but not LL", 
11(#17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and NEARBOLBIL *" 17C expected ratio", 
"but not LL", 
" Bubba"))))))) 
= 11(#17Rec.diag.LL = "LL". "LL", 
11(#17Rec.diag.LL = "(LL)", "(LL)". 
11(#16bk.diag.LL * "LL" and #17bk.diag.LL * "LL" and NEARBOLBIL = 
"All High", "All High", 
11(#16bk.diag.LL * "LL" and #17bk.diag.LL * "LL" and NEARBOLBIL =" 
All low and equal ", " All low and equal", 
11(#17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #17Rec.diag.LL "# "LL", "L", 
lf(#17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.diag.LL * "LL" and 
#17Rec.diag.LL * "(LL)", "H", . 
"BUSSA")))))) 
= lf(#17Rec.diagnostic = "L", " 17C ", "") 
= #17C.BI.Rec/18 
Auto-ente r: "." 
= (1/({{1/Control.test.distance) • 100) +.50))* 100 
= lf(#7Sph.OD;:: #19Acc.Amp. OU, Abs(#7Sph.OD-#19Acc.Amp. OU)+ 
({1/Control.test.distance) * 100), (((1/Control.test.d istance) * 100)-
(Abs(#19Acc.Amp. OU- #7Sph.OD)))) 
=If( not(lsEmpty(Age)) and #19net + .625 < (15-(.25*Age)), "L", If( 
not(lsEmpty(Age)) and #19net + .625 ;:: (15-(.25* Age)) and #19net-
.625:::; {15-(.25* Age)) , "N", If( lsEmpty(Age) and {#19net + .625) < 5.00, 
"L", lf(lsEmpty (Age) and {#19net + .625) ;:: 5.00 and (#19net- .625) :::; 
5.00 , "N". "H")))) 
c linic main board -7-
Field Name 
#1 9net.display. high 
#1 9net.display.low 
#1 9net.display.neut 
#20.Average 
#20net 
#20netDiagnostic 
#20Phoria 
#20Phoria.rec 
#20PRA.OD 
#20PRA.OD.rec 
#20PRA.OS 
#20PRA.OS.rec 
#20PRA.OU 
#20PRA.OU.elect.eye 
#20PRA.OU.rec 
#20Rec .add.to.DxCtrl 
#20Rec .add.to.NrCtrl 
#20thru#7 
#20thru#7A 
#20thru#7 An 
#20th ru .14Anet 
#20thru.14Bnet 
#20th ru. Habitual 
#2Dthru. Midpt.20.21 
#20thru.Option 1 
#20thru.Option 2 
#20thru.Option 3 
#20thru.Option 4 
#20thru.Option 5 
#21.Average 
#21 net 
#21NRA.OD 
#21 NRA.OD.rec 
#21 NRA.OS 
#21 NRA.OS.rec 
#21NRA.OU 
#21 NRA.OU.rec 
#21 Phoria 
#21 Phoria.rec 
#21thru#7 
#21thru#7A 
#21 thru#7 An 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) . 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= 11(#1 9net.diagnostic = "H", "#19","") 
= 11(#1 9net.diagnostic = "L", "#1 9" ,"") 
= 11(#1 9net.diagnostic = "N", "#1 9","") 
= (Round((((PRA.optional * Acc.Weight.Biur.Factor) + 
(P RA. rec.optional * Ace. Weight. Rec. Factor))/ Acc.Weight.Denom) * 4, 
0))/4 
= #20.Average- CONTROL. NEAR 
= lf(#20net > -2.00, "L", lf(-2.00 ~ #20net ~ -2.50, "N", "H")) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", CONTROL.Dx + (#20PRA.OU.rec-
CONTROL.Dx.OD), #20PRA.OU.rec) 
= #20PRA.OU.rec- CONTROL.Dx 
= #20PRA.OU.rec- CONTROL.NEAR 
= #20net · #7.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- #7A.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- #7An.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net - #14A.add 
= #20net- #14B.add 
= #20net- Habituai.Nr.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl 
= #20net · Equ.basel.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net - Equ.base2.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- Equ.base3.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- Equ .base4.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #20net- Equ.baseS.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= (Round((((NRA.optional * Acc.Weight.Biur.Factor) + 
(NRA.rec.optional * Acc.Weight.Rec.Factor))/Acc.Weight.Denom) * 
4,0))/4 
= #21.Average - CONTROL.NEAR 
= #21 net - #7.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net -#7 A. add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net- #7An .add.to.NrCtrl 
clinic main board -8-
Field Name 
#21thru.14Anet 
#21 thru .14Bnet 
#21 thru.Habitual 
#21thru.Midpt.20.21 
#21 thru .Option 1 
#21thru.Option 2 
#21thru.Option 3 
#21thru.Option 4 
#21thru.Option 5 
#2Kerat Ax OD 
#2Kerat Ax OS 
#2Kerat Horiz OD 
#2Kerat Horiz OS 
#2Kerat Vert OD 
#2Kerat Vert OS 
#3.Average 
#3.optional 
#3.rec.optional 
#3 .rec.sign 
#3.sign 
#3Hab.Ph 
#3Hab. Ph. Direction 
#3Hab.Ph.Rec 
#4.Eq.Sph.OD 
#4.Eq .Sph.OS 
#4.0D.#7.High.Disp.High 
#4.0D.#7.High.Disp.Low 
#4 .0D.#7.High.Disp.Neutral 
#4.0D.#7.Low.Disp.High 
#4.0D.#7.Low.Disp.Low 
#4.0D.#7.Low.Disp.Neutral 
#4.00.#7.Neutrai.Disp.High 
#4.0D.#7.Neutrai.Disp.Low 
#4.0D.#7.Neutri.Disp.Neutral 
#4.0D.Diagnostic 
#4.0D.Display.High 
#4.0D.Display.Low 
#4.00. Display. Neutral 
#4.0S.#7.High.Disp.High 
#4.0S.#7. High. Disp.Low 
#4.0S.#7.High.Disp.Neutral 
#4.0S.#7.Low.Disp.High 
#4.0S.#7.Low.Disp.Low 
#4.0S.#7.Low.Disp.Neutral 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculat ion (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Ca lculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= #2 1 net- #14A.add 
= #21 net- #14B.add 
= #21 net- Habituai. Nr.add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net - Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl 
= #21 net - Equ.base1.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net- Equ.base2.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net - Equ.base3.Add.to. NrCtrl 
= #21 net - Equ.base4.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= #21 net - Equ.baseS.Add.to.NrCtrl 
= ({#3.optional * Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + (#3.rec.optional * 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight. Den om 
= lf(#3Hab.Ph * '"', #3.sign, #3.rec.sign) 
= lf(#3 .rec .sign * "", #3.rec .sign , #3.sign) 
= lf(#3Hab .Ph.Direction = "Exo", #3Hab .Ph.Rec * -1, #3Hab.Ph.Rec) 
= lf(#3Hab.Ph .Direct ion = "Exo", #3Hab.Ph * -1, #3Hab.Ph) 
Auto-enter: "." 
= #4Ret.Sph.OD + (#4Ret.Cyi.OD/2) 
= #4Ret.Sph .OS + (#4Ret.Cyi.OS/2) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "H", #4.0D.Display.High, '"') 
= lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye = "H", #4.0D.Display.Low, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "H", #4.0D.Display.Neutral, "") 
= lf(#7.D iagnostic.electeye = "L", #4.0D .Display.High, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L", #4.0D.Display.Low, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L", #4.0D.Display.Neutral, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye = "N", #4.0D.Display.High, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "N", #4.0D.Display.Low, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "N", #4.0D.Display.Neutral, "") 
= lf (#4.Eq. Sph.OD + .25 < #7.Eq.Sph.OD, "L", lf(#4.Eq .Sph.OD - .25 ::;; 
#7.Eq.Sph.OD and #4.Eq.Sph.OD + .25 ~ #7.Eq.Sph.OD, "N", "H")) 
= lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic = "H", "#4 ", "") 
= lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic = "L", " #4 ", "") 
= lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic = "N", "- #4", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.OS = "H", #4.0S.Display.High, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.OS = "H", #4.0S.Display.Low, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.OS = "H", #4.0S.Display.Neutral, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnost ic.OS = "L", #4.0S.Display.High, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnost ic.OS = "L", #4.0S.Display.Low, "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic .OS = "L", #4.0S.Display.Neutral, "") 
clinic main board -9-
Field Name Field Type 
#4.0S.#7.Neutrai.Disp.High Calculation (Text) 
#4.0S.#7.Neutrai.Disp.Low Calculation (Text) 
#4.0S.#7.Neutri.Disp.Neutral Calculation (Text) 
#4.0S.Diagnostic Calculation (Text) 
#4.0S.Display.High 
#4.0S.Display.Low 
#4.0S.Display. Neutral 
#4Re!t.Axis.OD 
#4Ret.Axis.OS 
#4Ret.Cyi.OD 
#4Ret.Cyi.OS 
#4Ret.Sph.OD 
#4Ret.Sph.OS 
#4Ret.VA.OD 
#4Ret. VA. OS 
#4Va.OD.frac 
#4Va.OS.frac 
#5.0D 
#5.08 
#Slag 
#5net 
#5net.Diagnostic 
#5net.Display.High 
#5net.Display .Low 
#5net. Display. Neutral 
#7.#40D.High.Dash.dwn 
#7.#40D.High.Dash.up 
#7.#40D.Low.Dash.dwn 
#7.#40D.Low.Dash.up 
#7.#40D.Neutrai.Dash.dwn 
#7.#40D.Neutrai.Dash.up 
#7.#40S.Display 
#7.#40S.High.Dash.dwn 
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Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.OS = "N", #4.0S.Display.High, "") 
= lf(#7.D iagnostic.OS = "N", #4.0S.Display.Low, ""} 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.OS = "N", #4.0S.Display.Neutral, '"') 
= lf(#4.Eq.Sph.OS + .25 < #7.Eq.Sph.OS, "L", lf(#4.Eq.Sph.OS • .25 
:<:; #7.Eq.Sph .OS and #4.Eq.Sph.OS + .25 ~ #7.Eq.Sph.OS, "N", "H")) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye '# #7.Diagnostic.OS and #4.0S.Diagnostic 
= "H", "#4 ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic '# #4.0S.Diagnostic and 
#4.0S.Diagnostic = "H", "#4 ", "")) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye '# #7.Diagnostic.OS and #4.0S.Diagnostic 
= "L"," #4 ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic '# #4.0S.D iagnostic and 
#4.0S.Diagnostic = "L"," #4 ", "")) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye '# #7.Diagnostic.OS and #4.0S.Diagnostic 
= "N", "#4-", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic '# #4.0S.Diagnostic and 
#4.0S.Diagnostic = "N", "#4-", "")) 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
= lf(#15A. Direction ="Eso"or #15A.Direction ="Ortho" or #15A.Direction 
=".", 0, lf(#l SA :<:; 15, Round((Round(((Abs(#15A.Average}/8) * 
small#19factor} * 8,0)) I 8,2),Round((Round(((15/8) * small#19factor) • 
8,0)) I 8,2})) 
= #5.0D-It51ag 
= lf(#Snet + #14Anet.slopfactor < #4Ret.Sph.OD, "L", lf(#5net 
-#14Anet.slopfactor :<:; #4Ret.Sph.OD and #Snet + #14Anet.slopfactor ~ 
#4Ret.Sph.OD, "N", "H")) 
= lf(#Snet.Diagnostic = "H", "#5", '"') 
= lf(#5net.Diagnostic = "L", "#5", ""} 
= lf(#Snet.Diagnostic = "N", "#5", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "H" and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "L", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "H" and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "H", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "L", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L"and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "H", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "N" and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "L", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "N"and #4.0D.Diagnostic = "H", "_ ", "") 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye '# #7.Diagnostic .OS, "OS", 
lf (#4.0D.Diagnostic * #4.0S.Diagnostic, "OS", "")) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye * #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "H" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "L", "_ ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic * 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.D iagnost ic.OS = "H" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
"L", II _ ". 1111)) 
clin ic main board -10-
Field Name Field Type 
#7.#40S.High.Dash.up Calculation (Text) 
#7.#408. Low. Dash. dwn Calculation (Text) 
#7.#40S.Low.Dash.up Calculation (Text) 
#7.#40S.Neutrai.Dash.dwn Calcu lation (Text) 
#7.#40S.Neutrai.Dash.up Calculation (Text) 
#7.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text) 
#7.21 .comp.20 Calculation (Text) 
#7.add.to.NrCtrl Calculation (Number) 
# 7. Diagnostic. electeye Calculation (Text) 
#7.Diagnostic.OD Calculation (Text) 
#7.Diagnostic.OS Calculation (Text) 
#7 .display .acc.rej Number 
#7 .display.acpt. rejct Number 
#7.Eq.Sph.OD Calculation (Number) 
#7.Eq.Sph.OS Calculation (Number) 
#7.equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
#7.equ.diag Calculation (Text) 
#7.equ.Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
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Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye if. #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= ."H" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "H", " _ ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic if. 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.Diagnostic.OS = "H" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
"Hu,u_u,uu)) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye * #7.Diagnostic .OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "L" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "L", "_ ", lf{#4.0D.Diagnostic * 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.Diagnostic .OS = "L" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
IILII,II _ II,IIII)) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye * #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "L" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "H", " _ ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic if. 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.Diagnostic.OS = "L" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
"H", "_", 'u')) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.e lecteye * #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "N" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "L", " _ ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic #. 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.Diagnostic.OS = "N" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
"l .. ,"_",' .. ')) 
= lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye if. #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "N" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = "H", " _ ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic * 
#4.0S.Diagnostic and #7.Diagnostic.OS = "N" and #4.0S.Diagnostic = 
IIHII,II _ .. , .. II)) 
= lf(#1 6Athru#7 +#1 6.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru#7, "L", 
lf(#1 6Athru#7 +#16.comp. 1 7.slop.factor :e: #17 Athru#7 and 
#16Athru#7- #16.comp.17.slop.factor $ #17 Athru#7, "N", "H")) 
= lf(#21 thru#7 +.125 < (#20thru#7 * -1 ), "L", lf(#21 thru#7 +. 125 :e: 
(#20thru#7 * -1) and #21thru#7 -.125 $ (#20thru#7 * -1), "N", "H")) 
= lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS * "7", ( #7Sph.OD- CONTROL.NEAR}, 0) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS", #7.Diagnostic .OS, #7.Diagnostic.OD) 
= lf(#7.Eq.Sph.OD > .25, "H", lf(#7.Eq.Sph.OD $ .25 and 
#7.Eq.Sph .OD ;e: 0, "N", "L")) 
= lf(#7.Eq.Sph.OS > .25, "H", lf(#7.Eq.Sph.OS $ .25 and 
#7.Eq.Sph .OS :e: 0, "N", "L")) 
= #7Sph .OD + (JCC.Cyi.OD/2} 
= #7Sph.OS + (JCC.Cyi.OS/2) 
= lf(#7.21 .comp.20 = hab21 .comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case;, "C" and #7.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(#7.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))} 
= lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #7.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", 
"Accepted", lf\#7.equ .Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #7.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
#7.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag = 
"Borderline" and #7.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and #7.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", 
"Acc.Rejected", lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and 
#7.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Borderline", lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag = 
"Rejected" and #7.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", 
lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #7.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", 
"Rejected", lf(#7.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #7.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderl ine", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA")))))}))) 
= lf(#7.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or #7.16.comp.17 ="H", 
"Accepted", lf(#7.16.comp.17 if. hab16.comp.17 and #7.16.comp.17 = 
"N", "Borderline", "Rejected")} 
clin ic main board -11-
Field Name 
#7.0D.Display.High 
#7.0D.Display.Low 
#7.00. Display.Neutral 
#7.0D.Frac 
#7.0S.Display.High 
#7.0S.Display.Low 
#7.0S.Display.Neutral 
#7.0S.Frac 
#7.0Seq.sph. elect. eye 
#7.0U.Frac 
#7 .Sph .e lect. eye 
#7.Sph .elect.eye.optional 
#7A.16.comp.17 
#7A.21 .comp.20 
#7 A.add.to.NrCtrl 
#7A.Axis .OD 
#7 A.Axis.OS 
#7A.Cyi.OD 
#7A.Cyi.OS 
#7 A.display.acc. rej 
#7A.display.acpt.rejct 
#7A.Eq.Sph.OD 
#7 A. Eq.Sph.OS 
#7 A.equ .Acc.diag 
#7A.equ.diag 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#7.Diagnostic. electeye = "H", " #7 ", "") 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye = "L", "#7 ", "") 
Calculation (Text) = lf (#7.D iagnostic.electeye = "N", "#7 ", "") 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Calculation (Text) = lf (#7.Diagnostic.e lecteye * #7.Diagnost ic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "H", "#7 ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic * #4.0S.D iagnostic and 
#7.Diagnostic .OS = "H"," #7 ", "")) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye * #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "L", "#7 ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic * #4.0S.Diagnostic and 
#7.Diagnostic .OS = "L", "#7 ", '"')) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#7 .Diagnost ic.electeye * #7.Diagnostic.OS and #7.Diagnostic.OS 
= "N", "#7 ", lf(#4.0D.Diagnostic * #4.0S.Diagnostic and 
#7.D iagnostic.OS = "N"," #7 ", "")) 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Calculation (Number) = If( ((#7Sph.OD- #7cy i.OD)- (#7Sph.OS- #7Cy i.OS)) s - 0.50 or 
((#7Sph.OD - #7cyi.OD) - (#7Sph.OS - #7Cyi.OS)) 2 0.50, #7Sph.OS + 
(#7.Eq.Sph.OD- #7.Eq.Sph.OS), #7Sph .OS) 
Text Auto-enter:"." 
Calculation (Text) = lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS", #7Sph.OS, #7Sph.OD) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(lsEmpty(#7.Sph.elect.eye) and #14Bnet.elect.eye > 
#7 ASph .elect.eye, #7 ASph.elect.eye + .75, 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
lf(ls Empty(#7.Sph.elect.eye) and lsEmpty(#148net.elect.eye) , 
#7 ASph.elect.eye + . 75, 
lf(lsEmpty(#7.Sph.elect.eye) and #14Bnet.elect.eye s 
#7ASph .elect .eye, #7ASph.elect.eye + .50, #7.Sph.elect.eye))) 
= lf{#16Ath ru#7A +#16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17Athru#7A, "L", 
lf(#16Athru#7 A +#16.comp.17.slop.factor 2 #17 Athru#7 A and 
#16Athru#7 A -#16.comp.1 7.slop.factor s #17 Athru#7 A, "N", "H")) 
= lf(#21thru#7 A+ .125 < (#20thru#7 A* ~ 1 ), "L", lf(#21thru#7 A+ .125 2 
(#20thru#7 A • -1) and #21thru#7 A- .125 s {#20thru#7 A* -1 ), "N", "H")) 
= #7ASph.elect.eye- CONTROL.NEAR 
= JCC.Ax is.OD 
= JCC.Axis.OS 
=JCC.Cyi.OD 
= JCC.Cyi.OS 
= #7A.Sph .OD + (#7A.Cyi.OD/2) 
= #7A.Sph.OS + (#7A.Cyi.OS/2) 
= lf(#7A.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf (x.C.case * "C" and #7A.21 .comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(#7 A .. 21 .comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
= lf (#7A.equ .Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #7A.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(#7A.equ .Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
#7A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(#7A.equ.Verg.diag 
= "Accepted" and #7 A.equ .Acc.diag = "Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", 
lf (#7A.equ .Verg.diag = "Borderline" and #7A.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", lf(#7A.equ .Verg.diag = "Borderline" and 
#7A.equ.Acc .diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(#7A.equ.Verg.diag 
="Borderline" and #7A.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Borderl ine", 
lf(#7A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #7A.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", 
"Verg.Rejected", lf(#7A.equ.Verg.diag = "Rejected" and 
#7A.equ .Acc.diag = "Rejected", "Rejected", lf(#7A.equ.Verg.diag = 
"Rejected" and #7A.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", 
"BUBBA"))})))))) 
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Field Name 
#7 A.equ.Verg.diag 
#7a.OD. Frac 
#7a.OS.Frac 
#7 A.OSeq.sph.elect.eye 
#7a.OU.Frac 
#7A.Sph.OD 
#7A.Sph.OS 
#7A.VA.OD 
#7A.VA.OS 
#7A.VA.OU 
#?An 
#7An.16.comp.17 
#7An.21.comp.20 
#7 An.add.to. DxCtrl 
#7An.add.to.NrCtrl 
#7 An. display.acpt. rejct 
#7An.equ.Acc.diag 
#7 An .equ.diag 
#7 An.eq u. Verg.diag 
#7An.OD 
#7An.OD.Frac 
#7An.OS 
#7 An .OS. Frac 
#7An .Sph .elect.eye 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Calculation (Text) = 1!(#7 A.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or #7 A.16.comp. 17 ="H", 
"Accepted", lf(#7A.16.comp.17 * hab16.comp.17 and #7A.16.comp.17 
= "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Calculation (Number) =If( {{#7A.Sph.OD- #7A.Cyi.OD)- {#7A.Sph.OS- #7A.Cyi.OS)) :5 -
0.50 or {(#7A.Sph.OD- #7A.Cy i.OD)- (#7A.Sph.OS- #7A.Cyi.OS)) ~ 
0.50, #7A.Sph.OS + (#7A.Eq.Sph.OD- #7A.Eq.Sph.OS), #7A.Sph.OS) 
Text Auto-enter:"." 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS" and not(lsEmpty(#7An.OS)), #7An.OS, 
#7An.OD) 
Calculation (Text) '= lf(#16Athru#7 An +#16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru#7 An, "L", 
lf{#16Athru#7 An + #16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17 Athru#7 An and 
#16Athru#7 An - #16.comp.17.slop.factor :5 #17 Athru#7 An , "N", "H")) 
Calculation (Text) = lf{#21thru#7An + .125 < (#20thru#7An '-1), "L", lf(#21thru#7An + 
.125 ~ {#20thru#7An • -1) and #21thru#7An- .125:5 (#20thru#7An • -1), 
IIN",IIH")) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (T ex1) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS" and not(lsEmpty(#7An.OS)), #7An-
CONTROL.Dx.OS, #?An- CONTROL.Dx.OD) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS" and not(lsEmpty(#7An.OS)), #7An-
CONTROL.NEAR.OS, #?An- CONTROL.NEAR.OD} 
= lf(#7An .21 .comp.20 = hab21 .comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #7An.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(#7An.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline". "Rejected"))) 
= lf(#7An.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #7An.equ.Acc .diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(#7An .equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
#7An.equ .Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(#7An.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and #7An.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Ace. Borderline", If{#? An.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and #7An.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted". "Verg.Borderline", 
If (#? An.equ . Verg.diag = "Borderline" and #7 An.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(#7An.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and 
#7 An .equ.Acc.diag = "Borderline", "Borderline", If{#? An.equ.Verg.diag 
="Rejected" and #7An.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", 
lf(#7An.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #7An.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Rejected", lf(#7An.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" and 
#7An.equ .Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(#7An.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or #7 An.16.comp.17 ="H" , 
"Accepted", lf(#7An.16.comp.17 * hab16.comp.17 and 
#7An.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderl ine", "Rejected")) 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Number 
Text Auto-enter:"." 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS", #7An.OS, #7An .OD) 
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Field Name 
#7An.VA.OD 
#7An.VA.OS 
#7ASph.elect.eye 
#7Axis.OD 
#7Axis.OS 
#7cyi.OD 
#7Cyi.OS 
#7Sph.OD 
#7Sph.OS 
#7VA.OD 
#7VA.OS 
#7VA.OU 
#8.3.DeltaStim 
#B.Average 
#B.optional 
#B.rec.optional 
#B.rec.sign 
#B. sign 
#Bind.Phor 
#Bind. Phor.Direction 
#Bind.Phor.Rec 
#9.Diagnostic 
#9.Display.High 
#9.Display.Low 
#9.Display.Neutral 
#9Dx.BO.Biur 
ACA.Add. Base. Option 
ACA.Control 
A CA. Control. Factor 
A CA. CovTest. Est 
ACA.Dist.Option 
ACA.Distance 
ACA.Dx.Custom 
ACA.Dx.Whgt 
A CA. Entered 
ACA.Grad.13B. 1 3A 
ACA.Grad.138.14A 
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Field Type 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
:;: lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS",#7A.Sph.OS, #7A.Sph.OD) 
= JCC.Axis.OD 
:;: JCC.Axis.OS 
=JCC.Cyi.OD 
:;: JCC.Cyi.OS 
= CONTROL.Dx.eq.Sph - Hab.Dx.eq.sph.elect.eye 
= ((#B.optional • Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + (#B.rec.optional * 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight. Den om 
= lf(#Bind.Phor '# "", #B.sign, #B.rec.sign) 
= lf(#Bind. Phor.Rec * "", #B.rec.sign,#B.sign) 
= lf(#Bind.Phor.Direction ="Exo", #Bind.Phor.Rec • -1, 
#Bind.Phor.Rec) 
= lf(#Bind.Phor.Direction ="Exo", #Bind.Phor * -1, #Bind.Phor) 
= lf(#9Dx.BO.Biur < 7, "L", lf(#9Dx.BO.Biur ~ 1 o and #9Dx.BO.Biur :2 7, 
"Nil, IIH .. )) 
= lf(#9.Diagnostic = "H", "#9", "") 
= lf(#9.Diagnostic = "L", "#9", "") 
= lf(#9.Diagnostic = "N", "#9", "") 
= lf(ACA.Control = "Standard", 4, lf(ACA.Contro l ="Entered", 
ACA.Entered, lf(ACA.Control = "Gradient", ACA.Grad. 138.158, 
lf(ACA.Control = "Distance", ACA.Distance, 4)))) 
= (Verg.Demand.NEAR + (CovTest.nr.Est.sign)-
(CovT est.dx . Est. sign))/ Ace .Demand. NEAR 
Auto-enter: "Nr.Control" 
= lf(ACA.Dist.Opt ion = "Nr.Control", ACA.NrCtrl, lf(ACA.Dist.Option = 
"Habitual", ACA.Habitual, lf(ACA.Dist.Option ="Cover Test", 
ACA.CovTest. Est, lf(ACA. Dist.Option = "Maddox Rod", ACA.MadRod, 
lf(ACA.Dist.Option ="Thorington", ACA.Thorington, ACA.NrCtrl))))) 
Auto-enter: "Average All Selected" 
Auto-enter: "Even" 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR • 6) + #13b.Average) -
((Acc.Demand.NEAR • 6) + #1 3a.Average))/#138 .13A.DeltaStim) 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR • 6) + #13b.Average)-
((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #15A.Average))/#13B .14A.DeltaStim) 
clinic main board -14-
Field Name Field Type 
ACA.Grad.138.158 Calculation (Number) 
ACA.Grad. 148.1 4A Calculation (Number) 
ACA.Grad.8.3 Calculation (Number) 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Averag Calculation (Number) 
e 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Directio Number 
n 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph.Opti 
onal 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph.Sign 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd. Rec. Ph 
.Optional 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph 
.Sign 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.RX.OD 
ACA. Grad.M inusAdd. RX.OS 
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Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #13b.Average) -
((Acc.Demand.NEAR • 6) + #15b.Average))/#13b.14b.DeltaStim) 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #15b .Average)-
((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #1 5A.Average))/#1 48.14A.DeltaStim) 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #8.Average)- ((Acc.Demand.NEAR 
* 6) + #3.Average))/#8.3.DeltaStim) 
= ((ACA.Grad.MinusAdd. Ph.Optional * Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + 
(ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec. Ph.Optional * · 
Phoria. Weight. Rec. Factor))/Phoria. Weight. Den om 
= lf(ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph ~ "", ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph.Sign, 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph.Sign) 
= lf(ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Direction = "Exo", ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph • 
-1, ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph) 
= lf(ACA.Grad.M inusAdd.Rec.Ph ~ "'', 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph.Sign , ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Ph.Sign) 
= lf(ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Direction = "Exo", 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph * -1. ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Rec.Ph) 
= lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7", #7Sph.OD + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
NumToText(#7cyi.OD) & "X" & NumToText(#7Axis.OD), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7A", #7A.Sph.OD + ACA.Minus.Add & "" 
& NumToText(#7A.Cyi.OD) & "X " & NumToText{#7A.Axis.OD), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Dx.Hab", Hab add OD + ACA.Minus.Add & " 
" & NumToText(hab cyl OD) & "X" & NumToText(Hab axis OD), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Nr.Hab", Hab add OD + Hab add OD + 
ACA.Minus.Add & "" & NumToText(hab cyl OD) & "X" & 
NumToText(Hab axis OD), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base .Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OD = "", 
CONTROL.NEAR.OD +#20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & "X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OD ~ "", 
CONTROL.N EAR.OD + #20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid20.21", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
Mid20.21 .add.to.Nr.Ctrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & " X " & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid16A.17A". CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
Midpt.16A.17A.Add + ACA.Minus.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & " 
X" & CONTROL.Nr.AX IS.OD. 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Anet", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#14A.add + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & "X" & 
CONTROL. Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Bnet", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#1 4B.add + ACA.Minus.Ad.d & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & "X" & 
CONTROL. N r.AX IS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#?An", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#7An.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.M inus.Add & "" & CONTROL. Nr.CYL.OD & " 
X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "enter",#7Sph.OD + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
#7cyi.OD & "X" & #7Axis.OD. #7Sph.OD + ACA.M inus.Add & "" & 
#7cyi.OD & "X" & #7Axis.OD)))))))))))) 
= lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7", #7Sph.OS + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
NumToText(#7Cyi.OS) & " X" & NumToText(#7Axis.OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7A", #7A.Sph.OS + ACA.Minus.Add & "" 
& NumToText(#7A.Cyi.OS) & "X" & NumToText(#7A.Axis.OS), 
c linic main board -15-
Field Name 
ACA.Grad.Min usPius.Add 
ACA.Grad.Option1 
A CA. Grad. PlusAdd.Average 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Direction 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd. Ph 
ACA.Grad. PlusAdd. Ph .Optio 
nal 
ACA.Grad. PlusAdd. Ph.Sign 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph 
ACA.Grad. PlusAdd.Rec.Ph. 
Optional 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd. Rec. Ph . 
Sign 
A CA. Grad. P lusAdd. RX.OD 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Formula I Entry Option 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Ox.Hab", Hab add OS+ ACA.Minus.Add & " 
" & NumToText(Hab cyl OS) & "X " & NumToText(Hab axis OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Nr.Hab", Hab add OS+ Hab add OS+ 
ACA.Minus.Add & "" & NumToText(Hab cyl OS) & "X" & 
NumToText(Hab axis OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OS = "", 
CONTROL.NEAR.OS +#20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & "X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
. lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OS * "", 
CONTROL.NEAR.OS + #20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid20.21", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
Mid20.21 .add.to.Nr.Ctrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid16A.17A" , CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
Midpt.16A.17 A.Add + ACA.Minus.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " 
X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Anet", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
#14A.add + ACA.M inus.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & "X" & 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Bnet", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
#14B.add + ACA.M inus.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & "X" & 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7An", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
#7An .add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " 
X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "enter",#7Sph.OS + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
#7Cyi.OS & "X" & #7Axis.OS, #7Sph.OS + ACA.Minus.Add & "" & 
#7Cyi.OS & "X" & #7Axis.OS)))))))))))) 
= Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Average)-
((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + 
ACA.Grad.MinusAdd.Average))/ACA.MinusPius.Add.DeltaStim) 
Auto-enter: "#138 to 158" 
= ((ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph.Optional • Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor) + 
(ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph.Optional • 
Phor ia. Weight. Rec. Factor) )/Phoria. Weight. Oenom 
= lf(ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph * "", ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph.Sign, 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph.Sign) 
= lf(ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.D irect ion = "Exo", ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph • -1, 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph) 
Calculation (Number) = lf{ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph * "", ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph.Sign, 
ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Ph.Sign) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Direction = "Exo", ACA.Grad. PlusAdd.Rec.Ph 
* -1, ACA.Grad.PiusAdd.Rec.Ph) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7", #7Sph.OO + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
NumToText(#7cyi.OO) & " X" & NumToText(#7Axis.OO), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7A", #7A.Sph.OO + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
NumToText(#7A.Cyi.OO) & " X" & NumToText(#7A.Axis.OD), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Ox.Hab", Hab add OD + ACA.Pius.Add & "" 
& NumToText(hab cyl 00) & "X " & NumToText(Hab axis OD), 
lf (ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Nr.Hab", Hab add 00 + Hab add 00 + 
ACA.Pius.Add & "" & NumToText(hab cyl 00) & "X " & NumToText(Hab 
axis 00) , 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OD = "'', 
CONTROL.NEAR.OO +#20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
c lin ic main board -16-
Field Name 
ACA.Grad. PlusAdd. RX.OS 
ACA.Grad ient 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type Formula I Entry Optio n 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & " X " & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OD 7- "", 
CONTROL.NEAR.OD + #20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.N r. CY L.OD & " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD. 
lf{ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid20.21", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl + ACA.Pius. Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD 
& " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD. 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Opt ion = "Mid16A.17 A" . CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
Midpt .1 6A.17A.Add + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & " 
X " & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Anet", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#14A.add + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & "X" & 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Bnet", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#14B.add + A CA. Plus.Add & "" & CONTROL. Nr.CYL.OD & "X" & 
CONTROL.N r. AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base .Option ="#?An", CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
#7An.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OD & "X 
" & CONTROL. Nr.AXIS.OD, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "enter",#7Sph.OD + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
#7cyi.OD & "X " & #7Axis.OD, #7Sph.OD + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & 
#7cyi.OD & " X" & #7Axis.OD))))))}))))) 
Calcu lation (Text) = lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7", #7Sph.OS + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & 
NumToText(#7Cyi.OS) & "X" & NumToText(#7Axis.OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#7A" , #7A.Sph.OS + ACA.Pius .Add & "" & 
NumToText(#7A.Cyi.OS) & " X " & NumToText{#7A.Axis.OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Dx.Hab", Hab add OS + ACA.Pius.Add & "" 
& NumToText(Hab cyl OS) & " X " & NumToText(Hab axis OS), 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Nr.Hab", Hab add OS + Hab add OS+ 
ACA.P ius.Add & " " & NumToText(Hab cyl OS) & "X" & NumToText(Hab 
axis OS) , · 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OS = "", 
CONTROL.N EAR.OS +#20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base .Option = "#20.Rec"and #20PRA.OS * "", 
CONTROL.NEAR.OS + #20Rec.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " X " & CONTROL. Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid20.21 ", CONTROL. NEAR.OS + 
Mid20.21 .add.to.Nr.Ctrl + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS 
& " X" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(AGA.Add.Base.Option = "Mid16A.17A", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
Midpt.16A.17 A. Add + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " 
X " & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Opt ion = "#14Anet", CONTROL. NEAR.OS + 
#14A.add + ACA.Pi us.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr. CYL.OS & " X" & 
CONTROL.Nr.AX IS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "#14Bnet". CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
#1 4B.add + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & " X" & 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option ="#?An". CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
#7An.add.to.NrCtrl + ACA.Pius.Add & " " & CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS & "X 
" & CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS, 
lf(ACA.Add.Base.Option = "enter",#7Sph.OS + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
#7Cyi.OS & "X " & #7Axis .OS, #7Sph.OS + ACA.Pius.Add & "" & 
#7Cyi.OS & "X " & #7Axis. OS)))))))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = Abs((((Acc.Demand.NEAR * 6) + #13b.Average)-
((Ace. Demand. NEAR * 6) + #15b.Average))/#13b.14b. DeltaStim) 
cl in ic main board -17-
Field Name Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
ACA.Habitual Calculation (Number) = (Verg.Demand.NEAR +(({#13a.sign +#13a.rec.sign)/2)-{{#3.sign + 
#3 . rec.sign)/2)) )/ Acc.Demand.N EAR 
ACA.MadRod Calculation (Number) = (Verg.Demand.NEAR + 
(MadRod.Horiz.Nr.Sign)-(MadRod.Horiz.Dx.Sign))/Acc .Demand.NEAR 
ACA.Minus.Add Number 
ACA.MinusPius.Add.DeltaSti Calculation (Number) = ACA.Pius.Add - ACA.Minus.Add 
m 
ACA.NrCtrl 
ACA.OD.Sph .Minus.Add 
ACA.OD.Sph .Pius.Add 
ACA.OS.Sph. Min us. Add 
ACA.OS.Sph . Plus. Add 
ACA.Pius.Add 
ACA.ShowAII 
A CA. Thorington 
ACC.14A.Displ. Hi 
ACC.14A.Dispi.Low 
ACC.14A.Dispi.N 
ACC. 14B.Displ. Hi 
ACC.14B.Dispi.Low 
ACC.14B.Dispi.N 
ACC. 7.Dispi.Hi 
ACC.7.Dispi.Low 
ACC.7.Dispi.N 
ACC. 7 A.Dispi.Hi 
ACC. 7 A.Dispi.Low 
ACC. 7 A.Dispi.N 
ACC.7An.Dispi.Hi 
ACC.7An.Dispi.Low 
ACC.7An.Dispi.N 
Acc.Demand.NEAR 
ACC.Hab.Dispi.Hi 
ACC.Hab.Dispi.Low 
ACC.Hab.Dispi.N 
ACC. M idpt. Dis pl. Hi 
ACC.Midpt.Dispi.Low 
ACC.Midpt.Dispi.N 
ACC.Option1 .Dispi.Hi 
ACC.Option 1. Dis pl. Low 
ACC.Option1.Dispi.N 
ACC.Option2.Dispi.H i 
ACC.Option2.Dispi.Low 
May 7, 1997 
Calculation (Number) = (Verg.Demand.NEAR + ((#13b.sign +#13b.rec.sign)/2)-((#8.sign + 
#S.rec.sign)/2})/Acc.Demand.NEAR . 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text} 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculat ion (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text} 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text} 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
= (Verg.Demand.NEAR + 
(Thoring. Horiz. Nr.Sign }-(Thoring. Horiz. Dx.Sign) )/ Acc.Demand.N EAR 
= lf(#14A.21.comp .20 = "L", "20", lf {#14A.21.comp .20 = "H", "21 ","")) 
= lf{# 14A.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(#14A.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", "")) 
= lf(#14A.21.comp.20 = "N", "20--21 ","") 
= lf(#14B.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(#14B.21.comp.20 = "H", "21 ","")) 
= lf(#14B.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(#14B.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", '"')) 
= lf{#14B.21.comp.20 = "N", "20--21","") 
= lf(#7.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(#7.21.comp.20 = "H", "21","")) 
= lf(#7.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf{#7.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", "")) 
= lf(#7.21.comp.20 = "N", "20--21 ","") 
= lf{#7A.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(#7A.21.comp.20 = "H", "21","")) 
= lf(#7A.21.comp.20 = "L" , "21 ", lf(#7A.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", "")) 
= lf (#7A.21.comp.20 = "N", "20--21 ","") 
= lf(#7An.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(#7An.21.comp.20 = "H", "21","")) 
= lf(#7An.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", 11(#7 An.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", "")) 
= lf(#7An.21.comp.20 = "N", "20--21 ","") 
= lf(Control.test.distance * "", (1/Control.test .distance) * 100, 2.5) 
= lf(hab21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(hab21.comp.20 = "H", "21","") ) 
= lf( hab21 .comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(hab21 .comp.20;, "H", "20", "")) 
= lf(hab21 .comp.20 = "N", "20--21","") 
= lf(Midpt.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lt(Midpt.21.comp.20 = "H", "21","")) 
= lf(Midpt.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(Midpt.21.comp.20 = "H", "20", '"')) 
= lf(Midpt.21 .comp.20 = "N", "20--21 ","") 
= lf(Option1.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(Option1 .21.comp.20 = "H", 
"2111.1111)) 
= lf(Option1.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(Option1.21.comp.20 = "H" , "20", 
1111)} 
= lf(Option1 .21.comp.20 = "N", "20-21 ", "") 
= lf(Option2.21 .comp.20 = "L". "20", lf(Option2.21.comp.20 = "H", 
= lf(Option2.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(Option2.21 .comp.20 = "H", "20", 
"")) 
cl inic main board -18-
Field Name 
ACC.Option2.Displ. N 
ACC.Option3.Dispi.Hi 
ACC.Option3.Dispi.Low 
ACC.Option3.Displ. N 
ACC.Option4.Dispi.Hi 
ACC.Option4.Dispi.Low 
ACC.Option4.Dispi.N 
ACC.Option5.0ispi.Hi 
ACC.Option5.Dispi .Low 
ACC.Option5.Displ. N 
Acc.Weight 
Ace . Weight.Biur .Factor 
Acc.Weight.Denom 
· Acc.Weight.Rec.Factor 
Add.display1 
Add .display2 
Add.display3 
Add.display4 
Add. displayS 
Add. Option 
Add.Option.a 
Add.Option.b 
Add.Option.display 
Add.Option.display.Sub Term 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Calculat ion (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(Option2.21.comp.20 = "N", "20-21 ","") 
= lf(Option3.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(Option3.21 .comp.20 = "H", 
11211111111)) 
= lf(Option3.21 .comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(Option3.21 .comp.20 = "H", "20", 
"'')) 
= lf(Option3.21.comp.20 = "N", "20-2 1 ","") 
= lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = "H", 
"2111,.111)) 
= lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf(Option4.21 .comp.20 = "H", "20" , 
"")) 
= lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = "N", "20-21 "," ") 
= lf(Option5.21 .comp.20 = "L", "20", lf(Option5.21 .comp.20 = "H", 
112111, 11 11)} 
= lf(Option5.21 .comp.20 = "L", "21 ", lf (Option5.21 .comp.20 = "H", "20", 
"")) 
= lf(Option5.21 .comp.20::.: "N", "20-21 ","") 
Auto-enter: "B R" 
= lf(Acc.Weight = "Rec", 0, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "B 3R", 1, 
lf (Acc.Weight = "B 2R", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "28 3R", 2, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "B R", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "38 2R". 3, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "28 R", 2, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "38 R", 3, 
lf(Acc.Weight ="Blur", 1, 1))))))))) 
= Acc.Weight.Biur.Factor + Acc.Weight.Rec.Factor 
= lf(Acc.Weight = "Rec", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "B 3R", 3, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "8 2R", 2, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "28 3R", 3, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "B R", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "38 2R", 2, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "28 R", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight = "38 R", 1, 
lf(Acc.Weight ="Blur", 0, 1))))))))) 
= lf (Add.Option = "Nr.Test Ctri.Lens", Equ.base1 .Add.to.NrCtrl, 
Add.Option.display.Term1 - Add.Option.display.SubTerm) 
= lf (Add.Option = "Nr.Test Ctri.Lens", Equ.base2 .Add.to.NrCtrl, 
Add.Option .display.Term2 - Add.Opt ion.display.SubTerm) 
= lf(Add.Option = "Nr.Test Ctri.Lens", Equ.base3.Add.to.NrCtrl, 
Add.Option.display.Term3 - Add.Option.display.SubTerm) 
= lf(Add.Option = "Nr.Test Ctri.Lens", Equ.base4.Add.to.NrCtrl , 
Add.Option .display.Term4 - Add.Option.display.SubTerm) 
= lf(Add.Option = "Nr.Test Ct ri. Lens", Equ.base5.Add.to .NrCtrl, 
Add.Opt ion.d isplay.Term5 - Add.Option.display.SubTerm) 
= lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD = 0, "Dx.Control Lens", "Proposed Dx.Rx on 
Disp lay") 
Auto -enter: "Nr.Control Lens" 
= Add.Opt ion.display.SubTerm - Add.Option .display.Term1 
= lf(Add.Option = "Dx.Test Ctrl. Lens", CONTROL.Dx, CONTROL.Dx + 
Final. Ox. Rx.OD.ADD) 
clinic main board - 19-
Field Name 
Add.Option.display.Term1 
Add.Option .display .Term2 
Add .Option .disp lay .Term3 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Calculation (Number) = lt(Eq.option.terms1 = "Nr.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habitual. Nr .add. to. NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Dx.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Dx.add.to.NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Balance.Vrg.Acc.", 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20.16.17.Sph, lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "MSDA", 
MSDA2. 
lf(Eq.option.te rms1 = "#7", #7.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "#7A", #7ASph .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms1 = "#14Anet", #14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "#1 4Bnet", #14Bnet.elect.eye, 
lt(Eq.option.terms1 ="#?An", #7An .Sph.elect.eye, 
lt(Eq.option .terms1 = "Mid20.21",Midpt. 20.21 .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Mid16.17A", Midpt.16A.17A, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Proposed Rx", Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye+ 
Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Rx1", Finai.Rx1.Elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Rx2", Finai.Rx2.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Rx3", Finai.Rx3.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.te rms 1 = "Rx4", Final. Rx4. Elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms 1 = "#20.Rec", #20PRA.OU.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = "Nr. Rx.entered", Enter.Nr.ctri.Sph.elect .eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms1 = 
"Ox. Rx .entered". Enter.DX.ctri.Sph.elect .eye,244))) )) ) ) ) ) ))) )) ))) )) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "Nr.Hab" ,CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Nr.add.to.NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "Dx.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Dx. add.to.N rCtrl. 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "Balance.Vrg.Acc.", 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20.16.17.Sph, lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "MSDA" , 
MSDA2, 
lf(Eq.option .terms2 = "#7", #7.Sph .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "#7 A", #7 ASph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "#1 4Anet", #14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "#14Bnet", #14Bnet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms2 ="#?An", #7An.Sph.e lect.eye, 
lf( Eq.option.terms2 = "Mid20.21 ". Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, 
lf (Eq.option .terms2 = "M id16.1 7A". Midpt.16A.17A. 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "Proposed Rx", Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye+ 
Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .te rms2 = "Rx1 ", Final. Rx1.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms2 = "Rx2", Finai.Rx2.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "Rx3", Finai.Rx3.Elect.eye, 
lf( Eq .option .terms2 = "Rx4", Finai.Rx4.Elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms2 = "#20. Rec". #20P RA.OU .elect. eye, 
lt(Eq.option .terms2 = "Nr. Rx.entered". Enter.Nr.ctri.Sph:elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms2 = 
"Ox. Rx.entered". Enter. DX.ctri.Sph.elect.eye,244)))))) )) ) ))) )) ) )) ) ) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Nr. Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Nr.add.to .NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Dx.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Dx.add.to.NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Balance. Vrg.Acc. ", 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20.16.17.Sph, lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "MSDA", 
MSDA2, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "#7" , #7.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "#7A", #7ASph.elect.eye, 
lf (Eq.option.terms3 = "#14An et", #14Anet.elect .eye , 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms3 = "#14Bnet", #14Bnet.e lect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 ="#?An", #7An.Sph .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Mid20.21 ",Midpt .20.21 .elect.eye, 
cl inic main board -20-
Field Name 
Add.Option.display.Term4 
Add. Option .display .T erm5 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Mid16.17A", Midpt.16A.17A, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 ="Proposed Rx", Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye+ 
Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Rx1", Finai.Rx1.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms3 = "Rx2", Fina i. Rx2.Eiect.eye , 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Rx3", Finai.Rx3.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Rx4", Finai.Rx4.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq .option.terms3 = "#20.Rec", #20PRA.OU.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = "Nr.Rx.e ntered", Enter.Nr.ctri.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms3 = 
"Ox. Rx.entered", Enter. DX.ctri.Sph.elect.eye,244)))) )) ))) ) )) )) ))))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Eq.option.terms4,; "Nr.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Nr .add. to. NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "Dx.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habituai.Dx.add.to .NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "Balance .Vrg.Acc.", 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20.16.17.Sph, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "#7", #7.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "#7A", #7ASph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "#14Anet". #14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms4 = "#14Bnet", #148net.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "MSDA", MSDA2, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "#7An", #7An.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = '.'Mid20.21 ", Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, . 
lf{Eq.option.terms4 = "Mid16.17A", Midpt.16A.17A, 
lf(Eq.option .terms4 = "Proposed Rx", Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye+ 
Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye, 
lf( Eq .option .terms4 = "Rx1 ", Finai.Rx1.Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms4 = "Rx2", Finai.Rx2.Eiect.eye, 
lf( Eq.option.terms4 = "Rx3", Finai.Rx3 .Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms4 = '-'Rx4", Finai.Rx4 .Eiect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "#20. Rec", #20PRA.OU .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = "Nr.Rx.entered", Enter.Nr.ctri.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms4 = 
"Ox. Rx.entered". Enter.DX.ctri.Sph.elect.eye,244))))) )) ) )) ))) ) ) ) ) )) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Eq.option.terms5 = "Nr.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Habitual. Nr. add. to .NrCtrl, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms5 = "Dx.Hab",CONTROL.NEAR + 
Hab itu ai.Dx.add . to.N rCtrl, 
lf( Eq.option.terms5 = "Balance.Vrg. Acc.", 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20.16.1 7.Sph. lf(Eq.option.terms5 = "MSDA", 
MSDA2, 
lf(Eq.option.terms5 = "#7", #7.Sph .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms5 ="#?A", #7ASph .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms5 = "#14Anet", #14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms5 = "#14Bnet", #14Bnet.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq .option.terms5 ="#?An", #7An.Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms5 = "Mid20.21 ",Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option .terms5 = "Mid16.17A", Midpt.16A.17A, 
lf(Eq .option.terms5 ="Proposed Rx", Finai.DX.RX.Sph.e lect.eye+ 
Finai.N r.RX.ADD.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.option.terms5 = "Rx1 ", Fina l. Rx1 .Eiect.eye , 
lf(Eq .option.terms5 = "Rx2", Finai.Rx2.Eiect.eye , 
lf(Eq.option.terms5 = "Rx3", Finai.Rx3.Eiect.eye, 
lf (Eq.opt ion .terms5 = "Rx4", Finai. Rx4.Eiect.eye, , 
lf(Eq.option. terms5 = "#20. Rec", #20P RA.OU .elect.eye, 
lf(Eq .option .terms5 = "Nr.Rx.entered", Enter. Nr.ctri. Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Eq.opt ion.terms5 = 
"Ox. Rx.entered". Enter. DX.ctr i.Sph .elect.eye,244)))))) )) ) ) )) )) ))) )) 
clinic main board -21-
Field Name 
Af. Pup. Dfct. 
Age 
Alternating Ox 
Alternating Ox. Est 
Alternating Dx.Mode 
Alternating Nr 
Alternating Nr.Est 
Alternating Nr.Mode 
Attn. Dr. 
AutoRx.OD.Axis 
AutoRx.OD.Cyl 
AutoRx.OD.Sph 
AutoRx.OS.Axis 
AutoRx.OS.Cyl 
AutoRx.OS.Sph 
Average.Phoria.options 
Best Sph 
Best Sph.OD 
Best Sph.OS 
BI.NEAR.Bk.Expect . 
BI.NEAR.RecExpect 
BldxbkExpect 
BldxRecExpect 
BO.NEAR.bkExpect 
BO.NEAR.Rec.Expect 
BOBI.NEAR.recLL 
BOBirecLL 
BOdxbkExpect 
BOdxRec Expect 
BOLBIL 
Case type 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculat ion (Text) 
Calculat ion (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Text 
Formula I Entry Option 
Auto -enter: ""neg."" 
Auto -enter: "B/R:1 /1" 
Auto-enter: "Red Green" 
= lf{#17B.BI.Bk ;;:: 22, "H", "L") 
= lf(#17C.BI.Rec c 18, "H", "L") 
= 11(#11 Dx.B I.Bk;;:: 9, "H", "L") 
= 11{#11 Dx.BI.Rec c 5, "H", "L") 
= lf(#16B.BO.Bk c 21, "H", "L") 
= 11{#16C.BO.Rec c 15, "H", "L") 
= 11(80.NEAR.Rec.Expect = "L" and BI.NEAR.RecExpect = "H", " 16C ", 
lf(BO.NEAR.Rec.Expect = "H"and BI. NEAR.RecExpect = "L"," 17C ", 
11(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H", "16C ", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L"," 17C ", 
lf(#16Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H", Nr.AII High, 
#16#17RecCompExp. Ratios))))) 
= 11(BOdxRecExpect = "L" and BldxRecExpect = "H", " 1 OB ", 
lf(BOdxRecExpect = "H" and BldxRecExpect = "L"," 11 B ", 
11(#1 ORec.diag. HI .LO = "L" and #11 Rec.diagn .HI.LO = "H"," 108 ", 
lf(#1 ORec.diag.H I.LO = "H" and #1 1 Rec.diagn.HI.LO = "L"," 11 B ", 
11(#10Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #11 Rec.diagn .HI. LO = "H", Dx.AII High, 
#1 0#11 RecCompExp.Ratios))))) · 
= 11(#1 OADx.BO.Bk c 19, "H", "L"} 
= 11(#1 OBDx.BO.Rec c 10, "H", "L") 
= 11(#10bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #11bk.diag.HI.LO = "H"," 10A ", 
lf(#11 bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "H", " 11 A", 
lf(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #11 bk.diag.HI.LO = "L", 
#1 0#11 bkCompExp.Ratios, 
lf(#10bk.diag. HI.LO = "H" and #11bk.diag.H I.LO = "H" and #10Rec.Bk 
ratio= "Low #1 0 Rec/Bk" and #11 Rec.Bk ratio* "Low #11 Rec/Bk", " 
10A ", 
11(#10bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #11bk .diag.HI.LO = "H" and #11 Rec.Bk 
ratio= "Low #11 Rec/Bk" and #1 ORec.Bk ratio* "Low #1 0 Rec/Bk"," 
11A", BOBirecLL))))) 
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Field Name 
Case. Type 
City 
Color Vision 
CONTROL.CYL 
CONTROL. Ox 
CONTROL.Dx.AXIS.OO 
CONTROL.Ox.AXIS.OS 
CONTROL.Ox.CYL.OO 
CONTROL .Ox. CYL.OS 
CONTROL.Dx.eq.Sph 
CONTROL.Ox.OO 
Field Type 
. Text 
Text 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
. Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(ELECT.EYE = "00" and CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS ~ "Ox.Hab", 
JCC.Cyi.OO,If(ELECT.EYE ="OS" and CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS ~ 
"Ox.Hab", JCC.Cyi.OS, lf(ELECT.EYE = "00" and 
CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS = "Dx.Hab", hab cyl 00, lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS" 
and CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab cyl OS, JCC.Cyi.OO)))) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", CONTROL.Ox.OS, CONTROL.Ox.OO) 
= If( CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab axis 00, JCC.Axis.OO) 
=If( CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab axis OS, JCC.Axis.OS) 
=If( CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", hab cyl 00, JCC.Cyi.OO) 
= If( CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab cyl OS, JCC.Cyi.OS) 
= CONTROL.Ox + (CONTROL.CYL/ 2) 
= lf(CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS="#7",#7Sph.OO, 
lf(CONTROL. OX.OPTIONS="#7 A" ,#7 A.Sph.OO, 
If( CONTROL. OX.OPTIONS="Ox.Hab", Hab.Ox.sph.OO, 
Enter.Ox. Ctri.OO))) 
CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS Text 
CONTROL. Ox. OS 
CONTROL. NEAR 
CONTROL.NEAR.OO 
CONTROL.NEAR.OS 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OO 
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Calculation (Number) = lf(CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS="#7" ,#7Sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS="#7 A" ,#7 A.Sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS="Ox.Hab", Hab.Ox.sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.OX.OPTIONS="enter", Enter.Ox. Ctri.OO, 
Enter.Ox. Ctri.OO)))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE = "OS",CONTROL.NEAR.OS, CONTROL.NEAR.OO) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#7A", #7A.Sph.OO, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS ="#7", #7Sph.OO, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab.Ox.sph.OO, 
lf (CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Nr.Hab", Hab.Ox.sph.OO + Hab add 00, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS ="#?An", CONTROL.Ox.OO + 
#7An.add.to.OxCtrl, lf (CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#14Anet", 
CONTROL.Ox.OO + #14Anet.add.to.OxCtrl, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#14Bnet", CONTROL.Dx.OO + 
#14Bnet.add ~to . OxCtrl , 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#20.Rec",CONTROL.Dx.OD + 
#20Rec.add.to. OxCtrl, 
lf(CON TROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Mid20.21 ",CONTROL.Ox.OO + 
Mid.20.21.add.to.OxCtrl, lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS ="enter", 
Enter.Near.Ctri."#7Sph.OO")))))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#7A", #7A.Sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.NR OPTIONS ="#7", #7Sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab", Hab.Dx.sph.OS, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Nr.Hab", Hab.Ox.sph.OS + Hab add OS, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#?An", CONTROL.Dx.OS + 
#7An.add.to.DxCtrl , lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#14Anet", 
CONTROL. Ox.OS + #1 4Anet.add .to.DxCtrl, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#14Bnet", CONTROL.Ox.OS + 
#14Bnet.add.to.OxCtrl, 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "#20.Rec",CONTROL.Dx.OS + 
#20Rec.add.to.DxCtrl, . 
lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Mid20.21 ", CONTROL.Ox.OS + 
Mid.20.21 .add.to. OxCtrl, lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS ="enter", 
Enter. Near.Ctri ,"#7Sph.OS"))))))) )) ) 
Calculation (Text) =If( CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Ox.Hab" or CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS 
="Nr.Hab".Hab axis 00, JCC.Axis.OO) 
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Field Name Field Type 
CONTROL.Nr.AXIS.OS Calculation (Text) 
CONTROL. N r. CYL.OD Calculation (Text) 
CONTROL.Nr.CYL.OS Calculation (Text) 
CONTROL.Nr.eq.Sph Calculation (Number) 
CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS Text 
Co ntro I. test. distance 
Corn.Light. Ref I 
CovTest. dx. Est. sign 
CovTest.nr. Est.sign 
Crit.CostaeSa.Acc.Factor 
Crit.CostaeSa.balanc.21.20 . 
16.17.Sph 
Crit.CostaeSa.Denom 
Grit. CostaeSa. Verg. Factor 
Criteria. Dn .NrAdd 
Criteria.Pc.Dx.1 
Criteria.Pc. Dx.2 
Criteria.Pc.Nr.1 
Criteria.Pc.Nr.2 
Criteria. Pt.Dx 
Criteria. Pt.Nr 
Criteria.Sd.Dx .1 
Criteria.Sd. Dx.2 
Criteria.Sd.Nr.1 
Criteria.SdoNr.2 
Dataentry .pict.elect 
Dataentryopicto 
Dataentry.pict1 
Dataentryopict1.calc 
Dataentryopict1 oelect 
Dataentryopict2 
Datae nt ry 0 p ict2 oc ale 
Datae ntry 0 pict2oelect 
Dataentryopict3 
Dataentry opict3ocalc 
Dataentry. pict3. elect 
Dataentry.pict4 
Datae ntry .pict4ocalc 
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Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Number 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Number 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Number 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= If( CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Dx.Hab" or CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = 
"Nr.Hab",Hab axis OS, JCC.Axis.OS) . 
= If( CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Dx.Hab" or CONTROL.NROOPTIONS = 
"Nr.Hab", hab cy l OD. JCCOCyi.OD) 
=If( CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = "Dx.Hab" or CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS = 
"Nr.Hab", Hab cyl OS, JCC.Cyi.OS) 
= CONTROL.NEAR + (CONTROL.CYU2) 
Auto-enter: "40" 
Auto-enter: "Equal" 
= lf(Aiternating Dx = "XPh", Alternating Dx.Est • -1, Alternating DxoEst) 
= lf(Aiternating Nr = "XPh", Alternating Nr.Est * -1, Alternating Nr.Est) 
Auto-enter: "1" 
=CONTROL. NEAR +(Round(((((Midpt.16A.17 A. Add* 
Crit.CostaeSa.Verg.Factor)+ (Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl * 
Crit.CostaeSa.Acc.Factor))/Crit.CostaeSaoDenom) * 4),0)) I 4 
= Grit. Costae Sa. Verg. Factor + Crit.CostaeSaoAcc. Factor 
Auto-enter: "1" 
= Dataentry.pict1 .elect + Dataentryopict2.elect + Dataentryopict3oelect 
+ Dataentry.pict4.elect 
Unstored calculat ion 
= lf(Dataentry.pict.elect = 1, Dataentry.pict1, lf(Dataentry.pict.elect = 
2, Dataentry.pict2, lf(Dataentry.pict.elect = 3, Dataentry.pict3, 
lf(Dataentry.pict.elect = 4, Dataentry.pict4,Dataentry.pict0)})) 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Dataentry.pict2.elect = 1, Dataentry.pict2, "") 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Dataentry.pict3.elect = 1, Dataentry.pict3, "") 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Dataentry.pict4. elect = 1, Dataentry.pict4, "" ) 
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Field Name 
Datae ntry. pict4. elect 
Date 
Date of Birth 
Degen. level 
Degeneration 
Dist.Eq.OD 
Dist.Eq .OS 
Field Type 
Number 
Date 
Date 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Distortion OD Text 
Distortion OS Text 
Dander's Add Calculation (Number) 
Dummie Text 
Dx.AII High Calculation (Text) 
Dx.Ctrl. Eq .Sph .OD.OS.Avg. Calculation (Number) 
Dx.Option.Toggle.buto 
Dx.Option.Toggle.but1 
Dx.Option.Toggle.butCalc 
Dx.Rx 
DxDisplay.LL 
ELECT.EYE 
Emb1.no 
Emb1.yes 
Emb2.no 
Emb2.yes 
Emb3.no 
Emb3.yes 
Emb4.no 
Emb4.yes 
Emb5.no 
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Global (Container) 
Global (Conta iner) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Text 
Calculation (Text) 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
Auto-enter the: "Creation Date" 
Prevent data that is automatically entered from being changed. 
Auto-enter: "0" 
Auto-enter: "0" 
= lf((Abs(#19net/2)) < ((1/Control.test.distance) • 1 00), 
((1 /Control.test.distance) • 1 00) -(Abs(#19net/2)), 0) 
= lf(#10Rec.Exp.Ratios > #11Exp.Ratios, "(11 8)", 
11(#1 ORec. Exp. Ratios < #11 Exp. Ratios, "(1 08)", lf(#1 ORec. Exp. Ratios 
= #11 Exp.Ratios, "All High",""))) 
= lf(CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS = "#7". (#7.Eq.Sph.OD + 
#7 .Eq.Sph.OS)/2, lf(CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS = "#7A", 
(#7A.Eq.Sph.OD + #7A.Eq.Sph.OS)/2, 0)) 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.ADD.elect.eye = 0 and Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye = 0, 
Dx.Option .Toggle.butO, Dx.Option.Toggle.but1) 
Auto-enter calculation= CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS 
= lf(#1 Obk.diagnostic = "LL"," 1 OA ", 
If(# 11 bk.diagnostic = "LL", " 11 A ", 
lf(#10Rec.diagnostic = "LL"," 108 ", 
1!(#11 Rec.d iagnostic = "LL", " 118 ", 
lf(#1 ORec.diagnostic = "(LL)". "(1 08)", 
11(#11 Rec.diagnostic = "(LL)", "(11 8)", 
11(#11 Rec.diagnostic = "All High","**", 
1!(#11 Rec.diagnostic ="All low and equal" , "1 0.11 ", 
"BUBBA")))))))) 
Auto-enter: "OD" 
= lf(Emb1.yes = 1, 0, 1) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE = "OD" and #4.0D.Diagnostic ;e "L", 1, 
II(ELECT.EYE = "OS" and #4.0S.Diagnostic ;e "L",1, 0)) 
= 11(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional ~ 0 and #9.Diagnostic ;e "L", 0, 
lf(#7 .Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #9.Diagnost ic = "L", 0,1 )) 
= lf(#7.Sph .elect.eye.optional ~ 0 and #9.Diagnostic ;e "L", 1, 
lf(#7.Sph.e lect.eye .optional < 0 and #9.Diagnostic = "L",1 ,0)) 
= 11(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #10Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and 
#1 OBDx.BO.Rec/#1 OADx.BO.Bk < .40, 1, lf(#1 Obk.diag.HI.LO = "L" 
and #10Rec.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #10BDx.BO.Rec/#10ADx.BO.Bk < 
.50, 1, 0)) 
= lf(Emb3.no ;e1 , 1, 0) 
= 11(#11 bk.diagnostic ;e "H" and #11 bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #1 ORec.Bk 
ratio < .50,1,0) 
= lf(Emb4.no * 1, 1, 0) 
= lf(#14Bnet.elect.eye - #14Anet.e lect.eye < -.25 ,1, 0) 
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Field Name 
Emb5.yes 
Emb6.no 
Emb6.yes 
Emb7.no 
Emb7.yes 
Embeded. Diag 
Embeded.Not.Diag 
Embeded.Not.Score 
Embededness.Score 
Enter.Dx. Ctri.OD 
Enter.Dx. Ctri.OS 
Enter. D X.ctrl. Sph. e I ect. eye 
Enter.Near.Ctrl 
Enter.Nr. Ctri.OD 
Enter.Nr. Ctri.OS 
Enter. N r. ctr I. Sph . elect. eye 
EOM Pursuit 
EOM Saccades 
Eq.option.terms1 
Eq.option.terms2 
Eq.option.terms3 
Eq .option.terms4 
Eq.option.terms5 
Eq.Options4 
Equ.base1.Add.to.NrCtrl 
Equ.base2.Add.to.NrCtrl 
Equ.base3.Add.to.NrCtrl 
Equ.base4 
Equ.base4.Add.to.NrCtrl 
Equ.base5.Add.to.NrCtrl 
Eye Pref 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(Emb5.no = 1, 0, 1) 
= lf(x.type.diag = "81" and #16C.80.Rec < 15 and 
#16C.80. Recl#168.80.8k < .66, 1, 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and #17C.BI.Rec < 18 and 
#17C.BI.Reci#17B.BI.Bk < .75, 1 ,0)) 
= lf( Emb6.no = l, 0,1) 
= lf(#19net.diagnostic = "L" and #20netDiagnostic = "L", 1, 0) 
= lf(Emb7.no = 1, 0, 1) 
=If( x.C.case = "C", "", lf(Embededness.Score- Embeded.Not.Score ~ 
2, "Embedded" & NumToText(Embededness.Score) & "I " & 
NumToText(Embeded.Not.Score), '"')) 
= If( x.C.case = "C", "",l f(Embeded.Not.Score- Embededness.Score ~ 
2, "NonEmb." & NumToText(Embeded.Not.Score) &"I" & 
NumToText(Embededness.Score), 
If( Abs(Embeded.Not.Score - Embededness.Score) < 2, "EIN" & 
NumToText(Embededness.Score) &"I" & 
Num To Text(Embeded.Not.Score ), ""}}) 
= 
Sum( Emb 1 .no, Emb2.no, Emb3.no, Emb4.no. Emb5. no, Emb6. no, Emb 7. 
no) 
Sum(Emb1.yes,Emb2.yes,Emb3.yes,Emb4.yes,Emb5.yes,Emb6.yes, 
Emb7.yes} 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE= "OS", Enter.Dx. Ctri.OS, Enter.Dx. Ctri.OD) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE= "OS", Enter.Nr. Ctri.OS, Enter.Nr. Ctri.OD) 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Auto-enter: "Nr.Hab" 
Auto-enter calculat ion= lf(CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS ="enter", 
"Ox. Rx.entered", CONTROL.DX.OPTIONS) 
Auto-enter calculation= lf(CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS ="enter", 
"Nr.Rx.entered", CONTROL.NR.OPTIONS) 
Auto-enter calculation= lf(#14B.equ.Acc.diag"' "Rejected" and 
#14B.equ .Verg.diag"' "Rejected", "#14Bnet" , 
11(#14A.equ.Acc.diag"' "Rejected" and #14A.equ.Verg.diag * 
"Rejected", "#14Anet", "MSDA"}) 
Auto-enter: "Proposed Rx" 
Auto-enter: "Mid20.21" 
= Add.Option.d isplay.Term1 - CONTROL.NEAR 
= Add.Option.display.Term2- CONTROL.NEAR 
= Add.Option.display.Term3- CONTROL.NEAR 
= Eq.option.terms4 
= Add.Option.display.Term4- CONTROL.NEAR 
= Add.Option.display.Term5- CONTROL.NEAR 
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Field Name 
Finai.DX.PD.OD 
Final. OX. PD.OS 
Finai.DX.PD.OU 
Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25 
Finai.Dx. Rx.Add.25.but0 
Final. Ox. Rx.Add.25.but1 
Fin ai.Dx. Rx.Add.25.butCalc 
Finai.Dx.Rx.ADD.elect.eye 
Final. Ox. Rx. Minus.25.but0 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Minus .25.but1 
Field Type 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Calculation (Number) 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Final. Ox. Rx.Minus.25.butCal Calculation 
c (Container) 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD Calculation (Number) 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD.display Calculation (Number) 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Buto 
Final. Ox. Rx.OEP. But1 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But2 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But3 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But4 
Finai.Dx .Rx.OEP.ButCalc 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD.display 
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Number 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
Auto-enter: "0" 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect = 0 or Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25::::; 0, 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25 .but0, Final .Ox. Rx.Add.25.but1) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD, Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD) 
Unstored calculat ion 
= lt(Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect = 0 or Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25 2 0, 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Minus.25 .but0, Finai.Dx.Rx.Minus.25.but1) 
= (Finai.Dx.Rx 25Add.Eiect • Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) + 
(Finai.Dx Rx.OEP.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD) 
+(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect • Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc .ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx .Pratt.ADD) 
= lf(Finai.Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s",Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD + 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OD.ADD, Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD) 
Unstored ca lculat ion 
= lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Buto, 
lt(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1and Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Dx.NU.add, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But1, 
lt (Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Dx .Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Dx.NU.add +.25 and Abs(OEP.Dx.NO.add - OEP.Dx.NU.add) > 
.25 , Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But2, 
lt(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Dx.N U.add + .25 and Abs(OEP.Dx .NO.add- OEP.Dx.NU.add) = 
.25, Fina i. Dx.Rx.OEP.But3, 
lf (Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Dx.NU .add +.50, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But3, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP Elect =1 and Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Dx.NU.add +.75. Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But4, 
Fina i.Dx.Rx .OEP.ButO)) )))) 
= (Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) + 
(Finai. Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect' Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ADD) 
+(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect • Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd .ADD) + 
(Final. Dx. Rx .Perc. Elect * Final. Dx. Rx. Perc.ADD) + 
(Final. Ox . Rx. Pratt. Elect * Final. Dx. Rx .Pratt .ADD) 
= lf (Finai.Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s" .Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD + 
Final. Nr. Rx.OS.ADD, Final .Ox. Rx .OS.ADD) 
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Field Name Field Type 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Formula I Entry Option 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD 
Finai.Dx.Rx. Perc. Elect 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.ADD 
Finai.Dx. Rx. Pratt. Elect 
Finai .DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd. Elect 
Finai.MRPoverOC.OD 
Finai.MRPoverOC.OS 
Finai.Nr. PD.OD 
Finai.Nr.PD.OS 
Calculation (Number) = lf (ELECT.EYE= "OS", Finai.RX.Sph.OS, Finai.RX.Sph.OD) 
Finai.Nr. PD.OU 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect Number 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25 Number 
Final. Nr. Rx.Add.25.butCalc Calculation 
(Container) 
Finai.Nr.RX.ADD.elect.eye Calculation (Number) 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.ADD Number 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.Eiect Number 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Minus.25.butCalc Calculation 
(Container) 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OD.ADD Calculation (Number) 
Finai.Nr. Rx.OD.ADD.display Calculation (Number) 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ButCalc 
Number 
Calculat ion 
(Container) 
Number 
Auto -enter: "0" 
Unstored calcu lation 
= lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect = 0 or Finai.Nr. Rx.Add.25 ~ 0, 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25.buto, Finai.Dx.Rx.Add .25.but1) 
= lf( ELECT.EYE ="OS", Finai.Nr.Rx.OS.ADD, Finai.Nr.Rx.OD.ADD) 
Unstored calculation 
= lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect = 0 or Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25 ~ 0, 
Final .Ox. Rx.Minus.25.but0, Finai.Dx.Rx.Minus.25.but1) 
= (Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD) 
+(Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Pratt.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd. Elect* Finai.Nr. Rx.Dnd.ADD) 
= lf(Finai.Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s", 0, 
Final. Nr. Rx.OD.ADD) 
Unstored calcu lat ion 
= lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Buto, 
lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Nr.NU.add, Fina i. Dx.Rx.OEP.But1, 
lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Nr.NU.add +.25 and Abs(OEP.Nr.NO.add- OEP.Nr.NU.add) > 
.25, Finai.Dx. Rx.OEP .But2, 
lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Nr.NU.add + .25 and Abs(OEP.Nr.NO.add- OEP.Nr.NU.add) = 
.25, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But3, 
lf(Finai .Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect =1and Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Nr.NU.add +.50, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But3, 
lf(Finai.Nr. Rx .OEP.Eiect =1 and Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.ADD = 
OEP.Nr.NU.add +.75, Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.But4, 
Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.ButO)))))) 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP .Elect 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OS.ADD Calcu lation (Number) = (Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25) + 
(Finai.Nr. Rx.OEP. Elect * Finai.Nr. Rx.OEP .ADD) 
+(Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx .Perc.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Pratt.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.ADD) 
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Field Name Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OS.ADD.display Calculation (Number) = lf(Finai.Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s", "", 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OS.ADD) 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.ADD 
Finai.Nr.Rx. Perc. Elect 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Pratt.ADD 
Finai.Nr. Rx. Pratt. Elect 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.ADD 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd. Elect 
Finai.RX.Add.OD 
Finai.RX.Add.OS 
Finai.RX.Axis.OD 
Final. RX.Axis.OS 
Finai.RX.Cyi.OD 
Finai.RX.Cyi.OS 
Finai.RX.Horiz.Prism.OD 
Final. RX.Horiz. Prism.OD.Dir 
Finai.RX.Horiz.Prism.OS 
Final. RX. Horiz. Prism.OS.Dir 
Finai.RX.SegHi.OD 
Final. RX.SegHi.OS 
Finai.RX.Sph.OD 
Finai.RX.Sph.OD.display 
Finai.RX.Sph.OS 
Final. RX.Sph.OS.display 
Final. Rx. VA. Display .Option 
Finai.RX.Vert.Prism.OD 
Final. RX. Vert. Prism.OD. Dir 
Final. RX.Vert. Prism. OS 
Finai.RX.Vert.Prism.OS.Dir 
Final. Rx1. Elect. eye 
Finai.Rx1.0D 
Finai.Rx1.0S 
Final. Rx2. Elect . eye 
Finai.Rx2.0D 
Finai.Rx2.0S 
Finai.Rx3.Eiect.eye 
Finai.Rx3.0D 
Finai.Rx3.0S 
Final. Rx4. Elect. eye 
Finai.Rx4.0D 
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Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculat ion (Number} 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
= JCC.Axis.OD 
= JCC.Axis.OS 
= JCC.Cyi.OD 
= JCC.Cyi.OS 
= lf(Dx.Rx = "#7", #7Sph .OD +Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD.display, lf(Dx.Rx = 
"#7A", #7A.Sph.OD + Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD.display, lf(Dx.Rx = 
"Dx.Hab", Hab.Dx.sph.OD + Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD.display, lf(Dx.Rx = 
"enter", Enter. Ox. Ctri.OD + Finai.Dx.Rx.OD.ADD.display, 0)))) 
= lf(Finai. Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s", Finai.RX.Sph.OD + 
Finai.Nr.Rx.OD.ADD, Finai.RX.Sph.OD) 
= lf(Dx.Rx = "#7",#7Sph.OS +Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD.display, lf(Dx.Rx = 
"#?A", #7A.Sph.OS + Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD.display, lf(Dx.Rx = 
"Dx.Hab", Hab.Dx.sph.OS +Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD.display,lf(Dx.Rx = 
"enter", Enter.Dx. Ctr i.OS + Finai.Dx.Rx.OS.ADD.display, 0)))) 
= lf(Fina i. Rx.VA.Display.Option ="Show V.A.s", Finai.RX.Sph.OS + 
Finai.Nr. Rx.OS.ADD, Finai.RX.Sph.OS) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Finai.Rx1.0S, Finai.Rx1 .0D) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Finai.Rx2.0S, Finai.Rx2.0D) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS" , Fina i. R~3.0S, Finai.Rx3.0D) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Finai.Rx4.0S, Finai.Rx4.0D) 
Number 
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Field Name 
Finai.Rx4.0S 
First Name 
Gender 
Hab addOD 
Hab add OS 
Hab axis OD 
Hab axis OS 
habcyl OD 
Hab cyl OS 
Hab PD Far 
hab PD Near 
Hab prismOD 
Hab prism OS 
Hab Rx Uses 
Habseg Hi OD 
Hab seg Hi OS 
Hab.Add.elect.eye 
Hab.Cyl.elect .eye 
Hab.Dx.eq.sph .elect.eye 
Hab. Dx.sph .elect.eye 
Hab.Dx.sph.OD 
Hab.Dx.sph.OS 
Hab. N r.eq.sph .elect. eye 
Hab.Nr.sph.elect.eye 
Hab.Nr.sph.OD 
Hab.Nr.sph .OS 
hab16.comp.17 
hab21.comp.20 
Habit. Eq.Sph.OD 
Habit.Eq.Sph .OS 
Habitual.display.acc. rej 
Habitual.display.acpt. rejct 
Habituai.Dx.add.to.NrCtrl 
Habituai .Nr.add.to .NrCtr l 
Home Phone 
Jav ax OD 
Jav ax OS 
Jav cyl OD 
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Field Type 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Formula I Entry Option 
Auto-enter calculat ion= Hab add OD 
= Jt(ELECT.EYE ="OS". Hab add OS. Hab add OD) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Hab cyl OS, hab cyl OD) 
= lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", Habit.Eq.Sph.OS, Habit.Eq.Sph.OD) 
= lf{ELECT.EYE = "OS". Hab.Dx.sph.OS. Hab.Dx.sph.OD) 
= Hab.Dx.eq.sph.elect.eye + Hab.Add.elect.eye 
= lt(ELECT.EYE ="OS". Hab.Nr.sph.OS, Hab.Nr.sph.OD) 
= Hab.Dx.sph.OD + Hab add OD 
= Hab.Dx.sph.OS + Hab add OS 
= lf{#16Athru.Habitual + #16.comp.17.slop.factor< #17Athru.Habitual, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.Habitual +#16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ 
#17 Athru.Habitual and #16Athru.Habitual - #16.comp.17.slop.factor s 
#17 Athru .Habitual. "N" . "H")) 
= lf(#21thru.Habitual + .125 < (#20thru.Habitual* -1), "L", 
lf(#21thru.Habitua l + .125 ::>: (#20thru.Habitual * -1) and 
lt21thru.Habitual- .125 s: (#20thru.Habitual * -1 ), "N", "H")) 
= Hab.Dx.sph.OD + (hab cyl OD/2) 
= Hab.Dx.sph.OS + (Hab cyl OS/2) 
= (Round(((Hab.Dx.eq.sph.elect.eye- CONTROL.Nr.eq.Sph) * 4),0)) I 
4 
= (Round(((Hab.Nr.eq.sph.elect.eye- CONTROL.Nr.eq .Sph) • 4) ,0)) I 4 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Jav cyl OD > 0, #2Kerat Ax OD. lf(Jav cyl OD < 0 and #2Kerat Ax 
OD > 90, (#2Kerat Ax OD + 90) - 180, lt(Jav cyl OD < 0 and #2Kerat 
Ax OD s: 90. (#2Kerat Ax OD + 90),""))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Jav cyl OS > 0, #2Kerat Ax OS , lf(Jav cyl OS < 0 and #2Kerat 
Ax OS > 90, (#2Kerat Ax OS+ 90) - 1 80. lf(Jav cyl OS < 0 and 
#2Kerat Ax OS s 90, #2Kerat Ax OS+ 90, ""))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(#2Kerat Ax OD < 120 and #2Kerat Ax OD > 60. 
Round((Round(((((#2Kerat Horiz OD- #2Kerat Vert OD) * 1.25) +.SO)* 
8), 0) I 8).2). lf(#2Kerat Ax OD ::>: 120 and #2Kerat Ax OD s: 60, 
Round( (Round((({#2Kerat Hor iz OD- #2Kerat Vert OD) • 1.25) • 8), 0) I 
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Field Name 
Jav cyl OS 
Jav.minus.cyl OD 
Jav.minus.cyl OS 
JCC.Axis.OD 
JCC.Axis.OS 
JCC.Cyi.OD 
JCC.Cyi.OS 
JCC.Sph.OD 
JCC.Sph.OS 
Last Name 
Lyt2.notes 
MadRod.Horiz.Dx 
MadRod.Horiz.Dx.Dir 
MadRod.Horiz.Dx.Sign 
MadRod.Horiz.Nr 
MadRod.Horiz.Nr.Dir 
MadRod.Horiz.Nr.Sign 
MaxDA.Dx 
MaxSDA.Nr 
Mid.20.21.add.to.DxCtrl 
Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl 
Middle Initial 
Midpt.16.comp.17 
Midpt.16A.17 A 
Midpt.16A.17 A. Add 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
8),2) , II N.A. 11 )) 
Calcu lation (Number) = lf{#2Kerat Ax OS< 120 and #2Kerat Ax OS> 60 , 
Round((Round(((((#2Kerat Horiz OS - #2Kerat Vert OS)* 1 .25) +.50)* 
8), 0) /8),2}, lf(#2Kerat Ax OS ;;:o: 120 and #2Kerat Ax OS :S: 60, 
Round((Round((((#2Kerat Horiz OS - #2Kerat Vert OS)* 1.25) * 8}, 0) 
/8),2), II N.A. 11 )) 
Calculation (Number) = lf{Jav cyl OD < 0, Jav cyl OD, If( Jav cyl OD > 0, (Jav cyl OD )* -1, 
11 Sph11 }} 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Jav cyl OS < 0. Jav cyl OS. If( Jav cyl OS > 0, Jav cyl OS * -1, 
11Sph. 11 )) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
= lf{MadRod.Horiz.Dx.D ir = 11 EX0 11 , MadRod.Horiz.Dx *-1, 
MadRod.Horiz.Dx) 
= lf(MadRod.Horiz.Nr.Dir = 11 EX0 11 , MadRod.Horiz.Nr * -1, 
MadRod.Horiz.Nr) 
Calculation (Number) = Midpt.20.21 · CONTROL.Dx 
Calculation (Number) = lf(M idpt.20.21 - CONTROL. NEAR ;;:o: 0 and #21thru.Habitual- .125 > 
(#20thru.Habitual * -1 ),((Truncate(((M idpt.20.21 - CONTROL.NEAR)* 
4},0))/4}, 
Text 
lf(Midpt.20.21· CONTROL. NEAR < o and #21thru.Habitual - .125 > 
(#20thru.Habitual * -1 ),(Round((((Midpt.20.21- CONTROL. NEAR)-
.125} • 4},0))/ 4, 
lf(Midpt.20.21- CONTROL.NEAR ~ 0 and #21thru .Habitual + .125 ~ 
{#20thru.Habitual * -1) and #21thru.Habitual- .125 :S; (#20thru.Habitual 
* -1).((Truncate(((Midpt.20.21- CONTROL.NEAR)* 4},0))/4), 
lf(Midpt.20.21 - CONTROL. NEAR< 0 and #21thru.Habitual + .125 ;;:o: 
(#20thru.Habitual * -1) and #21 thru .Habitual- .125 :S; (#20thru.Habitual 
* -1 ),(Round((((Midpt.20.21- CONTROL. NEAR) - :125} * 4),0))/ 4, 
(Round((((Midpt.20.21- CONTROL.NEAR) + .125) * 4),0))/ 4)))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf{#16Athru .Midpt.20.21 +#16.comp.17.slop.factor < 
#17 Athru. Midpt.20.21, 11 L11 , lf{#16Athru.Midpt.20.21 + 
#16.comp. 17.slop .factor ;;:o: #17Athru .Midpt.20.21 and 
#16Athru .Midpt.20.21 + #16.comp.17.slop.factor ;;:o: 
#17 Athru .M idpt.20.21, 11N11 , 11 H")) 
Calculation (Number) =CONTROL. NEAR+ Midpt.16A.1 7 A. Add 
Calcu lation (Number) = lf(#1 6Athru. Habitual - #16.comp.17.slop.factor > #17 Athru.Habitual, 
((Truncate(((Midpt.16A.1 7 A.prismD I ACA.Control. Factor) * 4),0))/4), 
lf(#16Athru.Habitual +#16.comp.17.slop.factor ;;:o: #17 Athru.Habitual 
and #1 6Athru.Habitual - #16.comp.1 7.s lop.factor s #1 7 Ath ru.Habitual, 
((Truncate(((M idpt.16A.17 A.prismD I ACA.Controi.Factor) • 4) ,0))/4), 
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Field Name 
Midpt.16A.17A.prismD 
Midpt.20.21 
Midpt.20.21.display.acc.rej 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye 
Midpt.21.comp.20 
Midpt.equ.Acc.diag 
Midpt.equ.diag 
M idpt.eq u. Verg.d iag 
MinDA. Ox 
MinSDA.Nr 
MLFOD 
MLFOS 
MRPoverOC.Direc.OD 
M RPoverOC.Direc.OS 
MSBV A.Axis.OD 
MSBVA.Axis.OS 
MSBVA.Cyi.OD 
MSBVA.Cyi.OS 
Msbva.I.OD 
Msbva.I.OS 
Msbva.OD.Frac 
Msbva.OS.Frac 
Msbva.OS.Frac Copy 
MSBVA.Sph.OD 
MSBVA.Sph.OS 
MSBVA.VA.OD 
MSBVA.VA.OS 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccBacc.Rej 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
(Round((((Midpt.16A.17A.prismD I ACA.Controi.Factor) + .125} • 
4},0))/ 4)) 
Calculation (Number) = #16A.BO.Biur- ((#16A.BO.Biur- #17A.Sign)/2} 
Calculation (Number) = ((#21.Average- #20.Average) I 2} + #20.Average 
Number 
Calculation (Number) = lf(ELECT.EYE ="OS", CONTROL.NEAR.OS + 
Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl, CONTROL.NEAR.OD + 
Mid20.21.add.to.Nr.Ctrl) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#21 thru.Midpt.20.21 + .125 < (#20thru.Midpt.20.21 • -1 ), "L", 
lf(#21thru. Midpt.20.21 + .125 ~ (#20thru.Midpt.20.21 • -1) and 
#21thru.Midpt.20.21 - .125 ~ (#20thru.Midpt.20.21 * -1 ), "N", "H")) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(Midpt.21.comp.20 = hab21 .comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case -cF. "C" and Midpt.21 .comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(Midpt.21 .comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag = "Accepted" and Midpt.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag = "Accepted" and 
Midpt.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(Midpt.equ. Verg.diag = "Accepted" and Midpt.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Midpt.equ.Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and Midpt.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and 
Midpt.equ.Acc.diag = "Borderline", "Borderl ine", lf(M idpt.equ. Verg.diag 
= "Rejected" and Midpt.equ.Acc .diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", 
lf (Midpt.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Midpt.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Rejected", lf(Midpt.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and 
Midpt.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(Midpt.16.comp.17 = hab 16.comp.17 or Midpt.16.comp.17 ="H", 
"Accepted", lf(M idpt .16.comp.17 -cF. hab16.comp.17 and 
Midpt.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
= lf(M idpt.20.21 .elect.eye > 0, Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye, 0} 
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Field Name 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccBaccvrg.R 
ej 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccBvrg. Rej 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccvrgBacc.R 
ej 
Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccvrgBaccvr Calculation (Number) 
g.Rej 
MSDA.H.AB.AaccvrgBvrg.Re Calcu lation (Number) 
j 
MSDA.H.AB.AvrgBacc.Rej Number 
MSDA.H.AB.AvrgBaccvrg:Re Calculation (Number) 
j 
MSDA.H.AB.AvrgBvrg.Rej Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.H.AorB.acc.Rej . Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.H.AorB.accvrg.Rej Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.H.AorB.vrg.Rej Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccBacc.Rej Calculation (Number) 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccBaccvrg.R Calculation (Number) 
ej 
May 7, 1997 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(M idpt.20 .2 1.e lect.eye > 0, Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, 0) 
= If( Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye > 0, Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye, 0) 
= If( Midpt.16A.17 A~ Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and hab16.comp.17 '* "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 ~ "L" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect .eye > 0, Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, 
If( Midpt.16A.1 7A ~ Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and hab16.comp.17 '* "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 '* "L" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye ~ 0, 0, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A ~ Midpt.20.21.elect. eye and hab16.comp. 17 ~ "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 '* "L" and 
Midpt.16A.17A > 0, Midpt.16A .1 7A, 
If ( Midpt .1 6A.1 7 A ~ Midpt.20.21.elect. eye and hab16.comp.17 '* "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 '* "L" and 
Midpt.16A.17A::; 0, 0, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A~ Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17A > 0, Midpt.16A.17A, 
If( Midpt.16A. 17 A~ Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A. 1 ?A::; 0, 0, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A::; Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21 .elect. eye > 0, Midpt.20.21.elect .eye, 
If( Midpt.16A. 1 ?A ::; Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye ~ 0, 0. "")))))))) 
= lf(Midpt.1 6A.17 A> 0, Midpt. 16A.17 A, 0) 
= lf(M idpt.16A.17A > 0, Midpt.16A.17A. 0) 
= lf(Midpt.16A.17 A > 0, Midpt.16A.17 A, 0) 
= lf(Midpt.20.21.elect.eye > 0, Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, 0) 
= If( Midpt.16A.17 A ~ M idpt.20.21 .elect. eye and hab 16.comp.17 '* "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 '* "L" and Midpt.20.21.elect.eye > 0, 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye , 
If( M idpt.16A.17 A ~ Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and hab16.co.mp.17 '* "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 * "L" and Midpt.20.21 .elect. eye~ 0,0, 
If( Midpt.20.21 .e lect.eye ~ Midpt.16A.17 A and hab16.comp.1 7 * "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20* "L" and Midpt.16A.17A>0, Midpt.16A.17A, 
If( Midpt.20.21 ~ Midpt.16A. 17 A and hab16.comp. 17 ~ "L" and 
hab21.comp.20 '* "L" and Midpt.16A. 17A::; 0,0, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A~ Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17 A > 0, Midpt. 1 6A.17 A, 
If ( Midpt. 1 6A. 1 ?A~ Midpt.20.21 .elect. eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17A:-s; 0,0, 
lf(Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye ~ Midpt. 1 6A.17A and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye > 0, Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, 
If ( Midpt.20.21.elect.eye ~ Midpt.16A.17A and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye ::; 0,0, '"')))))))) 
= lf(Midpt.16A.17 A > 0, Midpt.16A.17 A,O) 
= If( Midpt.20.21.elect.eye >#7.Sph.e lect.eye .optional, 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye,#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional) 
= If ( Midpt.20.21.elect.eye >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
M idpt.20.21 .elect. eye ,#7 .Sp h. elect. eye.opt ional) 
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Field Name 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccBvrg.Rej 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccvrgBacc. R 
ej 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccvrgBaccvr 
g.Rej 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccvrgBvrg . R 
ej 
MSDA.M.AB.AvrgBacc.Rej 
MSDA.M.AB.AvrgBaccvrg.R 
ej 
MSDA.M.AB.AvrgBvrg. Rej 
MSDA.M .AorB.acc.Rej 
MSDA.M.AorB.accvrg. Rej 
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Field Type 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= If( Midpt.20.21.elect.eye >#7.Sph .elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye,#7.Sph.elect.eye.opt ional) 
= If( Midpt.16A.17 A;:>: Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and hab16.comp.17 * "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 .,o "L" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.20.21.elect .eye, 
If ( Midpt.16A.17A;:>: Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and hab16.comp.17;>t"L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 .,o "L" and 
Midpt.20:21.elect .eye s; 
#7.Sph .elect.eye .optionai,#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
If( Midpt.16A.17A s; Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and hab1 6.comp.1 7 * "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 * "L" and 
Midpt.16A.17 A >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional , Midpt.16A.17 A, 
If( Midpt.16A.17A s; Midpt.20.21 .elect .eye and hab16.comp.17 * "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 .,o "L" and 
Midpt.16A.17 A s;#7.Sph.elect.eye.optiona i,#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A ;:>: Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17A >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, Midpt.16A.17A, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A ;:>: Midpt.20.21 .elect. eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17 A s; #7.Sph .elect.eye.optional,#7 .Sph .elect.eye.optional, 
If( Midpt.16A.17 A s; Midpt.20.21 .elect. eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye, 
If ( Midpt.16A.17 A s; Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye 
s;#?. Sph . e lect.eye .opt ionai,#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, ""))) )) ) ) ) 
= lf( M idpt.16A.1 7 A >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt. 16A.17 A.#?.Sph.elect.eye .optional) 
= lf(M idpt.1 6A.17 A >#7 .Sph .elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.16A.17 A,#7.Sph .elect .eye .optional) 
= lf(Midpt.16A.17 A >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional. 
Midpt.16A.17 A,#7.Sph .elect.eye .optional) 
= lf(Midpt.20.21 .elect .eye >#7.Sph.elect.eye.opt ional , 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye, # 7.Sph .elect.eye .optional) 
=If( Midpt.16A.17A;:>: Midpt.20.21.e lect.eye and hab16.comp.17;>t"L" 
and hab21.comp.20 * "L" and Midpt.20.21.elect.eye 
>#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, Midpt.20.21.elect.eye , 
If( M idpt.16A.17 A;:>: Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye and hab16.comp.17 .,o "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 * "L" and Midpt.20.21.elect.eye 
s;# 7.Sph.elect.eye.optiona i,#7.Sph .elect.eye .opt ional, 
If( Midpt.20.21.elect. eye ;:>: Midpt.16A.17 A and hab16.comp.17 .,o "L" 
and hab21 .comp.20 .,o "L" and Midpt.16A.17 A 
>#7.Sph .elect.eye.optional , Midpt. 16A. 17 A, 
If( Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye ;:>: Midpt.16A.17A and hab16.comp.17 "i: "L" 
and hab21.comp.20 .,o "L" and Midpt. 16A.17 A 
S# 7.Sph.e lect. eye . optiona l, #?. Sph. elect. eye .optional, 
If( Midpt.16A.17A ;:>: . Midpt.20.21.elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.16A.17A > #7.S ph.elect.eye .optional, Midpt. 16A.17A, 
If( Midpt.1 6A.17 A ;:>: Midpt. 20.21.elect.eye and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt. 16A.17 A s #7.Sph.elect.eye.optionai ,#7.Sph.elect.eye.opt ional , 
lf (Midpt.20. 21.elect.eye ;:>: Midpt.16A.17A and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21.e lect.eye >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.20.21.e lect.eye, 
If( Midpt.20.21.elect.eye ;:>: Midpt .16A.17 A and x.C.case = "C" and 
Midpt.20.21.elect.eye 
S#7.Sph.elect. eye. optiona l,#? .Sph.elect.eye.optional, '"'))))) )) ) 
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Field Name 
MSDA.M.Aor8.vrg.Rej 
MSDA1 
MSDA1 .14A.Rej 
MSDA 1.148.Rej 
MSDA 1. Hyper. Myo. Fork 
MSDA1.Rej.Hyper 
M~y 7, 1997 
Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Calculation (Number) · = lf(Midpt.16A.1 7 A >#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
Midpt.16A.17 A,#7.Sph.elect .eye .optional) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ~ "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ~ "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148.Rej ~ "#148rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye > 
#148 net.elect.eye and #14Anet.elect.eye ~ 0, #14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ~ "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ~ "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148.Rej ~ "#148 rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye > 
#148net.elect.eye and #14Anet.elect.eye < 0, 0, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ~ "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ~ "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1 .148.Rej ~ "#148rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye ~ 
#148net.elect.eye and #148net.e lect.eye ~ 0, #148net.elect.eye, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ~ "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ~ "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1. 148. Rej ~ "#148rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye ~ 
#148net.e lect.eye and #148net.e lect.eye < 0, 0, 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic.e lecteye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ~ "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148.Rej.,: "#148rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye > 
#148net .elect.eye and #1 4Anet.elect.eye ~ #7Sph.OD, 
#14Anet.elect.eye, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA1 .14A.Rej.,: "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148.Rej .,: "#148rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye > 
#148net.elect.eye and #14Anet.e lect.eye < #7Sph .OD, #7Sph.OD, 
lf(#7.D iagnost ic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej ot:. "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej .,: "#148 rej" and #14Anet.elect.eye ~ 
#148net.elect.eye and #148net.elect.eye ~ #7Sph.OD, 
#148net.e lect.eye, 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej.,: "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej.,: "#148rej" and #14Anet .elect.eye ~ 
#148net.elect.eye and #148net.e lect.eye < #7Sph. OD, #7Sph.OD, 
MSDA 1 .Hyper.Myo.Fork))) )))) ) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" or #14A.equ.Verg. diag = 
"Rejected", "#14Arej","") 
Calculation (Text) = lf(# 148.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" or #148 .equ.Verg.diag = 
"Rejected", "#148rej", "") 
Calcu lation (Number) = lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye.,: "L", MSDA 1.Rej .Hyper, MSDA 1.Rej.Myo) 
Calculation (Number) = lf (#7.Diagnostic .electeye ~ "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1. 148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ .Verg.diag.,: "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #148.equ .Verg.diag.,: "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Aacc8acc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic.e lecteye.,: "L" and MSDA1. 14A. Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag.,: "Rejected" and #148 .equ.Acc.diag.,: "Rejected" 
and #148 .equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Aacc8vrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic. electeye.,: "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ .Acc.diag * "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag ot:. "Rejected" 
and #148.equ . Verg.diag = "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Avrg8vrg. Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.e lecteye ot:. "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ .Acc.diag.,: "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #148.equ .Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #148.eq u.Verg.diag.,: "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Avrg8acc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic .electeye.,: "L" and MSDA1. 14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #148.equ .Acc.diag *"Rejected" 
and #148.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8 .Aaccvrg8vrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic .electeye * "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1. 148.Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ . Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" 
and #148 .equ .Verg .diag.,: "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Aaccvrg8acc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic.electeye.,: "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc .diag = "Rejected" and 
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Field Name 
MSDA 1.Rej.Myo 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" 
and #14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", 
MSDA.H.AB.Aaccvrg8accvrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ,_ "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.d iag ,_ "Rejected" and #148 .equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" 
and #148.eq u.Verg.diag = "Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Aacc8accvrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ,_ "L" and MSDA1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ,_"Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #148.equ .Acc.diag = "Rejected" 
and #148.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.H.A8.Avrg8accvrg.Rej, 
lf (#7.Diagnostic.eleeteye * "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.148.Rej * "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ,_ "Rejected", MSDA.H.Aor8.acc.Rej , 
lf(#7.Diagnost ic.e lecteye ,_ "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej * "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.H.Aor8.vrg.Rej , 
lf(#?.Diagnostic.electeye * "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej * "#148rej " and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDAH.AorB.accvrg.Rej , 
lf(#?.Diagnostic.electeye * "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1 .148.Rej = "#148rej" and #148.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#148.equ.Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSDA.H.AorB.acc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye * "L" and MSDA 1.14A. Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.148.Rej = "#148rej" and #148.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" and 
#148.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.H.Aor8.vrg.Rej, 
lf(#?.Diagnostic.electeye * "L" and MSDA1 .14A.Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.148.Rej = "#148rej" and #148.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#148 .equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.H.AorB.accvrg.Rej 
,"Bubba2"))))))))) )))))) 
Calculation (Number) = 
lf(lt?.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ .Verg.diag * "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #148.equ. Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSDA.M.A8.Aacc8acc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.1 48.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag * "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" 
and #14B .equ.Verg.diag = "Rejected", MSDA.M.A8.Aacc8vrg .Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA1 .14A.Rej = "#1 4Arej" and 
MSDA1.148.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #148.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" 
and #148.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.M.A8.Avrg8vrg.Rej, 
lf(#7. Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA1 .14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" and 
#1 4A.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #148.equ .Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #14B.equ.Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSDA.M.AB.AvrgBacc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye ="L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1 .148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
# 14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #148.equ .Acc.diag '# "Rejected" 
and #14B.equ .Verg.diag = "Rejected", MSDA.M.A8.AaccvrgBvrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej = "#148rej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #1 48.equ.Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSDA.M.A8.AaccvrgBacc.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1 .14B.Rej = "#1 48rej" and #14A.equ. Acc .diag ="Rejected" and 
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MSDA2.message2 
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#14A.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag::: "Rejected" 
and #148.equ.Verg.diag =="Rejected", 
MSDA.M.AB.AaccvrgBaccvrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.e lecteye::: "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej::: "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.14B.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag::: "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag ~ "Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" 
and #14B.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" , MSDA.M.AB.AaccBaccvrg.Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSOA1.14A.Rej == "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1 .148. Rej = "#14Brej" and #14A.equ .Acc.diag ~"Rejected" and 
#14A.equ. Verg.diag ="Rejected" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" 
and #14B.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" , MSDA.M.AB.AvrgBaccvrg. Rej, 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSOA1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA 1.148. Rej ~ "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSDA.M.AorB.acc.Rej , 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye == "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej = "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.14B.Rej t "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag * "Rejected" and 
#14A.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.M.AorB.vrg.Rej , 
lf(#7.0iagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSOA 1. 14A.Rej::: "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.14B.Rej * "#14Brej" and #14A.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#14A.equ .Verg.diag =="Rejected", MSOA.M.AorB.accvrg.Rej , 
lf(#7.Diagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1.14B.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#148.equ . Verg.diag * "Rejected", MSOA.M.AorB.acc.Rej , 
lf(#7.0iagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1.14A.Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSDA1 .14B.Rej = "#1 4Brej" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag *"Rejected" and 
#14B.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSDA.M.AorB.vrg.Rej , 
lf(#7.0iagnostic.electeye = "L" and MSDA 1 .14A.Rej * "#14Arej" and 
MSOA1.14B.Rej = "#14Brej" and #14B.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected" and 
#1 4B.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected", MSOA.M .AorB.accvrg.Rej , 
"Bubba3"))))))))))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #14Anet.e lect.eye > 0, 0, 
lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye .optional < 0 and #14Bnet.elect.eye > 0, 0, 
MSDA1)) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye .optional < 0 and #14Anet.elect.eye > 0, "Myopia 
at far, hyperopia at near. Lens below plano contraindicated regardless 
of equilibrium balance", 
lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #1 48net.e lect.eye > 0, "Myopia at 
far, hyperopia at near. Lens below plano contraindicated regardless of 
equil ibrium balance", 
lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional ~ 0 and #14Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#14Bnet.elect.eye < 0, "Minus Projection. Lens below plano 
contraindicated, regardless of equilibrium balance", 
lf(#1 4Anet.elect.eye < #7.Sph.elect .eye and #148net.elect.eye < 
#7.Sph.e lect.eye and MSDA2 =#7.Sph.elect.eye, "Minus at near. 
Subjective at far (#7) indicated as the maximum plus at near regardless 
of equilibrium balance", 
lf(#14Anet.elect.eye * #7.Sph.e lect.eye and #14Bnet.elect.eye * 
#7.Sph.elect.eye and Midpt.20.21 .elect.eye * #7.Sph.elect.eye and 
Midpt.16A.17 A* #7.Sph.elect.eye and MSDA2 =#7.Sph.elect.eye, 
"Subjective at far (#7) indicated as the maximum plus at near", 
lf(#14Anet.elect.eye * #7 ASph.elect.eye and #14Bnet.elect.eye * 
#7ASph .e lect.eye and Midpt.20.21.elect.eye * #7ASph.elect.eye and 
Midpt.16A.17 A ~ #7 ASph.elect.eye and MSDA2 =#7 ASph.elect.eye, 
"B.V.A. at far (#7A) indicated as the maximum plus at near",""}))))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(Eq .option.terms1 = "MSDA" or Eq.option .terms2 == "MSDA" or 
Eq .opt ion .terms3 = "MSOA" or Eq.option.terms4 = "MSDA" or 
Eq.option.termsS = "MSDA", MSDA2.message, 
lf(Eq .option.terms1 ="Proposed Rx" or Eq.option.terms2 ="Proposed 
Rx" or Eq .option.terms3 ="Proposed Rx" or Eq.option.terms4 = 
"Proposed Rx" or Eq.option.termsS ="Proposed Rx", MSDA2.message, 
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Field Name 
Name.Age 
NEAR80L81L 
NEAROisplay.LL 
No rmative.pict.calc 
Normative.pict. elect 
Normative.pictO 
Normative.pict1 
NPCbk 
NPC bk.Xattpt 
NPC Rec 
NPC Rec.Xattpt 
NPC.X.attpt 
Nr.AII High 
N RA. optional 
NRA.rec.optional 
Num.V A.OO.Habit.Ox 
Num. VA.OO.Habit.Nr 
Num.VA.OO.Unaid.Dx 
Num. V A.OO.Unaid.Nr 
Num.VA.OS.Habit.Ox 
Num.VA.OS.Habit.Nr 
Num.V A.OS.Unaid.Dx 
Num.VA.OS.Unaid .Nr 
Num.VA.OU.Habit.Ox 
Num.VA.OU.Habit.Nr 
Num.VA.OU.Unaid.Dx 
Num.VA.OU.Unaid.Nr 
00 Accomm Response 
00 Consensual Response 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation 
(Container) 
Number 
Global (Container) 
Global (Container) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
"")) 
= First Name & " " & Last Name & ", " & Age & " " & Red.Fiag 
= lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #17bk.diag.HI.LO = "H"," 168 ", 
lf(#16bk.diag HI.LO = "H" and #17bk.diag.HI.LO = "L", " 178 ", 
lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "L" and #17bk.diag.HI.LO = "L", 
#16#17bkCompExp.Ratios, 
lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #16Rec.8k 
ratio= "Low #16 Rec/8k" and #17Rec.8k ratio 7c "Low #17 Rec/8k"," 
168 ", 
lf(#16bk.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.diag.HI.LO = "H" and #17Rec.8k 
ratio= "Low #17 Rec/8k" and #16Rec.8k ratio~ "Low #16 Rec/8k"," 
178 ", 8081. NEAR.recLL))))) 
= lf(#16bk.diagnostic = "LL", " 168 ", 
lf(#17bk.diagnostic = "LL", " 178 ", 
lf(# 16Rec.diagnostic = "LL", " 16C ", 
lf(#16Rec.diagnostic = "LL", "(16C)", 
lf(#17Rec.diagnostic = "LL"," 17C ", 
lf(#17Rec.diagnostic = "LL", "(17C)", 
11(#17Rec.diagnostic = "All High",, .. .. , 
lf(#17Rec.diagnostic ="All low and equal", "16.17", 
"8UBBA")))))))) 
Unstored calculat ion 
= lt(Normative.pict.elect = 1, Normative.pict1 , Normative.picto) 
= 11(#16Rec. Exp.Ratios > #17Rec. Exp.Ratios, "(17C)", 
lf(#16Rec.Exp.Ratios < #17Rec.Exp.Ratios, "(16C)", 
lf(#16Rec.Exp.Ratios = #17Rec .Exp.Ratios > 1, "All High", ""))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(#21 NRA.OU = "" . #21 NRA.OU.rec, #21 NRA.OU) 
Calculation (Number) = 11(#21 NRA.OU.rec = "", #21 NRA.OU. #21 NRA.OU.rec) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
c lin ic ma in board -38-
Field Name 
00 Direct Response 
00 Pupil Signs 
OD.Dx.Habit. Frac. 
OD. Dx.Unaid. Frac. 
OD.Nr.Habit.Frac. 
OD.Nr.Unaid.Frac. 
OD.Pinh.Frac. 
OEP.cut.Dx.NO 
OEP.cut.Dx.NU 
OEP.cut.Nr.NO 
OEP.cut.Nr.NU 
OEP.DX.NO 
OEP.Dx.NO.add 
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Field Type 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
Auto-enter: "Steady" 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
Required va lue 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
Auto-enter: "." 
= If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - 0.25 ~ 0, #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional -
0.25, 
lf(#7.Sph .elect .eye.optional = 0, 0, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye .optional < 0 and #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - 0.25 
~ #7ASph.elect.eye, #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional- 0.25, 
If( #7.Sph.e lect. eye.optional < 0 and #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - 0.25 
< #7ASph.elect.eye, #7ASph .elect.eye, #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional-
0.25)))) 
= If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional- 0.75 ~ 0, #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional-
0 .75, 
lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - 0.50 = 0, 0, 
lf (#7.Sph.elect.eye .optional - 0.25 = 0, 0, 
lf(#7.Sph .elect.eye .optional = 0, 0, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #7.Sph.e lect.eye.optional- 0.75 
~ #7 ASph.elect.eye, #7 .Sph. elect. eye.optional - 0. 75, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional- 0.75 
< #7ASph .elect.eye, #7ASph.elect.eye, "indef.")))))) 
= If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional ~ 0 and MSDA2- 0.25 ~ 0, MSDA2-
0.25, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.opt ional ~ 0 and. MSDA2 = 0, 0, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optio-nal < 0 and #14Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#14Bnet.elect.eye < 0 and MSDA2- 0.25 ~ #7ASph .elect.eye, MSDA2-
0.25, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #i 4Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#1 4Bnet.elect.eye < 0 and MSDA2 - 0.25 < #7 ASph.elect.eye, 
#7ASph.elect.eye, MSDA2}))) 
= If( #7.Sph .elect.eye.optional:;::: 0 and MSDA2- 0.75:;::: 0, MSDA2-
0.75, 
lf(#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional ~ 0 and MSDA2 - 0.25 = 0, 0, 
lf (#7.Sph .elect.eye .optional ~ 0 and MSDA2 - 0.50 = 0, 0, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye .optional < 0 and #1 4Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#14Bnet.e lect.eye < 0 and MSDA2- 0.75:;::: #7ASph.elect.eye, MSDA2-
0 .75, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #14Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#14Bnet.elect.eye < 0 and MSDA2 - 0.50 = #7 ASph .elect.eye, 
#7 ASph .elect.eye, 
If( #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional < 0 and #14Anet.elect.eye < 0 and 
#14Bnet.elect.eye < 0 and MSDA2- 0.25 = #7ASph.elect.eye, 
#7 ASph.elect.eye, MSDA2)))))) 
= lf(x.C .case = "C", OEP.cut.Dx .NO, 
lf(x.B1 orB2.deg.diag = "-7", OEP.cut.Dx.NO, 
lf(x.B 1 orB2.deg.diag = "-6", OEP.cut. Dx. NO, 
lf(x.C.case ;r "C" and x.B1orB2.deg.diag ;r "-7" and x.B1orB2.deg.diag 
;r "-6" and x.type.diag = "82", OEP.cut.Dx.NO, 
lf(x.C.case ;r "C" and x.B 1orB2.deg.diag ;r "-7" and x.B1or82.deg.diag 
;r "-6" and x.type.d iag = "81", OEP.Fuii.Dx.NO, OEP.cut.Dx.NO))))) ' 
= lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "#7", OEP.DX.NO-
#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "#7A",OEP.DX.NO-
#7 ASph.elect.eye. 
cl in ic main board -39-
Field Name 
OEP.Dx. NU 
OEP.Dx.NU.add 
May 7, 1997 
Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "Dx.Hab", OEP.DX.NO-
#7 .Sph .elect. eye. optional, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx. Rx ="enter", OEP.DX.NO-
Enter. DX.ctrl. Sph.elect.eye, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx = "#7", ((OEP.DX.NO-
#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional)- ((Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect * 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(F inai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.ADD))), 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = o and Dx.Rx = "#7A",((OEP.DX.NO-
#7ASph.elect.eye)- ((Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) 
+(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Final. Dx. Rx. Pratt. Elect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.ADD))). 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx = "Dx.Hab", ((OEP.DX.NO-
#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional) - ((Finai.Dx. Rx.25Add. Elect * 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.ADD))), 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx ="enter", ((OEP.DX.NO-
Enter.DX.ctr i. Sph.elect.eye) - ((Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect • 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect • Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt .ADD))) , OEP.Dx.NU-
#7.Sph. elect. eye. optional) ))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(x.C.case = "C", OEP.cut.Dx.NU, 
lf(x.B1 or82.deg.diag = "-7", OEP.cut.Dx.NU, 
lf(x.B1 or82.deg.diag = "-6", OEP.cut.Dx.NU, 
lf(x.C.case '# "C" and x.B 1 or82.deg.diag '# "-7" and x.B 1 or82.deg.diag 
'# "-6" and x.type.diag = "82", OEP.cut.Dx.NU, 
lf(x .C.case * "C" and x.B1orB2.deg.diag * "-7" and x.B1or82.deg.diag 
~ "-6" and x.type.diag = "81 ", OEP.Fuii.Dx.NU, OEP.cut.Dx.NU))))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "#7", OEP.Dx.NU -
#7 .Sph .elect. eye .optional , 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "#7A",OEP.Dx.NU-
#7 ASph.elect.eye, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx = "Dx.Hab", OEP.Dx.NU-
#7 .Sph.elect.eye .optional, 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1 and Dx.Rx ="enter", OEP.Dx.NU-
Enter. DX.ctri.Sph .elect. eye , 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = o and Dx.Rx = "#7", ((OEP.Dx.NU-
#7 .Sph.elect.eye.optional)- ((Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect * 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Dx. Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx .Rx.Pratt.ADD))), 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx = "#7A",((OEP.Dx.NU-
#7ASph.elect.eye)- ((Finai.Dx.Rx.25Add.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) 
+(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx. Rx.Perc.Eiect • Final. Dx. Rx.Perc .ADD) + 
(F inai.Dx. Rx . Pratt. Elect • Finai.Dx .Rx.Pratt.ADD))), 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx = "Dx.Hab", ((OEP.Dx.NU-
#7.Sph.elect.eye.optional) - ((Finai.Dx. Rx.25Add. Elect * 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Fina i. Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Pratt.ADD))), 
lf(Finai.Dx.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 0 and Dx.Rx ="enter", ((OEP.Dx.NU-
Enter. DX.ctrt.Sph.elect.eye) - ((Final. Dx . Rx.25Add. Elect • 
Finai.Dx.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.Eiect • Finai.Dx.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Dx.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Dx. Rx.Pratt. Elect * Finai.Dx. Rx. Pratt.ADD))), OEP. Dx. NU -
#7. Sph .elect. eye . opt ional)))))))) 
cl inic main board -40-
Field Name 
OEP.Dx.NU.Equ.Sph 
OEP.Fuii.Dx.NO 
OEP.Fuii.Dx.NU 
OEP.Fuii. Nr.NO 
OEP.Fuii.Nr.NU 
OEP.NFcut.Dx.NO 
OEP.NFcut.Dx.NU 
OEP.Nfuii .Fcut.Dx.NO 
OEP.Nfuii.Fcut.Dx.NU 
OEP.Nfuii.Ffuii.Dx.NO 
OEP.Nfuii.Ffuii.Dx.NU 
OEP.Nr.NO 
OEP.Nr.NO.add 
OEP.Nr.NU 
OEP.Nr.NU.add 
OEPrecom.NFcut 
OEPrecom. Nfull. Fcut 
OEPrecom.Nfull. Ffull 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number} 
Calculation (Number} 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number} 
Calculation (Number) 
Calculation (Number} 
Calculation (Number) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= OEP.Dx.NU + Hab.Cyl.elect.eye I 2 
= #7.Sph.elect.eye .optional 
= #7.Sph .elect.eye.optional 
= MSDA2 
=MSDA2 
= lf(x.C.case = "C", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - .25, 
lf(x.81or82.deg.diag = "-7" , #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional- .25, 
lf(x.81 or82.deg.diag = "-6", #iSph.elect.eye.optional- .25, 0)}) 
= lf(x.C.case = "C", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - .25, 
lf(x.81 or82.deg.diag = "-7". #7.Sph .elect.eye.optional - .25, 
lf(x.81 or82.deg.diag = "-6", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - .25, 0))) 
= lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.81 or82.deg.diag "* "-6" and 
x.81 orB2.deg.diag -ic. "-7", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - .25,0) 
= lf(x .type.diag = "82" and x.81 or82.deg.diag -ic. "-6" and 
x.81 or82.deg.diag "# "c 7", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optional - .25,0) 
= lf(x.type.diag = "8 1" and x.B1 or82.deg.diag "* "-6" and 
x.B 1 orB2.deg.diag -ic. "-7", #7.Sph.elect.eye.optionai,O) 
= lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81 orB2.deg.diag "* "-6" and 
x.B1or82.deg.diag"' "-7", #7.Sph .elect.eye.optionai,O) 
= lf(x.C.case = "C", OEP.cut.Nr.NO, 
lf(x.81or82.deg.diag = "-7", OEP.cut.Nr.NO, 
lf(x.B1orB2.deg.diag = "-6", OEP.cut.Nr.NO, 
lf (x.C.case "* "C" and x.B 1 or82.deg.diag * "-7" and x.81 or82.deg.diag 
* "-6" and x.type.diag = "82", OEP.Fuii .Nr.NO, 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and x.8lor82.deg.diag "* "-7" and x.81or82.deg.diag 
,o "-6" andx.type.diag = "81", OEP.Fuii.Nr.NO, OEP.cut.Nr.NO))})} 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Finai.N r.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1, OEP.Nr.NO-
Finai.DX.RX.Sph:elect.eye, ((OEP.Nr.NO-
Finai.DX.RX.Sph .elect.eye} - ((Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect • 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.Eiect • Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.ADD} + 
(Finai.Nr. Rx.Perc.Elect • Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Final. Nr.Rx. Pratt . Elect * Finai.Nr. Rx. Pratt.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.Eiect • Finai.Nr. Rx.Dnd.ADD)))) 
Calculation (Number) = lf(x.C.case = "C", OEP.cut.Nr.NU, 
lf(x. B1 orB2.deg.diag = "-7", OEP.cut.Nr.NU, 
lf(x.81or82.deg.diag = "-6", OEP.cut.Nr.NU, 
lf(x.C.case "# "C" and x.B1 orB2.deg.diag # "-7" and x.81 orB2.deg.diag 
"* "-6" and x.type.diag = "82", OEP.Fuii.Nr.NU, 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81or82.deg.diag "* "-7" and x.81or82.deg.diag 
* "-6" and x.type.diag = "81", OEP.Fuii.Nr.NU, OEP.cut.Nr.NU)}})} 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Finai.Nr.Rx.OEP.Eiect = 1, OEP.Nr.NU-
Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye, ((OEP.Nr.NU -
Finai.DX.RX.Sph.elect.eye)- ((Finai.Nr.Rx.25Add.Eiect * 
Finai.Nr.Rx.Add.25) +(Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Srd.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.Eiect * Finai.Nr.Rx.Perc.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr. Rx. Pratt. Elect * Final. Nr. Rx. Pratt.ADD) + 
(Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd. Eiect • Finai.Nr.Rx.Dnd.ADD)))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(x.C.case = "C", "Cut plus @ far AND near", lf(x.81 or82.deg.diag = 
"-7", "cut plus both at far and near.", lf(x.81or82.deg.diag = "-6", "cut 
plus both at far and near.",""))) 
Calculation (Text) = lf(x .type.diag = "82" and x.81 or82.deg.diag * "-6" and 
x.81orB2.deg.diag "* "-7", "cut plus at far; full plus at near.","") 
Calculation (Text) = lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81 or82.deg.diag "* "-6" and 
x.81or82.deg.diag * "-7", "full plus both at far and near.","") 
clinic main board -41-
Field Name Field Type 
Option 1.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text) 
Option 1.21 .comp.20 Calculation (Text) 
Option1.equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option1.eqL.J.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option1 .equ.Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option2.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text) 
Option2.21 .comp.20 Calculation (Text) 
Option2.equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option2.equ.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option2.equ.Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option3.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text) 
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Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(#16Athru.Option 1 + #16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru .Option 1, 
"L", lf(#16Athru .Opt ion 1 +#16.comp. 17.slop.factor ~ #l7Athru.Option 
1 and #16Athru.Option 1 - #16.comp.17.slop.factor s; #17Athru.Option 
1. IINU, "HII)) 
= lf(#21thru.Option 1 + .125 < (#20thru.Option 1 • -1 ), "L", 
lf(#21thru.Option 1 + .1 25 ~ (#20thru.Option 1 * -1) and #21thru.Option 
1-.125 ~ (#20thru.Option 1 * -1), "N", "H")) 
= lf(Option1 .21 .comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case ?'- "C" and Option1 .21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(Option1.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderl ine", "Rejected"))) 
= lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and Option1.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Option1 .equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
Option1.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and Option 1.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option1.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" and Option1.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Act. Rejected", lf(Opt ion 1.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and Option 1.equ.Acc.diag = "Borde rline", "Borderline", 
lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option1 .equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", lf(Opt ion1 .equ.Verg.diag ="-Rejected" 
and Option1 .equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Rejected", 
lf(Option1.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option1.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderl ine", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(Option1.1 6.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or Option1.16.comp.17 
="H", "Accepted". lf(Option1.16.comp.17 * hab16.comp.17 and 
Option1.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
= lf(#16Athru.Option 2 + #16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru.Option 2, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.Option 2 +#16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17Athru.Option 
2 and #16Athru.Option 2 - #16.comp.17.s lop.factor ~ #17 Athru .Option 
2, "Nil, UHII)) 
= lf(#21thru.Option 2 + .125 < (#20thru.Option 2 • -1 ), "L", 
lf(#21thru.Option 2 + .125 ~ (#20thru.Option 2 * -1) and #21thru.Option 
2- .125 ~ (#20thru.Option 2 * -1), "N", "H")) 
= lf(Option2.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and Option2.21 .comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf (Option2.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
= lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag = "Accepted" and Option2.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Opt ion2.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
Option2.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", · 
lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and Option2.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option2.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and Option2.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and Option2.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Borderline" , 
lf (Option2.equ .Verg.diag = "Rejected" and Opt ion2.equ .Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg . Rejected" . lf(Option2.equ. Verg.diag = "Rejected" 
and Option2.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Rejected", 
lf(Option2.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option2.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(Option2.16.comp.17 = hab 16.comp.17 or Option2.16.comp.17 
="H", "Accepted", lf (Option2.16.comp.17 * hab16.comp.17 and 
Option2.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
= lf(#16Athru.Option 3 + #16.comp.1 7.slop.factor < #17 Athru.Option 3, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.Option 3 +#16.comp.1 7.s lop.factor ~ #17 Athru.Option 
3 and #16Athru.Option 3 - #16.comp.1 7.s lop.factor s; #17 Athru.Option 
3, IINII, "HII)) 
cl inic main board -42-
Field Name Field Type 
Option3.21.comp.20 Calculation (Text) 
Option3 .equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option3 .equ.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option3.equ. Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option4.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text) 
Option4.21.comp.20 Calcu lation (Text) 
Option4.equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option4.equ.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option4.equ.Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option5.16.comp.17 Calculation (Text} 
Option5 .21.comp.20 Calculation (Text) 
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Formula I Entry Option 
= 11(#21 thru.Option 3 + .125 < (#20thru.Option 3 * -1 ), "L", 
lf(#21thru.Option 3 + .125 ~ (#20thru.Option 3 • -1) and #21 thru.Option 
3 - .125 s (#20thru.Option 3 * -1) , "N", "H"}) 
= lf(Opt ion3.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and Option3.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", . 
lf(Opt ion3.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"}}) 
= lf(Option3.equ. Verg.diag = "Accepted" and Option3 .equ.Acc.diag :;: 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Option3.equ .Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
Option3.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and Option3.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc .Borderline ", lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option3.equ .Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg .Borderline", 
lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" and Option3.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option3.equ.Acc .diag = "Borderline", "Borderline", 
lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag = "Rejected" and Option3.equ .Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", lf(Option3.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" 
and Option3.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Rejected" , 
lf (Option3 .equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option3.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA")}})})))} 
= lf(Option3. 16.comp. 17 = hab16.comp.17 or Option3.16.comp.17 
="H", "Accepted", lf(Option3.16.comp.17 * hab16.comp.17 and 
Option3.16.comp.1 7 = "N", "Borderl ine", "Rejected"}} 
= lf(#16Athru.Option 4 + #16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru.Option 4, 
"L", lf(#16Athru .Option 4 +#16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17Athru.Option 
4 and #16Athru.Option 4 - #16 .comp.1 7.slop.factor .S #17 Athru.Option 
4, "N'\ "H")) 
= lf(#21thru.Opticin 4 + .125 < (#20thru.Option 4 • -1), "L", 
lf(#21thru.Option 4 + .125 ~ (#20thru .Opt ion 4 * -1) and #21 thru.Option 
4 ~ .1 25 s (#20thru.Option 4 • -1), "N", "H")} 
= lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = hab21.comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and Option4.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(Option4.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
= lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and Option4.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
Option4.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf(Option4.equ.Verg .diag ="Accepted" and Option4.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option4.equ.Acc.diag = "Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" and Option4.equ .Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderline" 
and Opt ion4.equ .Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Borderline", 
lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option4.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg.Rejected" , lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" 
and Opt ion4.equ.Acc.diag ="Rejected", "Rejected", 
lf(Option4.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option4.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", ''Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA")))}})))) 
= lf(Option4.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or Option4.16.comp.17 
="H", "Accepted", lf(Option4.16 .comp.1 7"" hab16.comp.17 and 
Option4.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
= lf(#16Athru.Option 5 + #16.comp.17.slop.factor < #17 Athru.Option 5, 
"L", lf(#16Athru.Option 5 +#16.comp.17.slop.factor ~ #17 Athru.Option 
5 and #16Athru.Option 5 - #16.comp.17.slop.factor:::; #17Athru.Option 
5, .. N", "Hu)) 
= 11(#21 thru.Opt ion 5 + .1 25 < (#20thru .Option 5 * -1 ), "L", 
11(#21 thru.Option 5 + .125 ~ (#20thru.Option 5 • -1) and #21thru.Option 
5 - .125 s (#20thru.Option 5 • -1) , "N", "H")) 
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Field Name Field Type 
OptionS.equ.Acc.diag Calculation (Text) 
OptionS.equ.diag Calculation (Text) 
Option5.equ. Verg.diag Calculation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
= lf(Option5.21.comp.20 = hab21 .comp.20, "Accepted", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and Option5.21.comp.20 ="H", "Accepted", 
lf(Option5.21.comp.20 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected"))) 
= lf(OptionS.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and OptionS.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Accepted", lf(Option5.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and 
Option5.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected", "Acc.Rejected", 
lf (OptionS.equ.Verg.diag ="Accepted" and OptionS.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Acc.Borderline", lf(OptionS.eq u.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and OptionS.equ .Acc.diag ="Accepted", "Verg.Borderline", 
lf(OptionS.equ.Verg.diag = "Borderl[ne" and Option5.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Rejected", "Ace. Rejected", lf(OptionS.equ.Verg.diag ="Borderline" 
and Option5.equ.Acc.diag ="Borderline", "Borderline", 
lf(Option5.equ.Verg .diag ="Rejected" and OptionS.equ.Acc.diag = 
"Accepted", "Verg.Rejected", lf(Option5.equ .Verg.diag ="Rejected" 
and OptionS.equ.Acc.diag = "Rejected". "Rejected", 
lf(Option5.equ.Verg.diag ="Rejected" and Option5 .equ.Acc.diag = 
"Borderline", "Verg.Rejected", "BUBBA"))))))))) 
= lf(Option5.16.comp.17 = hab16.comp.17 or Option5.16.comp.17 
="H", "Accepted", lf(Option5.16.comp.17 "# hab16.comp.17 and 
Option5.16.comp.17 = "N", "Borderline", "Rejected")) 
Organ .Level Text 
Organization Text 
OS Accomm Response Text 
OS Consensual Response 
OS Direct Response 
Text 
Text 
OS Pupil Calculation (Text) = lf (Pupils equal* "Rd., Equ. ", "OS ", lf(Af. Pup. Dfct. "#"-","OS", "")) 
OS Pupil Signs 
OS.Dx.Habit.Frac. 
OS.Dx.Unaid.Frac. 
OS.Nr.Habit.Frac. 
OS.Nr.Unaid.Frac. 
OS.Pinh.Frac. 
OU.Dx.Habit.Frac. 
OU.Dx.Unaid.Frac. 
OU.Nr. Habit. Frac. 
OU.Nr.Unaid.Frac. 
OU.Pinh.Frac. 
PD dx.calc 
PD Nr.calc 
Phoria.Weight 
Phoria.Weight.Bk.Factor 
Phoria.Weight.Denom 
Phoria.Weight . Rec. Factor 
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Text Auto-enter: "Steady" 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto -ente r:." .'' 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Number Auto-enter: "." 
Text Auto-enter: "." 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Pt.PD.Dx.Entered * 0, Pt .PD.Dx.Entered, 64) 
Calcu lation (Number) = lf(Pt.PD. Nr.Entered * 0, Pt.PD.Nr.Entered, 60) 
Text Auto-enter: "B R" 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Phoria.Weight = "Rec", 0, 
If( Phoria . Weight = "B 3R", 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "B 2R", 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "2B 3R", 2, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "B R" . 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "3B 2R", 3, 
lf( Phoria.Weight = "2B R", 2, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "3B R". 3. 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "8rk ", 1, 1 ))))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = Phoria.Weight.Bk.Facto r + Phoria.Weight.Rec.Factor 
Calculation (Number) Evaluate even if all referenced fields are empty 
= lf (Phoria.Weight = "Rec", 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "8 3R", 3, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "8 2R", 2, 
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Field Name 
PRA.optional 
PRA. rec.optional 
Pratt.Dx1 .sph.OD 
Pratt.Dx1.sph .OS 
Pratt.Dx2.sph.OD 
Pratt.Dx2.sph .OS 
pref eye 
Proposed. dis play. acpt. re jet 
Pt. PD. Ox. Entered 
Pt.PD.Nr.Entered 
Pupil 00 From 
Pupil 00 to 
Pupil OS From 
Pupil OS to 
Pupils equal 
Race 
Rad.Axis.OD 
Rad.Axis.OS 
Rad.Cyi.OD 
Rad.Cyi.OS 
Rad.Sph.OD 
Rad.Sph.OS 
Red. Flag 
Red. Flag. Calc 
RG.OD 
RG.OS 
small#19factor 
State 
Ster. Method 
Stereopsis 
Street Address 
Sup. dx.eq. Lens 
Sup.dx.eq .line 
Sup.dx.eq.OD 
Sup.dx.eq.OS 
Technician 
Thoring.Horiz.Dx.Dir 
Thoring.Horiz.Dx.Sign 
Thoring. Horiz. Nr. Dir 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Number) 
Calcu lation (Number) 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Container 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Number) 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Text 
Calculation (Number) 
Number 
Formula I Entry Option 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "28 3R", 3, 
If( Phoria. Weight = "8 R", 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "38 2R", 2, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "2B R", 1, 
lf(Phoria.Weight = "38 R", 1, 
If( Phoria. Weight= "8rk ", 0, 1 ))))))))) 
= lf(#20PRA.OU = "", #20PRA.OU.rec, #20PRA.OU) 
= lf(#20PRA.OU. rec = "", #20PRA.OU, #20PRA.OU .rec) 
Only allow va lues in the range from "35" to "85" 
Only. allow values in the range from "35" to "85" 
Auto-enter: "Rd. , Equ ." 
Repeat ing field with 5 repetitions 
= lf(#19net < 5.00,#1 9net!5.1) 
= lf(Thoring.Horiz.Dx .Dir = "Exo", Thorington.Ho riz.Dx • -1, 
Thorington. Horiz. Ox) 
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Field Name 
Thoring. Horiz.Nr.Sign 
Thorington.Horiz.Ox 
Thorington.Horiz. Nr 
Time 
Unilateral Ox 
Unilateral Ox.Est 
Unilateral dx.eye 
Unilateral Nr.Est 
Unilaterai.Nr. 
Unilaterai.Nr.eye 
VA hab OxOO 
VA Hab Ox OS 
VAHab OxOU 
VAHab NrOO 
VA Hab NrOS 
VA Hab Nr OU 
VA Pinh 00 
VA Pinh OS 
VA Pinh OU 
VA Unaided Ox 00 
VA Unaided Ox OS 
VA Unaided Ox OU 
VA Unaided Nr 00 
VA Unaided Nr OS 
VA Unaided Nr OU 
Verg.14A.Dispi.Hi 
Verg.14A.Oispi.Low 
Verg.14A.Oispi.N 
Verg.14B.Dispi.Hi 
Verg.14B.Dispi .Low 
Verg.14B.Oispi.N 
Verg.?.Oispi.Hi 
Verg.?.Oispi.Low 
Verg. 7.Dispi.N 
Verg.7A.Oispi.Hi 
Verg. 7 A.Oispl. Low 
Verg.7 A.Oispi.N 
Verg . 7 An.Dispi.Hi 
Verg.?An.Dispi.Low 
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Field Type Formula I Entry Option 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Thoring.Horiz.Nr.Oir = "Exo", Thorington.Horiz.Nr * -1, 
Thorington. Horiz .Nr) 
Number 
Number 
Time 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Number 
Text 
Text 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Number 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculat ion (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Auto-enter the : "Creation Time" 
Prevent data that is automatically entered from being changed. 
Auto-enter: "Phoria" 
Auto-enter: "Phoria" 
= If(# 14A.16.comp.17 = "L", "1 7 A", lf(#14A.16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", 
"")) 
= lf(#14A.16.comp .17 = "L" , "16A" , lf(#14A.16.comp.17 = "H" , "17A", 
11 11 )) 
= lf(#14A.16.comp.17 = "N", "16A--17 A", "") 
= lf(#14B.16.comp.17 = "L", "17 A" , lf(#14B.16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", 
llll)) 
= lf(#14B.16.comp .1 7 = "L" . "1 6A", lf(#14B.16.comp.17 = "H" , "17A", 
'"')) 
= lf(#14B.16.comp.17 = "N", "16A--17A", "") 
= lf(#7.16.comp.17 = "L", "17 A", lf(#7.16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", "")) 
= lf(#7 .16.comp.17 = "L" , "16A", lf(#7.16.comp.17 = "H", "17A", "")) 
= lf(#7.16 .comp.1 7 = "N", "16A--17A", "") 
= If(#? A.16.comp .17 = "L", "17 A" , If (#? A.16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", "")) 
= If(#? A.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", If(#? A.16.comp.17 = "H", "17A", "")) 
= lf(#7A.16.comp.17 = "N" , "16A-- 17A", "") 
= lf(#7An.16.comp.17 ="L", "17A" , lf(#7An.16.comp.17= "H", "16A" , 
"")) 
= lf (#7An.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", lf (#7An.16.comp.17 = "H", "17A". 
lltl)) 
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Field Name 
Verg.7An.Dispi.N 
Verg.Demand.NEAR 
Verg.Hab.Dispi.Hi 
Verg.Hab.Dispi.Low 
Verg.Hab.Dispi.N 
Verg.Midpt.Oispi.Hi 
Verg.Midpt.Dispi.Low 
Verg.Midpt.Oispi.N 
Verg.Option1 .Dispi.Hi 
Verg.Option1 .Dispi.Low 
Verg.Option1 .Dispi.N 
Verg.Option2.Dispi.Hi 
Verg.Option2.Displ. Low 
Verg.Option2.Dispi.N 
Verg.Option3.0 ispi.Hi 
Verg.Option3.0ispi.Low 
Verg.Option3.0ispi.N · 
Verg.Option4.0ispi.Hi 
Verg.Option4.0ispi.Low 
Verg.Option4:0ispi.N 
Verg.Option5.0ispi .Hi 
Verg.Option5.0ispi.Low 
Verg.Option5.0ispi.N 
Verg.Weight 
Verg.Weight.Bk.Factor 
Verg.Weight.Oenom 
Verg. Weight.Rec. Factor 
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Field Type 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Number) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculat ion (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Calculation (Text) 
Text 
Formula I Entry Option 
= 11(#7 An.16.comp.17 = "N", "16A--17 A", "") 
= lf(PD Nr.calc * 0, PO Nr.calc/((Control.test.distance + 2. 7) /1 0), 15) 
= lf(hab16.comp.17 = "L", "17A". lf(hab16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", "")) 
= lf(hab16.comp.17 = "L", "1 6A", lf(hab16.comp.17 = "H", "1 7A", "")) 
= lf(hab16.comp.17 = "N", "16A--17A", "") 
= lf(Midpt.16.comp.17 = "L", "17A", lf(M idpt.16.comp.17 = "H", "16A", 
"'')) . 
= lf(Midpt.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", lf(Midpt.16.comp.17 = "H", "17A", 
"")) 
= lf(Midpt.16.comp.17 = "N", "1 6A--17 A","") 
= lf(Option1.16.comp. 17 = "L", "17A", lf(Option1.16.comp.17 = "H", 
.. 16A'~, uu)) 
= lf(Opt ion1.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", lf(Option1 .16.comp.17 = "H", 
"17A11 , ""}) 
= lf (Option1.16.comp.17="N", "16A-17A", '"') 
= lf(Option2.16.comp.17 = "L", "17A", lf(Option2.16.comp.17 = "H", 
= lf(Option2.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", lf(Option2.16.comp.17 = "H", 
u17A,., 'II ')) 
= lf(Option2.16.comp. 1 7 = "N", "16A-17 A", "") 
= lf(Opt ion3.16.comp. 17 = "L", "17 A", lf(Option3.16.comp.17 = "H", 
"16A .. , uu)) 
= lf(Option3.16.comp.17 = "L", "1 6A", lf(Option3.16.comp.17 = "H", 
u17Au, m')) 
= lf(Option3.16.comp.17 = "N", "1 6A-17A", ""} 
= lf(Option4.16.comp.17 = "L", "17A", lf(Option4.1 6.comp.17 = "H", 
= lf(Opt ion4.16.comp.17 = "L", "16A", lf(Option4.16.comp.17 = "H", 
"17A", '"')) 
= lf (Option4.16.comp.17 = "N", "16A-17A", "") 
= lf(Option5.16.comp.17 = "L", "17A", lf(Option5.16.comp.17 = "H", 
u16A" , 1111)) 
= lf(Option5.16.comp. 17 = "L", "1 6A", lf(Option5.16.comp.17 = "H", 
"17A", "")) 
= lf (Option5.16.comp.17 = "N", "16A-17A", "") 
Calculation (Number) = lf(Verg.Weight = '' Rec", 0, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "B 3R", 1, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8 2R", 1, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "28 3R", 2, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8 R", 1, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "38 2R", 3, 
lf(Verg. Weight = "28 R", 2, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "38 R", 3, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8rk ", 1, 1))))))))) 
Calculation (Number) = Verg.Weight.8k.Factor + Verg.Weight.Rec.Factor 
Calculation (Number) Evaluate even if all referenced fields are empty 
= lf(Verg.Weight = "Rec", 1. 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8 3R" , 3, 
lf(Verg. Weight = "8 2R", 2, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "28 3R", 3, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8 R", 1, 
lf (Verg.Weight = "38 2R", 2, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "28 R", 1. 
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Field Name 
Visual Fields 
Work Phone 
x.81.1case 
x.81 .2case 
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Field Type 
Text 
Number 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Calcu lation (Text) 
Formula I Entry Option 
lf(Verg.Weight = "38 R", 1, 
lf(Verg.Weight = "8rk ", 0, 1))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case # "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnost ic 
* "L" and DxDisplay .LL = " 1 1 A " and N EARDisplay.LL = " 168 " and 
x.81 .disrup.eq ="undisrupted" , "81-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case # "C" and #1 4Anet .diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxD isplay.LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and 
x.81 .disrup.eq ="undisrupted" , "81-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case # "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 1 6C" and 
x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81 -1", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic # 
"L" and DxDisp lay.LL,;" 118" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C" and 
x.81 .disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case # "C" and #1 4Anet.d iagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 1 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 168 " and 
x.81 .disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81 -1" , 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C " and 
x.81 .disrup.eq = "un dis rupted", "81-1", 
lf(x.C.case # "C" and #1 4Anet.di.agnostic = "H'; and #5net.Diagnostic # 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
x.81.disrup.eq = "undisrupted". "81 -1", 
lf (x.C.case # "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
x.B1.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "8 1-1 ", 
lf(x .C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "( 11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-1", "Not 81-1")) )) ))))) 
= lf(x.C.case ~ "C" C~nd x.8 1.5case * "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #1 4Anet.d iagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and 
x.81.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.8 1.5case * "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #1 4Anet.d iagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 11 8" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and 
x.81 .disrup.eq = "undis rupted", "8 1-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81 .5case ~ "81 -5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net. Diagnostic* "L" and 
DxDisp lay.LL = " 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C "and 
x.81.d isrup.eq = "un disrupted". "81-2". 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.8 1.5case * "81 -5" and #14Anet.diagnost ic * 
"L" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C" and 
x.81 .disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81 -2", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and x.81.5case * "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = "( 11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and 
x.81 .disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81 .5case * "81-5" and #1 4Anet.d iagnostic # 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = "(11A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C" and 
x.8 1 .disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "8 1-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.8 1 .Sease* "81 -5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #Snet.D iagnost ic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "( 168)" and 
x.8 1.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "8 1 -2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81 .5case * "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
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"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic *- "H" and #5net.Diagnostic "# "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 118" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
x.8 1.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-2", 
lf(x.C.case *- "C" and x.81 .5case 7- "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic "# 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisp lay.LL = "(168)" and 
x.81.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-2", "Not 81-2"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case *- "C" and x.81.5case *- "8 1-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and 
NEARDisplay.LL=" 168" and x.81 .disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81.5case * "81 -5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 "and 
NEARDisplay.LL = " 168" C!nd x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-311 , 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and x.81.5case 7- "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C" and x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and x.8 1.5case 7- "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 "and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C" and x.81.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.81.5case * "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic *- "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and 
NEARDisplay.LL=" 168 " and x.81 .disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case *- "C" and x.81.5case 7- "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11A)" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C" and x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and #14Anet .diagnostic = "L" and x.81.5case 7-
"81-5" and #5net.Diagnostic *- "L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and 
NEARDisplay. LL = "( 168)" and x.81 .disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "8 1-3", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and x.81.5case 7- "81-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7- "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 "and 
NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" <1nd x.81.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "81-3", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and x.81 .5case 7- "81-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnost ic *- "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 1A}" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and x.81.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "81-3", 
"Not 81-3"))))))))) 
= lf(x.B1 .Sease= "8 1-5" and #19net.diagnostic = "N", "progr. to 81-5", 
lf(x.81 .5ddx81.1 = "81-4", "progr. to 81-5", "")) 
= lf(x. C.case 7- "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic 7- "H " and #5net.Diagnost ic 
* "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and 
#19net.diagnostic i' "L" and x. 81.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "81-4", 
lf (x.C.case *- "C" and #14Anet.diagnost ic 7- "H" and #5ne.t.Diagnostic 7-
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL = 11 168 11 and 
#19net.diagnostic 7- "L" and x.8 1.disrup.eq ="disrupted", "81-4", 
lf(x.C~ case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 7-
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C" and 
#19net.diagnostic 7- "L" and x.8 l .disrup.eq = "disrupted", "81-4", 
lf (x .C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 "and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C " and 
#19net.diagnostic * "L" and x. 8 1.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "81-4", 
lf (x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A) " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and 
#19net.diagnostic 7- "L" and x.81 .disrup.eq = "disrupted", "8 1-4", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C " and 
#19net.diagnostic .= "L" and x.8 l .disrup.eq = "disrupted", "81-4", 
lf(x.C.case 7- "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic .= "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
#19net.diagnostic 7- "L" and x.8 l .disrup.eq = "disrupted", "81-4", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic .= 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
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#19net.diagnostic ¢ "L" and x.8 1.disrup.eq = "d isrupted", "81-4", 
lf(x.C.case ¢ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ¢ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
#19net.diagnostic '#- "L" and x.8 1.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "8 1-4", "Not 
81 -4"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case4 "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and x.81.1case¢ 
"8 1-1" and x.81.4case ;t "81 -4" and #14Anet.diagnost ic ;t "L"and 
#19net.diagnostic = "H" and x.81.disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.81 .disrup.to.undisrup.eq ;t "progr. to 8 1-4", "8 1-4", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and x.81.1case ;t 
"8 1 -1" and x.8 1.4case ;t "8 1-4" and #14Anet. diagnostic ;t "L"and 
#19net.diagnostic = "H" and x.81 .disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.81 .disrup.to. undisrup.eq = "progr. to 8 1-4", "possibly 81-4", "")) 
= lf(x.8 1.4ddx8 1.1 = "possibly 8 1-4" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H", 
"81 -1", lf(x.81.4ddx81.1 ="possibly 81 -4" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"N .. , 11 8 1-2 .. , .... )) 
= lf(x.81.Scase = "81-5" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 ", "#1 OL", 
lf(x.8 1.6case = "8 1-6" and DxDisplay .LL = "(1 OA)", "Progr. to 81-6", "")) 
= lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 
;t "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "8 1-S", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 " and 
#19net.diagnostic ;t "H", "8 1-S", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic ;t "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C " and 
#19net.diagnostic ¢ "H ", "81-S", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 8" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "81-5", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 168" and 
#19net.diagnostic;t "H", "81-S",· 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic '#- "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "81-S". 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
#19net.diagnostic ;t "H", "8 1-S", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ¢ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
#19net.diagnostic '#- "H", "8 1-S", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ;t 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)" and 
#19net.diagnostic '#- "H", "81-5", "Not 81-5"))))))))) 
= lf (x.C.case ;t "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and x.81 .1 case ;t 
"81-1" and x.8 1 .Sease * "81-S" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "L"and 
lt19net.diagnostic = "L" , "81-5", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168" and x.81.1case ;t 
"8 1-1" and x. 81. Sease ;t "8 1 -S" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t "L" and 
#19net.diagnostic = "N" and x.81 .disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.81 .disrup.to.undisrup.eq ;t "progr. to 81-4", "81 -4", 
lf(x.C.case ;t "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and x.81 .lease ¢ 
"8 1 -1" and x. 81 . Sease ;t "8 1-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic ¢ "L" and 
#19net.diagnostic = "N" and x.81.disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.81.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 81-4", "possibly 81-4", ""))) 
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= lf(x.81 .5ddx81.1 ="possibly 81-4" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = "H", 
"81-1 ", lf(x. 8 1.5ddx81.1 = "possibly 81-4" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
IINII , 1181 -2 .. , 1111)) 
= lf(x.81.6case = "B 1-6" and #Snet.Diagnostic = "N", "pro gr. to 81-7",""} 
= lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic 
~ "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 10A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 ", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 108 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 ", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C ", "8 1-6'~. 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay .LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 16C ", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 ", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C ", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
. "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108 "and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)", "81-6", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)'' and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)", "81-6", 
"Not 81 -6")) )))))}) 
= lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnost ic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 
"* "H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 10A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 ", "81-7", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay .LL = " 168 ", "81-7", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C ", "81-7", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H " and #5net. Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C ", "81-7", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "{10A)'' and NEARDisplay.LL = " 168 ", "81-7", 
lf (x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 16C ", "81-7", 
lt (x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 10A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)", "81-7", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnost ic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ~ 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(1 68}", "8 1-7", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ~ "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "(10A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(168)", "81-7", 
"Not 81-7"}))))}))) 
= lf(x.C.case = "C", "", 
lf(x.81.7case = "81-7" and x.81.6.to.81.7case ~ "progr. to 81-7", "-7", 
lf(x.8 1.6case = "8 1-6" and x.8 1 .5. to. B1 .6case ~ "progr. to 81-6" , "-6", 
lf(x.81 .6.to.81. ?case = "progr. to 8 1-7", "-6", 
lf{x.81.5.to .B1.6case = "#1 OL", "-6", 
lf(x.81.5case = "81-5" and x.81 .4.to.81.5case * "progr. to 81 -5", "-5", 
lf(x.B1 .5.to.B1.6case = "Progr. to 81-6", "-5", 
lf (x.81.5ddx81 .1 = "8 1-5", "-5", 
lf(x.81.4case = "81-4" and x.81 .disrup.to. undisrup.eq ~ "progr. to 
81-4", "-4", 
lf(x.81 .SddxB 1.1 = "B 1-4" and x.8 1.disrup.to. undisrup.eq ~ "progr. to 
81-4", "-4", 
It( x.81.4.to .B1.5case = "progr. to 8 1-5", "-4", 
lf (x. 81 .4ddx8 1.1 = "81-4", "-4", 
lf(x.81.3case = "81-3", "-3", 
lf(x . 81.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 81-4", "-3", 
lf(x.81.2case = "8 1-2", "-2", lf (x.B1. 5ddxB1 .1ddxB1.2 = "81-2", "-2", 
lf(x.B1.4ddx81.1ddx8 1.2 = "81-2", "-2" , 
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x.81.deg.diag.layer2 Calculation (Text) 
x.81.disrup.eq Calculation (Text) 
x.81.disrup.to.undisrup.eq Calculation (Text) 
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x.B2.2case Calculation (Text) 
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lf(x.81.1case = "81-1 ", "-1", lf(x.81.5ddx81.1ddx81.2 = "81-1", "-1", 
lf(x.81.4ddx81.1ddx81.2 = "81-1", "-1", ".")))))))))))))))))))) 
= lf(x.81.deg.diag = "-5" and #1 Obk.d iagnostic = "L", "-6", 
lf(x.81.deg.diag = "-4" and #19net.diagnostic = "N" and 
#1 Obk.diagnostic = "L", "-6", x.81.deg.diag)) 
= lf(#7.21.comp.20 * "H", "disrupted", lf(#7.1 6.comp.17 * "H", 
"disrupted", "undisrupted")) 
= lf(x.8 1.4case = "8 1-4" and #7.21.comp.20 = "N" and #7.16.comp.17 = 
"H", "progr. to 81-4", lf(x.81 .'4case = "81-4" and #7.21.comp.20 = "H" 
and #7.16.comp.17 = "N", "progr. to 8 1-4", lf(x.81.4case = "81-4" and 
#7.21.comp.20 = "N" and #7.16.comp.17 = "N", "progr. to 81-4", ""))) 
= lf(x.81.deg.diag.layer2 # "." and x.82.deg.diag.layer2 = ".", 
x.81.deg.diag.layer2, lf(x.81.deg.diag.layer2 ="." and 
x.82.deg.diag.layer2 * ".", x.82.deg.diag.layer2, lf(x.C.case * "C" and 
x.81 .deg.diag. layer2 * "." and x.81 .deg.diag.layer2 *".","Error",""))) 
= lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic 
* "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.D iagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 B" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and 
x.82.disrup .eq = "undisrupted", "82-1", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 17C" and 
x.B2.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 B "·and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Oiagnostic '# 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted" . "82-1 ", 
lf(x .C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet .diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
· x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case # "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.D iagnostic # 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay. LL = "(178)" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-1 ", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic = "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11A)" and NE,A,RDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-1", "Not 82-1"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
x.82 .disrup.eq = "undis rupted" , "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted" , "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.d iagnostic * "H" and #Snet. Diagnostic* "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C "and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
DxDisplay,LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted". "82-2", 
lt(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic '# 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * "L" and 
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x.82.3case Calculation (Text) 
x. 82.4.to. 82 .5case Calculation (Text) 
x.82.4case Calcu lation (Text) 
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Formula I Entry Option 
DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 1 7C" and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undis rupted", "82-2" , 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic ;t. 
"L" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 11 8" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-2", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. 
"L" and #1 4Anet.d iagnostic ;t. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and 
DxDisplay.LL = "(1 1 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-2", "Not 82-2"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 1 A" and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and x.82 .dis rup .eq = "undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x .C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.D iagnostic ;t. "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 18" and 
NEARDisplay. LL =" 178" and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnost ic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 1 A" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = " 1 7C " and x.82.disrup.eq = "undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7 "L" and DxD isplay.LL =" 118 " and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 " and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x .C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.D iagnostic ;t. "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and 
NEARDisplay.LL =" 1 7C" and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case 7 "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = "L" and x.82.5case * 
"82-5" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. "L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and x.82.5case ;t. "82-5" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic 7 "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 18" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and x.82.d isrup.eq ="undisrupted", "82-3", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"L" and #5net.Diagnostic * "L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 1 A)" and 
NEARDisplay.LL = "( 178)" and x.82.disrup.eq ="undisrupted" , "82-3", 
"Not 82-3"))))))))) 
= lf(x. 82.5case = "82-5" and #1 9net.diagnostic = "N", "progr. to 82-5", 
lf(x.82.5ddx82.1 = "82-4", "progr. to 82-5", "")) 
= lf(x.C.case 7 "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 
7 "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 1 A" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and 
#19net.d iagnostic * "L" and x. 82.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
#19net.diagnostic ;t. "L" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and #14Anet. diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ;t. 
"L" and DxDisp lay.LL = " 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 1 7C" and 
#19net.diagnostic ;t. "L" and x.82.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case ;t. "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ;t. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 118" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 1 7C " and 
# 19net.diagnostic ;t. "L" and x. 82.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "82-4", 
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Field Name Field Type 
x.B2.4ddxB2.1 Calculation (Text) 
x.B2.4ddxB2.1 ddxB2.2 Calculation (Text) 
x. B2.5.to .82.6case Calculation (Text) 
x.82.5case Calculation (Text) 
x.B2.5ddxB2.1 Calculation (Text) 
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lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic "* 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "L" and x.82.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic *. 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
#19net.diagnostic "* "L" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
#19net.diagnostic "* "L" and x.82.disrup.eq = "disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic "* 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
#19net.diagnostic "* "L" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted", "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic "* 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(1 78)" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "L" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted", "82-4", "Not 
82-4"))))))))) 
= lt(x.C.case "* "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 "and x.82.1 case"* 
"82-1" and x.82.4case "* "82-4" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "L"and 
#19net.diagnostic = "H " and x.82.disrup.eq = "disrupted" and 
x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq "* "progr. to 82-4" , "82-4", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and x.B2.1 case* 
"82-1" and x.82.4case * "82-4" and #14Anet.diagnost ic * "L"and 
#19net.diagnostic = "H" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 82-4", "possibly 82-4", "")) 
= lf (x.82.4ddx82.1 ="possibly 82-4" and #14Anet.d iagnostic = "H", 
"82-1", lf(x .82.4ddx82.1 = "possibly 82-4" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
"N ~~, 11 82-2", 1111 )) 
= lf (x.82.5case = "82-5" and DxDisplay.LL = " 118 ", "#1 OL", 
lf(x.B2.6case = "82-6" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)", "Progr. to 82-6", "")) 
= lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic 
* "L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL = " 178" and 
#19net.d iagriostic * "H ", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic "* 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 118 "and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
#19net.diagnostic "* "H", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case "* "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 11 A " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "82-5", 
lf (x .C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 8 " and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C " and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic "* "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and 
#19net .diagnostic "* "H", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 11 A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H ", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 118 " and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
#19net.diagnostic * "H", "82-5", . 
-lf(x .C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(11 A)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)" and 
#19net.diagnostic "* "H", "82-5", "Not 82-5"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case * "C" and NEARDisplay .LL = " 178" and x.82.1 case~ 
"82-1" and x.B2.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "L"and 
#19net.diagnostic = "L", "82-5", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and x.82.1 case~ 
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Formula I Entry Option 
"82-1" and x.82.5case * "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnost ic * "L" and 
#19net.d iagnost ic = "N" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq * "progr. to 82-4", "82-4", 
lf{x.C.case * "C" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178" and x.82.1case '* 
"82-1" and x.82.5case ot "82-5" and #14Anet.diagnostic ot "L" and 
#1 9net.diagnost ic = "N" and x.82.disrup.eq ="disrupted" and 
x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 82-4", "possibly 82-4", ""))) 
= lf(x.82.5ddx82. 1 = "possibly 82-4" and #14Anet.d iagnostic = "H", 
"82-1 ", lf(x.82.5ddx82.1 = "possibly 82-4" and #14Anet.diagnostic = 
.. N .. ... 82:-2 .. , 1111)) 
= lf(x.82.6case = "82-6" and #Snet.Diagnostic = "N", "progr. to 82-7","") 
= lf(x. C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic ot "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic 
* "L" and DxDisplay.LL = " 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 ", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case ot "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic ot "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic '* 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 ", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case ot "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic '* "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL ="lOA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C ", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C ", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic '# "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ~ 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay .LL = " 178 ", "82-6", 
lf (x.C.case ot "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL = " 17C ", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case -t:. "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ot 
"L" and DxD isplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)", "82-6", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic ot "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ot 
"L" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)", "82-6", 
"Not 82-6") )))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case ~ "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net .Diagnostic 
ot "H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 ", "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case -t:. "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ot 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 178 ", "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ot 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C ", "82-7", 
lf (x.C.case ot "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic * "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 1 7C ", "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case -t:. "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic * 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and N EARDisplay.LL =" 178 ", "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #5net.Diagnostic -t:. 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 17C ". "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case * "C" and #14Anet.d iagnostic * "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic ot 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 10A" and NEARDisplay.LL = "{1 78)", "82-7", 
lf(x .C.case -t:. "C" and #1 4Anet.diagnostic ot "H" and #5net.Diagnostic ot 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = '' 108" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)", "82-7", 
lf(x.C.case -t:. "C" and #14Anet.diagnostic -t:. "H" and #Snet.Diagnostic -t:. 
"H" and DxDisplay.LL = "(1 OA)" and NEARDisplay.LL = "(178)", "82-7", 
"Not 82-7"))))))))) 
= lf(x.C.case = "C", "", 
lf(x.82.7case = "82-7" and x.82.6.to.82.7case * "progr. to 82-7" , "-7", 
lf(x.82.6case = "82-6" and x.82.5.to. 82.6case * "progr. to 82-6", "-6", 
lf(x.82.6.to.82.7case = "progr. to 82-7", "-6", 
lf(x.82.5.to.82.6case = "#1 OL", "-6", 
lf(x.82.5case = "82-5" and x.82.4.to.82.5case * "progr. to 82-5", "-5", 
lf(x.82.5.to.82.6case = "Prog r. to 82-6", "-5", 
lf(x.82.5ddx82.1 = "82-5", "-5", 
lf(x.82.4case = "82-4" and x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq -t:. "progr. to 
82-4", "-4", 
lf(x.82.5ddx82. 1 = "82-4" and x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq * "progr. to 
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Field Name Field Type 
x .82.deg.diag.layer2 · Calculation (Text) 
x.82.disrup.eq Calculation (Text) 
x. 82. dis rup.to . u ndis rup. eq Calcu lation (Text) 
x.C.case Calculation (Text) 
x.comments Calculation (Text) 
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Formula I Entry Option 
82-4", "-4"' 
If( x.82.4.to.82.5case .= "progr. to 82-5", "-4", 
lf(x.82.4ddx82.1 = "82-4", "-4", 
lf(x.82.3case = "82-3", "-3", 
lf(x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 82-4'', "-3", 
lf(x.82.2case = "82-2", "-2", 
lf(x.82.5ddx82.1 ddx82.2 = "82-2", "-2", 
lf(x.82.4ddx82.1ddx82.2 = "82-2", "-2", 
lf(x.82.1case = "82-1", "-1", 
lf(x.82.5ddx82.1 ddx82.2 = "82-1 ", "-1 ", 
lf(x.82.4ddx82.1ddx82.2 = "82-1", "-1" , ".")))))))))))))))))))) 
= lf(x.82.deg.diag = "-5" and #1 Obk.diagnostic = "L", "-6", 
lf(x.82.deg.diag = "-4" and #19net. diagnostic = "N" and 
#10bk.diagnostic = "L", "-6", x.82.deg.diag)) 
= lf(#7.21.comp.20 o;t "H" , "disrupted", lf(#7.16.comp.1 7 o;t "H", 
"disrupted", "undis rupte.d")) 
= lf(x.82.4case = "82-4" and #7.21.comp.20 = "N" and #7.16.comp.1 7 = 
"H", "progr. to 82-4", lf(x .82.4case = "82-4" and #7.21.comp.20 = "H" 
and #7.16.comp.17 = "N", "progr. to 82-4", lf(x.82.4case = "82-4" and 
#7.21 .comp.20 = "N" and #7.16.comp.17 = "N", "progr. to 82-4", ""))) 
= lf(#14Anet.diagnostic c~c "H" and #5net.Diagnostic c~c "H" and 
DxDisplay.LL = " 1 OA" and NEARDisplay.LL =" 168 "and 
#7.16.comp.17 c~c "H" and #7.21.comp.20 c~c "H" and #9.Diagnostic c~c "L" 
and #19net.diagnostic o;t "L", "C", lf(#14Anet.diagnostic c~c "H" and 
#5net.Diagnostic c~c "H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL 
=" 168 "and #7.16.comp.1 7 c~c "H" and #7.21.comp.20 c~c "H" and 
#9.0iagnostic '# "L" and #19nef.diagnostic c~c "L", "C", 
lf(#14Anet.diagnostic c~c "H" and #5net.Oiagnostic c~c "H" and 
DxDisplay.LL =" 1 OA" and NEAROisplay.LL =" 16C "and 
#7.16.comp.17 * "H" and #7.21 .comp.20 c~c "H" and #9.Diagnostic o;t "L" 
and #19net.diagnostic c~c "L", "C", lf(#14Anet.diagnostic o;t "H" and 
#5net.Diagnostic '# "H" and DxDisplay.LL =" 108" and NEARDisplay.LL 
=" 16C "and #7.16.comp.17 c~c "H" and #7.21.comp.20 c~c "H" and 
#9. Diagnostic c~c "L" and #19net.d iagnost ic c~c "L", "C", 
"Not C")))) 
= lf(x.type. diag = "8 1" and x. 81 . 5ddx8 1. 1 = "possibly 8 1-4" and 
x.81.4.to.81.5case = "progr. to 81-5" , "progr. to 81 -5", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.8 1.4ddx81.1 = "possibly 81 -4" and 
x.81.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 81-4", "possibly 81-4", 
Jf(x.type.diag = "8 1" and x.8 1.6.to.81. 7case = "progr. to 81-7", "progr. 
to 81-7", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.8 1.5.to.81 .6case = "#10L", "#10L", 
lf(x .type.diag = "81" and x.81.5.to.81.6case = "Progr. to 81-6", "Progr. 
to 81 -6", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81.4.to .81.5case = "progr. to 81-5", "progr. 
to 81-5", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81.disrup.to .undisrup.eq = "progr. to 81-4", 
"progr. to 81-4", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81 " and x.81.5ddx81.1 ="poss ibly 81-4", "possibly 
81-4", 
lf(x. type.diag = "81" and x. 8 1.4ddx81 .1 = "poss ibly 8 1-4", "possibly 
81-4", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.5ddx82.1 = "possibly 82-4" and 
x.82.4.to.82.5case = "progr. to 82-5", "progr. to 82-5", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.4ddx82.1 = "possibly 82-4" and 
x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 82-4", "possibly 82-4", 
lf(x .type.diag = "82" and x.82.6.to.82.7case = "progr. to 82-7", "progr: 
to 82-7", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.5.to.82.6case = "#10L", "#10L", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.5.to.82.6case = "Progr. to 82-6", "Progr. 
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x.comments.Layer2 Calculation (Text) 
x.type.diag Calculation (Text) 
Zip Number 
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to 82-6", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82 .4.to.82 .5case = "progr. to 82-5", "progr. 
to 82-5", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.disrup.to.undisrup.eq = "progr. to 82-4", 
"progr. to 82-4", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82 .5ddx82.1 ="possibly 82-4", "possibly 
82-4", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.4ddx82.1 = "possibly 82-4", "possibly 
82-4", "")))))))))))))))))) 
= lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81.deg.diag = "-5" and 
x.B1.deg.diag.layer2 = "-6" and #5net. Diagnostic = "H", "#1 OL", 
lf(x.type.diag = "8 1" and x.8 1.deg.diag :::: "-4" and x.81.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "H", "#1 OL", 
lf(x.type.diag = "8 1" and x.81 .deg.diag = "-5" and x.8 1.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #Snet.Diagnost ic = "N", "#1 OL, Pro gr. to 81-7", 
lf(x.type.diag = "81" and x.81 .deg.diag = "-4" and x.81.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "N", "#10L, Progr. to 81-7", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.deg.diag = "-5" and x.82.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "H", "#1 OL", 
ll(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.deg.diag = "-4" and x.82.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "H", "#1 OL", 
lf(x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.deg.diag = "-5" and x.82.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "N", "#1 OL, Pro gr. to 82-7", 
lf (x.type.diag = "82" and x.82.deg.diag = "-4" and x.82.deg.diag.layer2 
= "-6" and #5net.Diagnostic = "N", "#1 OL, Progr. to 82-7", 
x.comments )))))) )) 
= lf(x.C.case = "C" . "C", lf(x.81 .deg.diag.layer2 7- ""and 
x.81.deg.diag.layer2 ~ ".", "81", lf(x·.B2.deg.diag.layer2 ~""and 
x.B2.deg.diag.layer2 ~ ".", "82 ", "Undef."))) 
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Accommodative Syndrome Mechanisms According to Skeffington's Effector System Mismatch Theory 
Skeffington's Effector System Mismatch theory is the basis 
of Functional Optometry and the OEP method of analysis 
of an individual's visual behavior. 
"Effector System Mismatch" consists of a stress-activated 
drive to localize convergence (localization) closer than 
accomodation (identification). 
The Physiological basis for this functional behavior has 
been demonstrated by studies on the dual innervation of 
the ciliary muscle (controlling accommodation), and the 
nature of its innervation link with the extra-ocular 
muscles (controlling vergence) via the near triad: 
ace 
Accommodation: In the presence of near point stress there is an increase in sympathetic innervation as part of 
the "fight or flight" reflex. 
Parasympathetic: ~pathetic innervation inhibits parasympathetic output at the accommodation level. Titis means that under stress conditions accommodation encounters the resistance of an 
increased sympathetic activation-- for every diopter of accommodation necessary to see clear, 
an increased parasympathetic activation Will be necessary. 
Accomm6date 
Sympathetic: 
De-accommodate 
Ace 
No sympathetic 
resistance .._ 
.............. ~:zv ..• Ouerconuergence 
Vergence: 
Parasympathe.tic: Parasympathetic innervation in the accommodative and vergence systems operate in tandem. 
Convergence StlmUIU.&c!ea~ea parasympathetic at accommodation translates into increased parasympathetic 
Sk I t I activation at vergence. e e a : However, the extra-ocular muscles responsible for vergence do not receive significant 
Phoric tonus sympathetic innervation. Therefore, in the vergence system, increased parasympathetic 
Ton 'lc vergence activation does not encounter the resistance of sympathetic innervation. 
I t • I 1As a result, the increased parasympathetic activation required by accommodation under stress nten IOna . movemen &uses overconvergence relative to accommodation. 
Overconvergence Under Binocular conditions may be present in both esophores and exophores 
Ace 
2.5 Mismatch: in order to meet 
the demand, an 
overconvergent patient 
exerts a divergent effort. 
BI 
convergence 
This tendency to overconverge should not be confused with 
esophoria. 
Esophoria is a tonic posture detected under dissociated 
conditions mostly due to skeletal muscle tonicity.· 
Affector system mismatch is a tendency to overconverge, 
initially at near binocular vision, driven by parasympa-
thetic overkilltmder near point stress. 
With time, this overconvergence may become tonic 
(esophoria). 
Or, in another type of response, the patient may 
adopt an exophoric tonic posture (exophoria) in order 
to more easily meet the vergence demand under 
stress, in antecipation of a parasympathetic overkill. 
This exophoric strategy to minimize the mismatch 
between vergence and accommodation is understood as 
an "exophoric buffer". Studies reveal the tendency of 
effector system mismatch exophores to overconverge 
by demonstrating an "esophoric shift" under 
binocular near stress conditions such as cheiroscopic 
tracing, Van Orden star, cognitive overload and other 
tests. 
In conclusion, in stress induced overconvergence both 
esophoria or exophoria may develop. 
1 
OEP Visual Behavior Classification 
The behavior or functional approach to visual behavior distinguishes 3 major types of syndrome: 
A, Band C. 
• A type represents a convergence excess sometimes referred in the literature as "toxic esophoria", suggesting a 
pathologic etiology affecting the functioning of the extra-ocular muscles. 
• ~of adaptation represents primarily an accommodative dysfunction. Its etiology involves the affector system 
mismatch syndrome previously described. The B type adaptation is further subdivided into Bland B2 syndromes. 
• C type of adaptation involves primarily an interference in the vergence system via skeletal innervation rather tha1 
autonomic innervation. 
Because B type adaptation is the most common syndrome and the least understood by traditional approaches of analysi 
and because understanding this type of visual behavior is the central piece in the functional approach, the next pages < 
dedicated to the detailed description of B types. A and C types will be described following a study of B type of 
adaptation, followed by a discussion of the differential diagnosis of accommodative syndromes (B type) and vergence 
syndromes (A and C types). 
Behavioral analysis of B type of adaptation 
B type adaptation has been defined as an individual's attempt to overcome the overconvergence decurrent from stress 
related affector system mismatch by inhibiting autonomic (parasympathetic) innervation(in contrast with C types, 
whose interference is primarily in the convergence mechanism, via skeletal innervation rather than the autonomic 
parasympathetic.) 
The effector system mismatch proposed by Skeffington and later corroborated by physiological studies proposes that, 
under stress, a patient overconverges relative to the plane of accommodation or, in other words, vergence (localization) 
and accommodation (vergence) are mismatched. 
Accommodation 
or 
Vergence? 
Once a mismatch is 
established, it is a 
patient's individual choi 
to determine which 
function will be 
prioritarily reestablished 
to the plane of regard. 
In this condition, whether vergence will be at the right place while accommodation lags or accommodation will be at t 
right place while vergence leads depends on the individual's preference according to the specific way the individual 
operates visually in response to occupational and environmental demands. For some individuals localization (acurate 
ambiental awareness) is more important; for others identification (acurate focal vision) is more important. Within the 
type adaptation, therefore, two subtypes can be distinguished. These subtypes are classified as Bland B2. 
11 
........................ plane of 
regard 
Restoring vergence to 
the plane of regard 
via Accommodation 
'nhibition 
~-----~~ .. -~-~lane of 
regard 
Restoring 
accommodation 
to the plane of 
regard in spite 
of vergence 
hyperposture 
It is indicated that Bl and B2 types of adaptation, represent two different specific strategies of achieving autonomic 
inhibition according to the patient's specific visual priorities. The Bl patient places priority on accurate localization 
(vergence) rather than identification (accommodation). Ambient information (the "where") is for this patient more 
important than focal information (the "what"). 
According to this, the Bl type patient attempts to prioritarily bring vergence back to the plane of regard even if this 
causes a compromise in accommodation. In other words, the patient tends to more readily accept a lag of accommodatior 
or less precise acuity in favor of a precise localization (vergence). In order to facilitate precise vergence despite the 
accommodation effort, the patient may develop a pre-emptive exophoria. The Bl syndrome resembles, thus, convergenc 
insufficiency. However, differently from real convergence insufficiency, which consists of a weakness of the extra ocula1 
muscle tone, the exophoric posture is driven by an inhibition of accommodative effort via accommodative convergence. I1 
order to achieve this the patient preferentially inhibits parasympathetic output to accommodation. Plus lenses will 
likely to be well accepted as they aid in relaxing accommodative vergence and placement of vergence back to the plane 
regard fromthe overconvergent posture, even though accommodation lags. 
B2 type patients, in contrast, prioritize identification or focus. "Where it is" (ambient vision) is not as important as 
"what it is", i.e., the precise determination of form and contour (focal vision). The patient will tend to accept a less 
precise vergence posture in favor of a more precise acuity. These patients are less likely to accept plus lenses readily, 
prefering to accept esophoria as long as the image is sharp and clear. The B2 syndrome resembles, thus, convergence 
excess. However, differently from real convergence excess, the esophoric posture, notably at near, is in fact driven by th1 
accommodative effort and not by a tonic posture of the extra-ocular muscles. 
B2 type patients are less likely to readily accept plus lenses because plus lenses represent a demand to relax 
accommodation while keeping vergence unaltered. This patient is behaviorally conditioned to activate accommodatior 
and alter vergence. 
Other authors describe B2 behavior as actually an exacerbation of Bl behavior, pointing out that vision therapy 
treatment tends to reverse B2 types to Bl types. Vision therapy achieves this by inducing an easier accommodation 
function and stressing localization via vergence exercises. How an apparent "convergence insufficiency" may progress in1 
a "convergence excess" will be discussed later. It is useful to note here that according to the functional approach, visual 
behavior is a dynamic process, characterized by several stages of change, each with different degrees of embededness. 
Functional analysis studies the sequence of those changes in order to abort further degeneration. Additional goals are tc 
determine the best mode of intervention for each stage and predict its probability of success. As a changing process, visu 
behavior undergoes periods of "crisis", when new demands are put upon the visual system or existing stresses culminate, 
and subsequent responses representing adaptation periods. Each adaptation and its respective degree of embededness is 
characterized by a specific relationship of findings in the 21 point exam. Functional analysis looks at how those findin~ 
fit together to reveal the presenting stage of change in a process called "chaining". As changes take place, a patient me 
present an appearance of "convergence insufficiency" at an earlier stage, and a "convergent excess" at a later stage. 
While functional analysis seeks to understand and predict those changes, traditional approaches fail to explain their 
occurrence and often to address their underlying causes. Rather than a mere manipulation of numbers, functional analyi 
addresses the meaning of test results and how they fit together to express a unique stage in the process of change. 
iii 
B type characteristic findings 
Accommodation Findings 
In both cases, whenever we talk about B type patients, we are talking about a patient who has learned to inhibit to a 
greater or lesser extent parasympathetic output in the visual system. Such inhibition yields common characteristic 
"accommodative" findings (20 and 21) forB types while vergence ranges will differ according to Bland B2 preference ol 
visual behavior. 
Low #20 (Positive Relative Accommodation) 
#20: Positive Relative Accommodation 
(flexibility between accommodation and convergence) 
X Overconvergent Patient Habitual Posture 
ace 
FE. plus 
§~lenses 
~ - ~ ------~ '~Ba----verg - - -E! \ ~ 
= ... . : 
!'\ 
a ~ 
#20 tests the 
ability to shift 
accommodation 
closer than 
convergence. 
The patient is 
required to 
accommodate by 
means of minus 
lenses while 
maintaining 
vergence at the 
plane of regard 
in order to see 
single. 
ace 
However, a 
patient with a 
stress-induced 
overconvergence 
is conditioned to 
place vergence 
closer than 
accommodation 
by inhibiting 
accommodation-
exactly the 
opposite required 
by#20. 
The# 20 (PRA) demands from the patient exactly the opposite posture (accommodation closer 
than vergence) than a stress induced overconvergent patient tends present (vergence closer than 
accommodation). 
A low #20 is therefore one of the earliest signs of a B type adaptation. 
High #21 
The #21 -negative relative accommodation (plus to blur out) is high, indicating the tendency of tr 
patient to let the accommodative level to go farther back (relaxation) and have the vergence folio· 
it as it goes farther away. 
B types are therefore those who will accept and benefit rom plus lens at near. 
lV 
Vergence Findings 
B types are further classified into Bl and B2 patterns. The differentiating characteristics of these 2 subtypes ar 
indicated by differences in prism vergence findings. 
In order to understand vergence findings of a patient who is inhibiting parasympathetic output, it is useful to 
recall the different elements of vergence which are affected as prisms are applied, and to examine how these 
elements come into play as the tests are performed. 
According t Madox (1907) vergence may be considered as the sum of several components: 
• Phasic or Fast Fusional vergence - is the portion of vergence which first comes into play to achieve single 
vision as soon as a shift of gaze occurs. Its stimuli is retinal disparity (diplopia or disparity within Panum 
area) and its activating innervation is parasympathetic.Fast fusional vergence acts quickly to reduce 
disparity, achieving single vision within 1 second. 
Fusional vergence is quickly mobilized and quickly released. It provides means for immediate fixation but 
after that it starts to decay until it is again stimulated by a retinal disparity. As fusional vergence decays, 
should be substituted diopter by diopter by the slower tonic vergence in order to maintain stable, 
comfortable binocular vision. Otherwise, continuous mobilization of fusional vergence is required at the cos 
of continuous retinal disparity and stress in the system. 
• Tonic vergence or Slow Vergence is the portion of vergence contributed by tonic innervation to the 
extraocular muscles. This innervation is somatic in character -- it does not engage the parasympathetic 
and provides the basic muscle tone present during visual tasks. It has been described as "slow" vergence 
because it comes into play after fast fusional vergence have positioned the eyes in order to achieve 
immediate single vision as soon as the gaze is shifted. Tonic vergence is slower acting, requiring at least 30 
seconds (Birbaum 1993). Tonic vergence is not generated by retinal disparity as it occurs well after disparit 
has been nulled by fast-fusional vergence. Rather, it is said to be induced by the output of the fast-fusiona 
vergence system. Healthy Tonic Vergence has been associated with comfortable, effortless binocular vision. 
• Accommodative Vergence is vergence associated with accommodation via the near point triad. When 
accommodation is activated by increased parasympathetic stimuli, convergence ensues by the influence of 
the same innervation in the vergence system in a proportion represented by the AC/ A ratio. An activation 
vergence, by the same token, also results in an activation of accommodation by a proportion represented b~ 
the CA/C ratio. 
• Proximal Vergence is the vergence induced by a subjective perception of nearness of the target. 
Fusional 
When the sum of 
Tonic, Accommodative and Proximal vergences 
is insufficient to meet a vergence demand, 
the remaining deficit is provided by 
Fusional Vergence. 
By inhibiting accommodation the parasympathetic overload brought by near point stress is attenuated. This 
diminishes overconvergence. However, blocking parasympathetic innervation at the accommodation level 
affects fusional convergence, the element of convergence which also depends on parasympathetic activatim 
For this reason, the fusional convergence is then weak in B types. 
v 
Bl Subtype 
Base Out Vergence Test (16a blur, and 16b break and recovery) 
Ace 
BI 
Application of Base 
Out Prism 
BI 
BO 
D 
Verg 
® 
Prism 
Demand 
Verg 
Further Application of Base Out ~ 
prism D ~ 
Application of Base Out prism @ 
past Blur D 
In order to meet the vergence 
demand at near, 
an overconvergent patient 
has to diverge. 
Blur findings indicate flexibility 
to shift vergence without 
resorting to Accommodative 
Convergence. 
When base out prism is applied, 
the accommodation demand 
remains the same, 
but the vergence demand 
is gradually moved in. 
The patient position of rest is 
overconvergent and in order to 
meet the vergence demand the 
patient had to diverge. 
When that demand is moved in 
by Base Out prism, 
the patient simply 
relaxes the divergence effort 
while the Image remams clear. 
The overconvergence of Bl 
subtypes is not extreme. 
The point where the patient 
has to actively converge may be 
arrived at before the point of 
blur. From then on, the patient 
may have to mobilize 
accommodative convergence to 
further converge 
until blur is experienced. 
When base out prism 
is applied 
Ace . past the point of blur, 
Pnsm Demand accommodative convergence 
2.5 11----------- (------~~-,--~~ relaxes and the patient now 
0 
BI 
relies solely on 
Fusiona1 Convergence 
to further converge 
until Break is experienced. 
Therefore Break is 
experienced shortly after the 
blur point. 
vi 
Base In Vergence Test (17a blur, and 17b break and recovery) 
Ace. 
BI BO 
Application of Base In Prism 
D 
BI BO 
Further Application of Baseln 
prism 
Ace. Prism D 
Demand 
BI ~ Blur BO 
Verg 
Verg. 
Verg. 
In order to meet the vergence 
demand at near, 
an overconvergent patient 
has to diverge. 
Blur findings indicate flexibility 
to shift vergence 
without resorting to 
Accommodative Vergence. 
When prism is applied, 
the accommodation demand 
remains the same, 
but vergence has to change. 
In order to meet the starting 
vergence demand, 
an overconvergent patient 
already had to diverge. 
When further divergence is 
required by increased Base In 
prism, the patient's ability to 
diverge is already partially 
depleted and soon accommodation 
is affected, resulting in an early 
blur. The blur finding is low. 
Once accommodation relaxes 
accommodation vergence is 
released. 
Free from the constraints of 
accommodation, the patient can 
relax the parasympathetic 
innervation to convergence until 
its limit, when brake is 
experienced. The break finding is 
high. 
Vll 
Bl subtype 
B1 
Bl Pattern 
7 5 14a 16a -21 19 
9~11-16b 15a 17a -20 
B1 subtype is considered a straight forward, typical B type adaptation. Beside the characteristic B 
type low #20 and high #21 findings, B1 types will typically present: 
High BO blur (16a) but 
Low BO break and recovery at near (16b)- The primary characteristic of Bl 
High 16a -Under binocular conditions, a patient with stress-induced effector system mismatch 
tends be overconvergent. There is a good margin of convergence ability until BO pris 
brings the image up to the patient's customary overconvergent posture without 
inducing an associated change in accommodation. The BO prism blur finding (16a) f< 
B type patients will then be high . . 
Low 16b - Once the phoria is reached and blur is experienced, fusional vergence is now 
unsupported by accommodative convergence. Furthermore, fusional vergence, 
activated by parasympathetic innervation is weak in a patient who inhibits 
parasympathetic output via limiting accommodation in order to avoid 
overconvergence. Brake is experienced soon after blur, and the 16b value is low. 
Low BI blur (17a) and 
High BI break and recovery at near (17b) 
Low 17a - By the time convergence reaches its demand frol.Jl the overconvergent phoria there i~ 
little remaining ability to further diverge without affecting accommodation: Blur 
finding is low. 
High 17b ~ However, once accommodation is out of the picture, convergence can relax more 
freely, resulting in a hightened ability of further diverging and still keep the image 
single. 
viii 
Base Out Vergence Test (16a blur, and 16b break and recovery) 
Ace 
Ace 
0 
BI 
Application of Base 
Out Prism 
BI 
BO 
D 
Verg 
® 
Prism 
Demand 
Verg 
Further Application of Base Out ~ 
prism D ~ 
BI 
Application of Base Out prism 
past Blur D 
em and 
In order to meet the vergence 
demand at near, 
an overconvergent patient 
has to diverge. 
Blur findings indicate flexibility 
to shift vergence without 
resorting to Accommodative 
Convergence. 
When base out prism is applied, 
the accommodation demand 
remains the same, 
but the vergence demand 
is gradually moved in. 
The patient position of rest is 
overconvergent and in order to 
meet the vergence demand the 
patient had to diverge. 
When that demand is moved in 
by Base Out prism, 
the patient simply 
relaxes the divergence effort 
while the Image remains clear. 
The overconvergence of Bl 
subtypes is not extreme. 
The point where the patient 
has to actively converge may be 
arrived at before the point of 
blur. From then on, the patient 
may have to mobilize 
accommodative convergence to 
further converge 
until blur is experienced. 
When base out prism 
is applied Ace Prism Demand past the point of blur, 
0 
BI 
Ace Fusi nal 
Conv Verg nee 
blur Break 
accommodative convergence 
relaxes and the patient now 
relies solely on 
Fusional Convergence 
to further converge 
until Break is experienced. 
Break is therefore likely to 
be experienced shortly after 
the blur point. 
ix 
Base In Vergence Test (17a blur, and 17b break and recovery) 
BI BO 
Application of Base In Prism 
Ace. 
Ace. 
D 
BI BO 
Further Application of Baseln 
prism 
Prism 
Demand 
BI ~ Blur 
D 
BO 
Verg 
Verg. 
Verg. 
In order to meet the vergence 
demand at near, 
an overconvergent patient 
has to diverge. 
Blur findings indicate flexibility 
to shift vergence 
without resorting to 
Accommodative Vergence. 
When prism is applied, 
the accommodation demand 
remains the same, 
but vergence has to change. 
In order to meet the starting 
vergence demand, 
an overconvergent patient 
already had to diverge. 
When further divergence is 
required by increased Base In 
prism, the patient's ability to 
diverge is already partially 
depleted and soon accommodation 
is affected, resulting in an early 
blur. The blur finding is low. 
Once accommodation relaxes 
accommodation vergence is 
released. 
Free from the constraints of 
accommodation, the patient can 
relax the parasympathetic 
innervation to convergence until 
its limit, when brake is 
experienced. The break finding is 
high. 
X 
B2 Subtype 
B2 
B2 Pattern 
7 5 14a 17a -21 19 
lj 9-11-17b 15a 16a -20 
There is a reversal of the 16a (now low) and 17a (now high) findings, due to exacerbated 
overconvergence, which shifts the phoria line towards the BO blur. 
Skeffington attributes this exarcebation to an intensifyed concentration at near. With 
intensification of near point demand, accommodation intensifies and there is an increased 
parasympathetic output. That output increases overconvergence and the parasympathetic 
innervation is such to make inhibition of fusional convergence insufficient. In other words, ther. 
is parasympathetic innervation enough to activate fusional convergence even long past 
accommodation quits. 
Low BO blur (16a) but 
High BO break and recovery at near (16b)- The primary characteristic of Bl 
Overconvergence having increased and shifted towards the BO, the 16a is low. Ample availability 
of fusional convergence after that point makes BO brake and recovery (16b) high. 
High BI blur (17a) and Low BI break and recovery at near (16b) 
Because the phoria shifted towards base out, the base in blur relative to the position of phoria is 
now high. However, there is not much fusional divergence after that point, since it has been 
expended to meet the demand from a high base out prism position. Therefore the brake and 
recovery occur soon after the blur, and may be low relative to the phoria position. 
Bl X B2: A Comparison of findings 
In both B1 and B2 subtypes, Fusional Vergence is likely to break down soon after it is required as 
the sole convergence factor to meet a convergence demand. The difference between B1 and B2 lay 
in when the fusional convergence factor needs to be mobilized. 
• In Bl there is moderate overconvergence and by the time the blur is experienced, the patient ha 
spent all the phoria and now needs to use fusional vergence to further accommodate. Because in 
types fusional vergece is weak, the patient breaks soon after the blur. 
• In B2 the overconvergence is exacerbated, and even after the point where clear focusing is no 
longer optically possible (blur), the patient is still relaxing phoric vergence (the patient never has 
engage Accommodative Vergence). The break doesn't occur immediatelly after blur. 
Note: Co~nitiye preferences may differentiate Bl from B2( Flax 1984, Woolf, 1963-64) 
B1 and B2 represent different coping strategies in response to near point stress. 
B1 individuals attempts to restore centering to the plane of identification.B1 therefore accepts full plus for 
distance, because it assists to shift localization away. The Bl patient is more concerned with ambient "where i 
it" processing. 
B2 copes by bringing identification in toward the plane of centering. That patient will be bothered by full plus f 
distance because it interferes with the attempt to cope by bringing identification closer. B2 individual is more 
concerned with focal vision and clarity. 
Xl 
Diagnostic Chains and Case Typing 
A significant element of OEP case analysis is the notion that high and low findings may be 
grouped into patterns, or case typings. 
Four Syndromes are described: A, Bl, B2 and C 
The characteristic pattern of high and low findings (diagnostic chain) for each syndrome are: 
A type 
4-13B-11-17b 
Bl Type B2 Type 
5 
__ __,5~ -----
9-ll-16b 9-11-17b 
Ctype 
________ 15A ______ _ 
5-10-16b 
xii 
The A Case Type - "Toxic Esophoria" 
Indicates possible "toxic interference" with the innervational patterns of accommodation and 
convergence, resulting in a "toxic esophoria". 
A types are referred and treated mecidally rathar than through lens applications and VT 
(Skeffington 1931, 1945-51) 
Differentiation on basis of case alone is difficult since A type ("toxemia") is very similar with B2 
type (functional etiology). 
To avoid erroneous referring, clinicians are advised to apply tx for B2, bearing in mind the 
possibility of "toxic interference". 
Practitioners should refer only those patients who demonstrate corroborating evidence of 
pathology in the case history and visual fields or fail to respond to VT. (Skeffington 1941-50, Man1 
1965). 
Systemic toxemia, toxic esophoria and type A analytical findings are possibly correlated. 
Practitioners should refer only if Hx and testing suggest a nonfunctional origin for a deviant 
analytical pattern. 
The C Type- "Organic Convergence Weakness" 
This is a true convergence weakness - 5% of Convergence Insufficieycy cases. 
Improvement is more difficult to achieve and gains are more limited and poorly retained. 
Differential diagnostic: 
Esophoric shift after sustained concentration tasks 
(ex: cheiroscopic tracing, reading for a brief period, repetitive near phoria measures) 
• Functional: frequently found 
• Organic Convergence Weakness: never found. 
Accommodative Findings 
• Functional: Low accommodative measures in functional ( as inhibition of accommodation an 
inhibition of convergence occur simultaneously to reduce overconvergence) 
• Organic Convergence Weakness: generally normal. 
Effect of Plus Lenses 
• Functional: Exophoria may increase but often remains unchanged (adaptation occurs to 
maintain a purposive exophoria). Immediate improvement in both High Phoria and receded 
Near Point of Convergence measures when retested with low plus (better integration of 
accommodation and convergence) 
• Organic Convergence Weakness: always cause an increase in exophoria 
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